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Memory consistency for parallel systems:A reformulation without global time

MEMORY CONSISTENCY FOR PARALLEL SYSTEMS:
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Abstract—Cross-chip latencies now make multi-core architectures resemble distributed systems. The design of distributed
protocols is notoriously error-prone, particularly when their analysis is based on the use of global time. Classical memory
consis-tency models for parallel programming, such as linearizability, uses such a global ordering. This talkexamines the
reformulation, without global time, of these consistency models.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is now common for a processor chip to have
multiple cores and caches. Furthermore, current
processor speeds are so fast that it takes many cycles
for a signal to travel across a chip. These make a chip
increasingly resemble a distributed system. The
design and analysis of distributed pro- tocols is
notoriously prone to error. In trying to understand
why this is so [4], we learnt two lessons. The ﬁrst is
that many errors originate from our habit to reason
(often subconsciously) us- ing global time, or some
global interleaving order of all events in the system,
i.e. to think sequentially about a parallel execution.
The theory (deﬁnitions and proofs) for dis-tributed
protocols should instead rely only on partial orderings
of the events. This applies to the theory for parallel
processing as well, now that they behave like a
distributed system. In the case of consistency models
for shared memory, the classical theory starts with a
total order of all events in the system. Two wellknown models are sequential consistency and
linearizability, and the need for global time
distinguishes these two deﬁnitions.
II. SEQUENTIAL CONSISTENCY
For notational simplicity, we assume every process
(or thread) executes a totally order edequence of
operations, and the process order≺o P is the union of
these total orders. Following Steinke and Nutt [3], the
only operations are reads and writes, and each write
generates a unique value.
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III. LINEARIZABILITY

Golab has proposed two deﬁnitions of linearizability that do not use real time [1]. Using
our notation, his deﬁnitions can be stated as:

Golab conjectured that the ﬁrst deﬁnition is not a
local property, but the second deﬁnition is. We have
found counterexamples to show that ∃-linearizability
is indeed not local, so it is arguably not the right
generalization of linearizability. We have also proven
Golab’s conjecture for ∀-linearizability:
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Theorem

consistency for shared memory should therefore
model events at both processes and objects, and relate
them through a partial order deﬁned with local times
for all events.

IV. CONCLUSION
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Although ∀-linearizability is a local property, we
think it is also not the right generalization. Our
skepticism is based on the second les- son that we
learnt from distributed computing, namely: Processes
and objects are asymmetric in their properties, so it
makes a difference whether a deﬁnition is in terms of
events at processes or at objects. The classical
deﬁnition for linearizability is in terms of events that
model the non-atomicity of operations, so the events
are all local to processes. However, there are actually
four events associated with each ox B(v): Inv(ox
B(v)) at B, the event at x for receiving the invocation,
the event at x for sending the response, and Resp(ox
B(v)) at B. Like the interval between Inv(ox B(v))
and Resp(ox B(v)), the delay be- tween the receive
and send events at x may also be nontrivial (consider,
say, a cache miss). A proper reformulation of
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Abstract— Immersed boundary method (IBM) has been used over last few years in the field of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) to resolve moving or complicated geometry in a fluid domain discretized as a Cartesian or structured
curvilinear mesh. For a finely resolved grid system, parallel implementations of immersed boundary method have been
developed for decomposed Cartesian grid and block structured curvilinear grid resolved geometries. The method has been
tested for flow over airfoils and flow in chemically mixing tanks where the total matrix size varied from 0.1 million to 5
millions. Scalability of the implementations increased with increase in the domain size compared to the data exchange.

data is exchange is needed. Cares have been taken in
grid generation ensuring minimal data exchange
among different processors to retain scalability.
Immersed boundary method is founded on a search
algorithm to find out near boundary fluid points and
interpolation method to define proper velocity or body
forces in those points. As the accuracy of the
interpolation relies on the grid-spacing near the rigid
boundary, this method finds it advantages on a highly
resolved grid system resulting into an extremely big
solution matrix. Immersed boundary search and
tagging has been performed in the distributed
paradigm to retain scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Immersed boundary method (Peskin, 1972, Tyagi
et al., 2007) has been developed and extensively used
over last few decades to model moving and complex
boundary conditions in a fluid flow. The fundamental
idea comes from replacing the physical boundary by
an appropriate forcing term in momentum equation
(Peskin, 1972). The idea of direct forcing has been
developed into a modified method where the effect of
the moving boundary is transferred to the nearest fluid
mesh by a suitable interpolation of velocity and
pressure (Tseng and Ferziger, 2003; Iacaarino and
Verzicco, 2003). This method needs an efficient
algorithm for finding the fluid mesh points neared to
the immersed boundary and tagging their relative
locations. The immersed boundary method has been
implemented over a multiblock curvilinear mesh
which retains the applicability of curvilinear mesh for
fixed geometry and explores immersed boundary
method for moving geometrical components. The
basic solver is a compressible Navier-Stokes equation
solver that uses second order flux-splitting algorithm
(Edwards, 1997) for convective terms and central
difference method for viscous terms and time
integrations also retain second order accuracy.
Scattered data interpolation (Franke, 1982) has been
used for immersed boundary which is also second
order accurate over an unstructured three-dimensional
immersed surface defined in the background of
curvilinear block. Grid generation has been obtained
by commercially available Poisson equation solver
(GridproTM). Collocated grid points for momentum
and pressure makes the immersed boundary search
algorithm faster. A parallel implementation for the
multiblock method is accomplished using the standard
domain
decomposition
technique.
Domain
decomposition is obtained by distributing the blocks
to different processors and for load balancing, a graph
partitioning software METIS (Karypis and Kumar,
1998) has been used. Parallel efficiency is highly
dependent on grid generation and blocking as these
two factors dictate the zonal overlaps across which

II. METHODOLOGY
The non-dimensional governing equations for the
conservation of mass and momentum for an
incompressible Newtonian fluid are given as:

u j
x j

0

ui uiu j
p 1 2ui

 
t
x j
xi Re x2j
where ui is velocity field, p is pressure, Re is the
non-dimensional Reynolds number defined in terms of
characteristic velocity and length scales of the
problem In this study, a parallel multi-block chemical
reacting compressible flow code for generalized
curvilinear coordinates, CHEM3D, is used. For
incompressible
flows,
low
Mach
number
preconditioning is used (Weiss and Smith, 1995). A
second order backward 3-point physical time
differencing is used for the temporal derivatives in
conjunction with Euler differencing for pseudo-time
derivatives. Second order low diffusion flux-splitting
algorithm is used for convective terms (Edwards,
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1997). Second order central differences are used for
the viscous terms. An incomplete Lower-Upper (ILU)
matrix decomposition solver is used. Domain
decomposition and load balancing are accomplished
using a family of programs for partitioning
unstructured graphs and hypergraphs and computing
fill-reducing orderings of sparse matrices, METIS
(Karypis and Kumar, 1998). The message
communication in distributed computing environment
is achieved using Message Passing Interface, MPI
(Gropp et al., 1999). Equations are solved in each
domain and the data for the domain boundary residing
in the neighboring is obtained using MPI
Send/Receive commands.

and the implementation is fully parallelized reducing
overheads to the parallel N-S solver.

A. Immersed boundary implementation
Immersed
boundary
method
has
been
implemented using a direct forcing method which
interpolates velocity of the neighboring point to the
nearest fluid mesh point near the solid boundary
(which is identified as immersed point) using an
interpolation function that satisfies no-slip condition at
the solid boundary. This has been achieved using two
different interpolation techniques. In the first
technique, a Cartesian volume mesh is used. The
immersed surface is identified as a polyline curve and
the normal direction is identified along which a
second order polynomial is fitted to satisfy no-slip and
no permeability boundary condition on the wall. This
method is tested for inviscid flow over airfoil (Figure
1). For potential flow solution over an airfoil, zero
gradient of stream function on the airfoil is obtained
by interpolating velocity at the immersed point shown
in red from the fluid points A and B. A domain
decomposition technique is implemented which
distributes solution points as well as immersed points
to different domains residing in different processors.
In the other implementation, a block structured
curvilinear mesh is used where different blocks are
distributed over different processors and the immersed
surface is identified by a GAMBITTM generated
unstructured triangular mesh file. In the background of
curvilinear mesh, it is usually not trivial to find out the
intersection of the surface normal with the
neighboring mesh file. A general interpolation scheme
can be written as

n

p

Figure 1. Immersed point and interpolation

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before The method has been tested for several
applications involving aerodynamic flow (Figure 2)
solved in Cartesian mesh domain decomposition and
mixing tank (Figure 3) solved in multi-block
curvilinear mesh implementation calculations ranging
from inviscid to highly turbulent Reynolds number
application. In the turbulent calculation, a Large-eddy
simulation (Smagorinsky, 1963) technique has been
utilized which resolves the large energy carrying
scales and uses models for dissipative scales. The full
three dimensional mesh, resolving the energy carrying
scales are of 3.1 million cells and 2088 blocks. . The
surface mesh for the impeller blade contained 105154
triangular elements and is generated using GambitTM.
The computation is performed on 200 processors (64
bit 2.33 GHz Xeon quadcore) for 96 CPU hours. This
corresponds to 9600 time iterations representing 48
rotations of the impeller have been obtained during the
entire simulation for each Reynolds numbers. Phase
averaging is performed over 40 complete revolutions
of the impeller. A linear speed-up upto 24 processors
for 2D problems and
128 processors for million sized data set have been
obtained (Figure 4 and 5).

p

n
Rhm
Rh
VimwmVm/q, wm  , q i 
m1
i1 Rh
m
i 
 Rh

Where, Vm are the computed solution around the
immersed point, wm is the weight, p is the power
exponent (usually set to 2), hm is the distance of
corresponding grid points from the forced point, and R
is the maximum of hm (Franke, 1982). This inversedistance forcing strategy is adopted in the present
tudy. In both the cases, immersed boundary searching
and interpolation are local to the operating processor
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Figure 2: Flow over air-foil at 8° angle of attack, inviscid
calculation

Figure 3: Velocity vectors in a stirred tank, Re~50000

Figure 4 : Scalability of immersed boundary code Cartesian
grid

Figure 5: Scalability of immersed boundary code for
curvilinear block structured grid
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Abstract— parallel computing is an evolution of serial computing, that attempts to emulate what has always been the state
of affairs in the natural world, which is massively parallel. Providing concurrency can solve large computational problems
by optimizing time and/or money. Current computer architectures are increasingly relying upon hardware level parallelism
by employing multiple high-end CPUs to gain performance improvement. An alternative to enhance the performance in
traditional CPU environment is to have multiple processors and a control unit with multi-threaded applications that allow
parallel execution. The significant advantage with multi-threaded application is that a thread can be created with much less
operating system overhead and managing it requires fewer system resources than managing processes. While this has helped
in partial accomplishment of performance improvement, other enhancing technologies also need to be exploited in a similar
way. Parallelism can be incorporated by employing various architectures, the prominent being SIMD architecture. At this
juncture, the application of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is being thought of. GPUs, which were originally designed to
provide efficient visualization, are being massively employed for computation intensive parallel processing environments.
This paper discusses various options to improvise the performance margin of Oceansat data processing. The first section
deals with multi-threading application to accelerate data processing utilizing SeaDAS and the second section briefs about the
application of GPU to enhance the processing speed. The SeaWifs Data Analysis System (SeaDAS) is a comprehensive
image analysis package, developed by NASA, for the processing, display, analysis and quality control of ocean color data.
Multi-threaded approach has been deployed very effectively in achieving high speedups in processing multiple data files
rather than sequential processing of various data sets. The developed software application declares equivalent number of
threads as the number of CPU cores, which will be processed in parallel, thereby achieving a speedup equal to the number of
cores. An automated de-striping algorithm, to remove the stripes in the raw image was implemented in all bands of Oceansat
data. The de-striped image had an improved visual appearance and met the vital image quality criteria like very low RMS
error. To attain enhanced performance improvement, the same was implemented in NVIDIA Tesla C2075 GPU by means of
concurrent streams for kernel execution along with asynchronous data transfer. A speedup of around 300% was achieved for
the GPU configured automated de-striping algorithm as compared to the traditional CPU implementation.
Index Terms - GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)
Keywords-component; formatting; style; styling; insert (key words)

I.

resources at a task to shorten it’s time to completion.
Another significant advantage that can be quoted is
the ability of such systems to solve larger problems,
which would have been impossible for serial
computing systems. Limitations of serial computing
like limits on transmission speeds, miniaturization and
similar have also necessitated the need for
development of parallel computing.
Oceansat-2 satellite mainframe systems derived
their heritage from previous IRS missions and
launched by PSLV-C14 from SatishDhawan Space
Centre, Sriharikota on Sept. 23, 2009[1]. It carried
three payloads viz. Ocean Color Monitor (OCM), Kuband Pencil Beam scatterometer (SCAT) and Radio
Occultation Sounder for Atmosphere (ROSA). It is
envisaged to provide continuity of operational services
of Oceansat-1(IRS-P4) with enhanced application
potential. The Ocean Color Monitor (OCM) is a 360
m resolution, push-broom sensor with 3740 detectors
across scan for each of its eight spectral channels.
This paper highlights the need for development of
parallel processing environment in Oceansat Data
processing. The first section discusses the optimum
usage of CPU resources by making use of the concept

INTRODUCTION

Historically, parallel computing has been
considered to be the high end of computing and has
been used to model difficult problems in countless
disciplines of science and various streams of
engineering. In industrial and commercial arenas of
human life, a great driving force exists in the
development of faster computers to facilitate in the
processing of large amounts of data in sophisticated
ways. Many fields like oil exploration, medical
imaging and diagnosis, pharmaceutical design,
financial and economic modeling require extensive
parallel computing. The simultaneous use of more
than one processor or computer to solve a problem can
be defined as parallel computing. More researchers,
engineers and scientists are finding a need for parallel
and distributed computing as they have computing
tasks that they would like to run faster, need to work
with large datasets that are too big for the memory of
their machines and the requirement to utilize the extra
computing power they have available on a dedicated
computing resource. In addition, parallel processing
results in potential cost savings by throwing more
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of posix threads. The performance improvement
gained by employing Graphics Processing Units
(GPU) in parallel computing is also discussed here.
The succeeding section provides the technical details
of the GPU succeeded by the performance
improvement accomplished.

the program depends on the number of CPU cores.
The additional input data files provided in the text file
will be processed, once the first batch of parallel
processing is over.
The time taken to process 'n' number of parallel
input data sets is comparable to the maximum of the
processing time consumed by the individual data sets.
Hence this results in an outstanding performance
margin while processing large number of data sets.

II. PARALLEL PROCESSING USING
SEADAS[2]
A. An Introduction to SeaDAS
SeaDAS is a comprehensive image analysis
package, developed by NASA, for the processing,
display, analysis, and quality control of ocean color
data. SeaDAS can also be very useful as a general
scientific imagery/data analysis package. There are
different levels of Oceansat data, available in HDF
(Hierarchical Data Format)
Level-0 (L0) data files contain the raw radiance
counts (digital numbers) and this is the lowest and
most raw level of data normally available to endusers.
L1A data files contain the sensor raw radiance
counts (digital numbers) as well as spacecraft and
instrument telemetry and calibration data.
Level-1B data files contain the calibrated ataperture (top-of-atmosphere) radiances derived from
L1A sensor
Level-2 data files contain calculated geophysical
values for each pixel (e.g. Chlorophyll-a, SST)
derived from the L1B radiances by applying
atmospheric corrections and bio-optical algorithms.
Level-3 Binned (L3b) data files contain spatially
and temporally binned L2 data products of the L2
variables.
SeaDAS package is being used internationally for
the processing of Oceansat data, to generate the
different level data products. This paper discusses the
parallel invocation of SeaDAS package for improving
the performance margin by reducing the execution
time. This is made possible by applying the concept of
posix threads or Pthreads.
The Pthread (POSIX Thread) [3] Library is set of
functions that enable C/C++ code to spawn multiple
“threads” of execution to do multiple tasks
simultaneously. The primary motivation for using
Pthreads is to realize potential program performance
gains. A thread can be created with much less
operating system overhead and managing threads
requires fewer system resources than managing
processes. Threaded applications offer potential
performance gains and practical advantages over nonthreaded applications by overlapping CPU work with
I/O, priority/real-time scheduling and asynchronous
event handling.
Implementation Details of SeaDAS Parallel
Processing Environment
The developed software package handles multiple
OCM Level 1B data files as input, keyed in a text file.
The number of parallel threads that can be invoked by

III.

AUTOMATED DE-STRIPING
ALGORITHM

A. An Overview
The level of striping in Ocean Color Monitor
(OCM) product makes visual inspection of the various
in-water features like chlorophyll content, very
cumbersome. This also attributes to the large errors in
the pixel-to-pixel estimates of the derived products. It
also impairs the visual appearance of the processed
output image. To surmount these difficulties and as
the state of the OCM electronics varies from orbit to
orbit, an automatic de-striping algorithm (ADM) was
implemented [4] , that depends only on information
that can be attained from the image data. The ADM
was implemented on L1B image, so that the de-striped
image had an enhanced visual appearance and all the
characteristic features were retained as in the original
image.
OCM is a push broom sensor so there is no
periodicity associated with the striping. The
implemented automated de-striping algorithm does
not rely on any periodic variation in the striping. The
algorithm performance depends only on the quantity
of contiguous pixels over the water for each detector.
Along scan detectors that have sufficient water pixels
within the image to derive statistically significant
correction coefficients are corrected with a fixed
vector of scale factors. It takes advantage of the fact
that in-water features tend to smoothly vary spatially
over scales of tens of kilometers while the noise
induced by the poorly characterized detectors varies at
the spatial resolution of the sensor.
The image was divided up into sections called
chunks. For the spatial resolution of OCM, it was
found that 100 line chunks work well. The number of
chunks obviously depends on the number of lines in
each image and the number of lines in each chunk.
Within each chunk, the indices of all pixels that are
over water for each ith detector are stored in vector p.
For each rth detector, Nt represents the number of
water pixels that are averaged to derive M(A), the
mean noised profile for the chunk, given as
M(λ) =

1
N

L (λ) ,

( )

An estimate of the true mean profile of the chunk
was derived by smoothing M(X) with a running mean
of length L to derive the mean vector, R(X.) for the rth
detector given as
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1
R(λ) =
N

/

IV. GPU, INTRODUCTION, NEED AND
OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES

M(λ)
/

For large data volumes, where considerable
performance improvement may be called for,
computation employing traditional processors may not
yield the desired performance. As a consequence,
utilization of GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) has
gained momentum in applications where large volume
of data needs to be processed. In this context, the
application of General Purpose Computing using
Graphical Processing Unit (GPGPU) for automated
image de-striping for multiple bands in parallel is
being thought of. With GPU computing gaining
momentum as a result of increased hardware
capabilities and improved programmability, this paper
presents how a GPU, with parallel design architecture
can boost computational power appreciably to equal
the requirements of handling enormous data volumes.
A Graphical Processing Unit or a Graphics
Processor Unit (GPU) is a specialized multiprocessor,
traditionally built for rendering 2D or 3D graphics.
Over the years, with advancements in Very Large
Scale Integration (VLSI) technologies, it has evolved
to become a co-processor to the CPU. Contemporary
GPUs are being used for “general purpose” computing
(GPGPU), which exploit the computing power of the
chip to perform certain functions traditionally handled
by the CPU viz. massive scientific and high
performance computing applications.
GPUs are composed of a number of SIMD (single
instruction, multiple data) multiprocessor cores, each
with much less complexity than a CPU core, but
nevertheless support operations required for general
purpose high performance computing. Each
multiprocessor incorporates a small but fast shared
memory. All processors in the multiprocessor have
direct access to this memory. Additionally, all
multiprocessors have access to three other devicelevel memory modules: the global, texture, and
constant memory modules, which are also accessible
from the host. Apart from size, the critical
characteristic differentiating the various memory
modules is their access latency. To achieve maximum
performance, applications should maximize the use of
shared memory and multiprocessor registers.
GPUs process information in parallel. GPUs are
designed for fast execution of many parallel
instruction threads. GPUs can maintain up to 1024
threads per multiprocessor .GPUs also use SIMT
(single instruction, multiple threads) for scalar thread
processing. GPU cores execute the same instructions
simultaneously.
The programming platform that we have chosen is
NVIDIA Corporation’s CUDA (The Compute Unified
Device Architecture) [5] .This is a compiler/language
pair which presents a C-style interface to the GPU.
This allows a programmer to directly develop and
express parallel programming concepts on the GPU.
Additionally the development environment provides a

The image edge effects were minimized by
averaging only the number of remaining pixels to the
right and left of the central pixel, and N' is the number
of detectors with pixels over water between i-L/2 and
i+L/2. A default value of 30 was selected for the
length of the running mean.
After deriving M(X)ik and R(k)j,k for each Ath
chunk, a matrix of correction coefficients, C{X), was
derived using
R(λ) ,
C(λ) , =
M(λ) ,
The correction coefficient that should be applied to
all pixels in the image from the /th detector was
derived from the C(k)ik from all k chunks. The closest
C(k)ik were averaged together and the outliers were
ignored using an exclusion function, which only
includes C(k)ik that are not equal to 1.0 and are
greater than 0.8 and less than 1.2
1
f
(C(λ) , )
N
Where h is the total number of chunks used from
the image and N" is the total number of included
C(X)ik.
All the pixels within the all chunks of each
detector were multiplied with the correction
coefficient apart from the pixels which were masked
as representing land, cloud and glint.
K(λ) =

B. Implementation Details of Automated Image DeStriping Algorithm
The Automated de-striping algorithm was
implemented in 'C' on Linux platform. The package
used for viewing and updating the data file was HDF
viewer since the data files were in HDF format.
An image acquired was typically 6026 lines long
and the number of pixels in each line was 3730, which
was equivalent to the number of detectors in the
sensor. The entire image was divided into 61 chunks
(each chunk corresponds to 100 lines). The water
pixels were extracted imposing the corresponding
conditions that classify a water pixel on the pixels of
each band (pixel value <9 for B1, <11 for B2, <7 for
B3, <6 for B4, <5 for B5, <3 for B6). The magnitude
of Band 8 was used to mask features such as land,
clod and glint. The above detailed algorithm was
realized for bands 1-6, where striping effects were
predominant.
The computation time for implementing the destriping operations on a data was high as the number
of bands accrued. This made the further progress moot
on proceeding with the conventional CPU, as the
processing time increased rapidly. Hence the role of
parallel processing was a necessity in the current
context. The algorithm was implemented employing
the concept of parallel computing in Graphics
Processing Units (GPU).
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runtime library to manage task execution, multi-GPU
devices, timers, memory, and per-multiprocessor
thread synchronization. For Tesla series GPUs, there
is a provision for asynchronous data transfer between
the host and device. Also many streams can be run in
parallel, independent of each other. This gives us one
more level of parallelism. The main advantage of
CUDA over most other GPU-APIs is its flexible
access to the GPUs memory, allowing direct access of
the global memory as well as the multiprocessors
shared memory for reading and writing instructions.
Efficient offloading of an algorithm to the GPU
implies extracting the target application’s parallelism,
and, equally important, employing efficient memory,
data transfer, and thread management techniques.
Improper task decomposition, memory allocation and
management, or data transfer scheduling can lead to
dramatic performance degradation. The resourceful
use of the GPU hardware is challenging. The threads
must be scheduled efficiently and synchronization
between the threads is also essential. Similarly,
efficient use of various memories available, viz.
texture memory, constant memory, shared memory,
global memory and local registers can improve the
overall performance manifold. The features of GPU
must be exploited efficiently depending on the family
of the GPU. For Tesla and above there is a provision
for asynchronous streams [6]. If there are multiple
GPUs on a machine, it can be taken as an advantage to
tailor the algorithm suitably to enhance the
computation throughput. Equally challenging is the
parallelization of the existing algorithms. While it is
relatively simpler to increase the degree of parallelism
of existing applications, a significant investment is
needed to refactor them to achieve the required
computational gain. Moreover, not all applications
offer sufficient scope for parallelism. The different
levels of parallelism vary from application to
application.
The effective bandwidth of the computations
should be employed as a metric when measuring
performance and optimization benefits. To achieve
high computational gain, data transfer between the
host and the device is to be minimized.
The configuration of the system with GPUs was a
HP Z800 workstation with one nVIDIA Tesla C2075
with 448 CUDA cores and two Quadro 2000 GPU
cards.

'cudaMemcpyAsync'. Simultaneous execution of a
kernel while performing a data copy between device
and host memory is possible in Tesla GPUs.
Asynchronous memory copy in Tesla entails parallel
copying from host to device as well as kernel
execution with already available data in the device.
The stream concept was also introduced which is a
queue of GPU operations that get executed in a
specific order. Multiple streams are declared in Tesla
GPU, which will execute the data de-striping of the
various bands in parallel. These independent streams
will take care of the individual memory transfers of
data bands and their kernel execution.
Various
optimization
approaches
were
investigated to implement the algorithm.
A. Utilizing the three GPUs with CUDA Streams
An approach to exploit multi-GPUs to run the destriping algorithm in parallel configuration for the
different bands was investigated. Had the 3 GPUs
been Tesla C2075, it would have proved the most
efficient configuration as there is an option using the
command 'cudaDeviceEnablePeerAccess' wherein the
common data for all the bands (bands used to extract
water and mask land, cloud features) can be copied in
one GPU and accessed from the other two GPUs. This
would have avoided recurrent memory copies of these
data for de-striping of different bands. Since only a
single Tesla GPU was available, the same approach
has been investigated using the command
'cudaMemcpyPeer' which was similar to the above
discussed command option.
One approach of parallel implementation was by
declaring 4 Tesla streams for 4 bands and executing
the left over 2 bands in Quadro 2000.The data was
copied to the Tesla GPU by asynchronous memory
copy from host to device and the streams ensured
parallel execution between the 4 bands in Tesla. The
common data was copied by means of the command,
'cudaMemcpyPeer' to Quadro 2000.This configuration
guaranteed parallel execution of all the 6 bands and
hence an improved time margin.
Though this approach yielded significant time gain
compared to the conventional CPU approach, more
efficient approaches were tried to improve the time
margin. The time margin was attained as the common
pool of resources between the GPUs need not have to
be copied again from host, but inter GPU transfers
were enough.

V. DESIGN APPROACH USING GPUS
B. CUDA Multiple Streams in Tesla
An alternative scheme was to confine the entire
processing to Tesla GPU alone. This was made
possible by defining 6 streams in Tesla to take care of
the de-striping in all the six bands.
The identified streams take care of the memory
copies to and from host to device and the
corresponding kernel launches, which were all
independent of each other.

The automated image de-striping algorithm was
implemented on the 6 bands (B1-B6) of the image. It
involves reading the image data of all the bands and
performing the de-striping steps on each band. These
courses of actions were extremely time consuming
and hence it was indispensable to realize the same in
GPU with an efficient parallelization strategy.
The image data of 6 bands were copied from host
(CPU) to the device (GPU) asynchronously using
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The time taken to run the de-striping algorithm for
6 bands in parallel employing streams was equal to the
time taken to run the same on a single band using
conventional approach, there by a very significant
time gain was accomplished compared to the
traditional CPU.
The flow chart summarizing the algorithm is
provided in Fig 1.

CPU : HP Z-800 Intel Xeon dual quad-core E5620
@2.4Ghz
GPU : NVIDIA Tesla C2075 with 448 cores and
NVIDIA Quadro 2000 with 192 cores
The results were validated for around a dozen data
sets .A typical output for all the six bands is provided
below. The following figures denote an extracted
portion of the Oceansat-2 OCM image with 6026 x
3730 pixels, for the bands B1 to B6, the original
image with stripes in Figures 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11 and the
corresponding de-striped images in Figures 3, 5, 7, 9,
11.

Figure 1. Flow-chart detailing the Implementation Flow in

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The de-striped image visual appearance. Typical
value for root mean squared error is 0.039411
between the original image and de-striped image for
Band1, where the maximum stripes were visible. The
value of this quality assessment parameter confirms
that most of the features of the original image are
preserved in the de-striped image.
The efficiency of the parallelization strategy
adopted can be measured by comparing the GPU
execution time with the CPU execution time. From
Table II, it is evident that a noteworthy time gain was
obtained using GPU.

A. Implementation of Parallel SeaDAS Processing
in CPU
L1B - L2B spatial binning using SeaDAS was
carried out in Dual Quad-Core Z 800 Intel Xeon
Workstation. The results are shown in Table - I below.
TABLE I.

Process

TIMING COMPARISON FOR MULTIPLE DATA FILES
USING SEADAS PARALLEL PROCESSING

Processing
Time(single
data file)
14 min, 21
sec

Processing
Time(8
data files)
20 min, 50
sec

Processing
Time(16
data files)
41 min, 26
sec

L1B
- L2B
spatial
binning
Eight data files each with almost equal processing
time were selected and given as input in the text file.
The program processes the 8 files by assigning to 8
threads. The total time taken to process 8 files is only
20 min, 50 sec which accounts the time taken to
process the data as well as file handling time. This is
only marginally higher than the processing time of
individual data file. If more data files are given as
input, they will processed sequentially, each batch
having as many files as the number of CPU cores.
The approximate speedup achieved while
executing 'n' data files, with approximately equal
processing times, was (n-1)x.
B. Implementation of ADM in GPU
The developed GPGPU application
implemented in the following workstation:

TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Oceansat-2 Execution Execution %
OCM
time
time
Improvement
image of using
using
size
CPU (ms) GPU
6026x3730
(ms)
3
GPUs
4.8
3.9
23
with
CUDA
streams
Multiple
4.8
2.6
84.6
streams in
Tesla
The speed-up purveyed by GPU is very beneficial.
This shows how GPUs can be wielded to enhance the
performance of the automated image de-striping
algorithm

was
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VII.

Director, NRSC in successfully implementing this
work. The support provided by
Dr.C.B.S.Dutt,
Deputy
Director,
ECSA,
NRSC
and
Dr.K.HanumanthaRao, Head, Oceanography, NRSC
is also duly acknowledged.

CONCLUSION

The Graphical Processing Units act as highly
resourceful parallel processors which accept data from
the CPU to perform repetitive calculations on huge
volumes of data at a very fast rate. The processed data
would then be copied back to the CPU. The discussed
GPU design configuration has imparted a significant
performance improvement compared to a traditional
architecture. Implementing the automated image destriping algorithm in GPU has scope for a much
improved performance margin, taking into account the
processing involved. With the conventional CPU
computing, the desired performance enhancement was
attained by utilizing all the available CPU resources,
ie. All CPU cores simultaneously using 'Pthreads'.
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INFLUENCE OF SLIP VELOCITY ON MHD FLOW AND HEAT
TRANSFER DURING OSCILLATORY BLOOD FLOW IN
AN ARTERY: A NUMERICAL STUDY
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Abstract-A problem motivated by investigation of the in- ﬂuence of slip velocity on heat and mass trans- fer in the unsteady
ﬂow of blood through a porous vessel with internal heat generation or absorption in the presence of chemical reac- tion. It is
assumed that the inﬂuence of a uni- form magnetic ﬁeld acts normal to the ﬂow and the permeability of the porous medium
ﬂuctu- ates with time. The suction velocity is also taken to be oscillates periodically. The problem is solved numerically by
using Crank-Nicolson scheme. The computational results are pre- sented graphically. The study reveals that the ﬂow is
ppreciably inﬂuenced by the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld.
Keywords: Slip velocity; Magnetohydrody- namics; Suction velocity; Chemical reaction.

motivation of this paper is to study the in- ﬂuence of
slip velocity on unsteady MHD ﬂow as well as the
associated problem heat and mass transfer in the
presence of heat source and chemical reaction, in the
case of blood ﬂow through a porous vessel in a
pathological state. The analysis presented here
pertains to a sit-uation when the artery is subjected to
a time- dependent suction velocity. The rationale behind the present study is that the porous ma- terial
within the lumen of the vessel is a non- homogeneous
medium in which the permeabil- ity is likely to vary
with time. Consequently the suction velocity is also
vary with time. The problem is solved numerically by
developing an appropriate ﬁnite diﬀerence method.
The study has the promise to keep signiﬁcant application in electromagnetic therapy, which has
gained much popularity in the recent times.

1. INTRODUCTION
The literature of bio-mathematics has providedhuge
number of applications in medicine and biology.
MHD application reduces rate of ﬂow of blood in
human arterial system, which is use- ful in treatment
of certain cardiovascular dis- orders such as brain
hemorrhage and hyper- tension etc [1]. Extensive
research work has been done on the ﬂuid dynamics of
biological ﬂuid in the presence of magnetic ﬁeld with
an aim to develope various medical device such as
magnetic device for cell separation, drug carri- ers,
cancer and tumor treatment etc. The ideaof
electromagnetic ﬁelds in medical research was ﬁrst
put forwarded by Kolin [2] and later on Korchevskii
and Marchounik [1] discussed the possibility of
regulating the movement of blood in human system
by applying magnetic ﬁeld. Vardanyan [3] explored
the potential use of MHD principles in prevention and
rational therapy of arterial hypertension, wherein he
re- ported that a magnetic ﬁeld applied in a direc- tion
transverse to an artery bears the poten- tial to alter the
ﬂow rate of blood. Recently, heat transfer analysis
have been received the attention [4, 5] due to its large
number of appli- cations in the processes like
hemodialysis and oxygenation. Bio-heat is currently
considered as heat transfer in the human body. In
view of this thermotherapy and the human thermoregulation system [5], the model of bio-heat trans- fer in
tissues has been attracted by the biomed- ical
engineers. Misra et al. [6] studied blood ﬂow through
an arterial segment where they considered no-slip
condition at the vessel wall. It is a well known fact
that a viscous ﬂuid nor- mally sticks to a boundary.
However, there are many situations where there may
be a partial slip between the ﬂuid and the boundary.
For many ﬂuids, e.g. particulate ﬂuids, the motion is
governed by the Navier-Stokes equations, but the
usual no-slip condition at the boundary should be
replaced by velocity slip condition [7]. The

2. ANALYSIS
Let us consider the unsteady ﬂow of an incompressible and electrically conducting ﬂuid in a
parallel porous plate through a porous medium
having time-dependent permeability
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and the non-dimensional parameters: Substi- tuting
(7)into the equations (2)-(4), we get the following set
of equations

where F(t) = 1+ǫ sin(nt). Also, the boundary
conditions (5) and (6) give rise to
Fig. 1 Physical sketch of the problem mentioned
consideration, taking into account the usual
Boussinesq approximation, the equa- tions that
govern the ﬂow of ﬂuid may be listed as [8]

The relevant boundary conditions are

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to study the inﬂuence of slip veloc-ity on
unsteady hydromagnetic heat and masstransfer in
MHD ﬂow of blood through a porous medium having
oscillatory suction velocity in the presence of heat
source and chemical reac- tion, the numerical
technique described in the previous section have been
employed to solve the system of equations (8)-(10),
subject to the appropriate boundary conditions (11)
and (12). Computational work has been performed
with δy = 0.01 and δt = 0.01 with 101 grid points and
the results are presented through Figs. 2- 4. Figs. 2
and 3 focus on the axial velocity

Let us now introduce the following non- dimensional
variables:
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Fig. 8 indicates that the temperature decreases as Pr
increases.

Fig. 2 Velocity distribution for diﬀerent values

4. CONCLUSIONS
We can draw the following conclusions: (i) Blood
ﬂow can be controlled by regulat- ing the intensity of
externally applied magnetic ﬁeld. (ii) Temperature of
blood decreases with in- creasing Prandtl number.
Acknowledgment: One of the authors (A.Sinha) is
grateful to the NBHM, DAE, Mumbai for the
ﬁnancial support of this inves- tigation.
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Abstract—High Performance Computing (HPC) is use of multiple computer resources to solve large critical problems.
Multiprocessor and Multicore is two broad parallel computers which support parallelism. Clustered Symmetric
Multiprocessors (SMP) is the most fruitful way out for large scale applications. Enhancing the performance of computer
application is the main role of parallel processing. Single processor performance on high-end systems often enjoys a
noteworthy outlay advantage when implemented in parallel on systems utilizing multiple, lower-cost, and commodity
microprocessors. Parallel computers are going main stream because clusters of SMP (Symmetric Multiprocessors) nodes
provide support for an ample collection of parallel programming paradigms. MPI and OpenMP are the trendy flavors in a
parallel programming. In this paper we have taken a review on parallel paradigm’s available in multiprocessor and multicore
system.
Keywords: Parallelism, MPI (Message Passing Interface), OpenMP, Heterogeneous (hybrid) systems, SMP (Symmetric
Multiprocessor).

I.

Concurrency using several cores can overcome
these issues in attendance are nothing but many and
multi core processor using parallel ones this is also
called as concurrency revolution [4]. Scalability in
terms of application can scale seamless automatically
with number of processors. In this regards there are
two approaches for doing parallelism (1) Auto
Parallelism (2) Parallel Programming [5].
Auto
Parallelism:-Using
instruction
level
parallelism (ILP) or parallel compilers sequential
programs are automatically paralleled. Actual
programs without doing modification is recompiled
using these ILP or parallel compilers it has a
limitation that amount of parallelism is very less due
to complexity of automatic transformation of code .
Parallel programming approach:-Application are
turned to exploit parallelism by partitioning the total
work into small task, this task then mapped on the
cores. It provides high parallelism.
Besides of these two some typical parallelism also
present into the computer programs i.e. data,
recursive, pipelined.
The main four phases for the parallelism is finding
concurrency, algorithm structure, supporting structure
and implementation mechanism. Depending on these
four patterns or phases SPMD (single Program
Multiple Data) - different data is used several times
with respect to single program. Fig 1 will describe the
overview of the stated outline model for language.
Master/Worker – Master process setup a poll of
worker process and bag of task.
Loop Parallelism- Concurrent execution of
different iteration of one or more loops.
FORK/JOIN- Main process forks off in different
processes that execute concurrently until they finally
join in single process [10].

INTRODUCTION

Even as MPI has a distributed memory conceptual
view, OpenMP is directed to the shared memory
systems. In parallel environment with the existing
merits and demerits of MPI and OpenMP both are coexists with hybrid (OpenMP+MPI). In this work our
aim is to explore the performance of the
OpenMP/MPI and hybrid programming model and
analysis the shared and distributed memory
approaches, as well as the present heterogeneous
parallel programming model.
Microprocessor based single processing unit are
facing heat dissipation and energy consumption issues
with limited clock frequency and number of jobs
conducted in each clock period. Multi-core
architectures put forward enhanced the performance
and energy efficiency for the same processing unit [2].
Furthermore nowadays we have classified approaches
one which is capable to integrate more than one core
in to a single microprocessor (probably two to ten)
called as multi-core approach which use sequential
programming. Another one is many cores approach
having built with large number of cores (as many as
possible) basically used for parallel programming.
Clearly, this change of paradigm has had (and will
have) a huge impact on the software developing
community. Parallel computers are taking over the
world of computing. The computer industry is ready
to submerge the market with hardware that will only
run at full speed with parallel programs [3]. This can
be largely attributed to the inherent complexity of
specifying and coordinating concurrent tasks, a lack of
portable algorithms, standardized environments, and
software development toolkits [17]. Sequential
programming is over headed due to stalling of clock
frequency.
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There are two classical categories of parallel
system (1) Shared Memory (2) Distributed Memory
[8].

Beside of this Hybrid shared with distributed
memory system can be used. The conventional
parallel programming practice involves a pure Shared
Memory Model [8]. Usually using the OpenMP API
[11], in shared memory architecture, or a pure
message passing model [8] using MPI API [12], on
distributed memory system [1].old approach of doing
parallelism involves pure shared memory models [8].
Usually in shared memory architecture uses of
OpenMP API [11]. For distributed MPI API once
[12]. In this paper we revive the parallel programming
models in high performance computing (HPC) with
classification of parallel programming models used
today.
Classification of Parallel Programming Model
Doing Parallelism is not specific for any hardware
boundaries, the reason behind this is today many
processors can put together to achieve parallelism.
This provide flexibility for generate parallel programs
with maximum efficiency and appropriate balance in
communication and computational model. General
purpose computation GPUs in multicore system lea
In conventional programming approach OpenMP
[6] for shared memory and MPI for distributed
memory i.e. classical or pure parallel models are
available. With availability of using new processor
architecture multicore CPU and many core GPUs
gives us heterogeneous parallel programming models,
also partitioned global address space (PGAs) model in
distributed environment using global memory space is
available. So architecture available prompts us for
hybrid, shared distributed memory with GPUs model.
One more thing should be in consideration with these
about available programming language. Let’s have a
look of all these.

Fig 1:- Overview of the outline language

• Shared Memory: - A single Memory address
space is used by all processors. Basically used in
servers and high end workstations, today multi core
processors used shared heterogonous parallel
programming (HPP) models. Depending on all these
multicore architecture different parallel programming
models lead to hybrid model called as hybrid parallel
programming model.
In conventional programming approach OpenMP
[6] for memory space. Fig 2 shows the shared memory
architecture.

II. PURE PARALLEL PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE MODELS
Classification of parallel programming models
using a pure shared or distributed memory approach.,
shared memory OpenMP, and distributed memory
Message Passing models(MPI) is a specification for
message passing operations [7], [14], [15], [16]. Table
1 collects the characteristics of the usual
implementations of these models.

Fig 2:- Shared memory

TABLE-1 PURE PARALLEL PROGRAMMING
MODELS IMPLEMENTATIONS [9].
Implement
Open
MPI
ation
MP

• Distributed Memory: - Each processor with its
own serving memory blocks are the distributed
memory model. These models work in network or a
grid of computers. Fig 3 is the distributed memory
architecture.

Programmi
ng Model

Shared
Memory

System
Architecture

Shared
memory

Message Passing

Distributed and
shared Memory

Fig 3:- The distributed-memory architecture
Related Work
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Communic
ation Model

Shared
memory
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Global operations can be very expensive.
Significant change to the code is often required,
making.
Transfer between the serial and parallel code
difficult.
In MPI dynamic load balancing is often
difficult [13].

Massage passing
or shared address
Course-fine

y
Synchroni
zation

it

Implement
ation

ier

Implic

Implicit
Explicit

Compl

Library

or

C. Hybrid (OpenMP+MPI)
Hybrid rational model takes both advantages from
the MPI/OpenMP. It achieves simple and fine-grain
parallelism with explicate decomposition of task
placement. Both MPI and OpenMP are industry
standard so it takes advantages of its portability on
SMP Clusters.
Characteristics:Match Current hardware trend.
Support two levels of parallelism for application
both coarse-grained (MPI) and fine-grained
(OpenMP).
Limitation of MPI (scalability) is overcome by
adding OpenMP.
Assign different no threads by OpenMP for load
balancing to achieve synchronization.
Limitation:Programming
overhead
as mixed
mode
implementation.
Not a solution to all parallel programs but quite
suitable for certain algorithms [13].

A. Shared Memory OpenMP
Based on the compiler directives ,library routines
and environment variables it is used to form
parallelism on shared memory machines.
it’s an a industry standard directives guide the
compiler which region is execute in parallel together
with some instruction. This model use fork and join.
MPI runs both shared and distributed environment.
Characteristics:OpenMP codes will only run on shared memory
machines
Not Portable
Permits both courses gain and fine gain
parallelism.
User directives which help the compiler
parallelized the code.
Each thread sees the same global memory.
Implicit messaging.
Use fork-join model for parallel computation.
Limitation:OpenMP works only for shared memory.
Limited scalability, not much speed up.
Threads are executed in a non deterministic
order.
OpenMP requires explicit synchronization [18]

III.

CONCLUSIONS

This survey work is based on modern parallel
programming model, from this study it is clear that
available multi core and many core models with
efficient parallelism provide arena to trend computer
science curricular.
In our study we observed that MPI i.e. distributed
memory model is a main sharing partner that’s why
distributed memory parallel programming approach is
huge demanding in last decade with MPI library
standards. Also it has been observed that OpenMP
have continual progress in HPC with shared memory
model. Among all different approaches MPI for
distributed memory and OpenMP for shared memory
are useful.

B. MPI (Message Passing Interface)
In distributed memory model with explicit control
MPI gives parallelism. Every process are associated
with read and write operation with respective their
local memory. Appropriate subroutine call is used to
copy data for each process from their local
memory.MPI is define as a set of function and
procedures.
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Characteristics:MPI runs on both distributed and shared memory
model.
Portable.
Particular adaptable to coarse grain parallelism.
Each process has its own memory.
Explicit Messaging.
Limitation:In MPI communication can often create a large
overhead, which needs to be minimized.
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Abstract-Desktop grids are usually equipped with hundreds or thousands of desktops which use the idle cycles of desktop
PCs of small enterprises and institutions. From conventional multi -site cluster grids, desktop grids vary markedly in terms
of their dynamic nature. In terms of their dynamic nature such grids vary markedly from conventional grids] .This causes the
need of new scheduling algorithms ,tailor-made for such systems .Such desktop grids become worthwhile research issue
since the nature of these grids attract highly parallel algorithms ,designing efficient scheduling algorithms of parallel jobs on
desktop grids .A SLA based adaptive scheduling mechanism for desktop grids has been presented in this paper ,where based
on a resource selection algorithm after SLA verification that set by the users tasks are assigned to different available grid
resources .Based on a given set of parameter and previous execution log in an adaptive(flexible) manner the resource
selection algorithm ,which works in an online mode, selects resources .Whether the user submitted jobs can be executed
within the deadline and other constraints specified in the SLA or not the execution log decides .Choosing the most relevant
computational parameter depending upon the tasks that are assigned to grid resources is also decided by it during task
execution. Later, if performance of any task degrades during the task execution, then adaptive algorithm assists the
scheduling policy to adapt the system to achieve the high throughput by re-scheduling to either the server node or to the best
available local node at present. Unpredictable execution conditions commonly encountered on desktop grids which can
violate the SLA constraints set by the user can also be handled by this method. In this paper, for setting up desktop grid test
bed GridGain 2.0 has been used and the performance of the aforesaid SLA based adaptive scheduling algorithm has been
presented.
Keywords-Adaptive execution; desktop grid; gridgain; rescheduling; performance tuning; service level agreement;.

available resources by the ever growing demand for
computational requirements of these applications.
With the area of our work there are some relevant
projects that have close links includes: In most recent
years, when providing network services [3, 4, 5] or as
means to make agreements between service provider
and service consumer [6] SLAs became more
pervasive. The trend in Grid system, application
service delivery to move away from tightly coupled
systems towards structures of loosely coupled,
dynamically bound systems [7]. led to the
implementation of SLA as a standard concept by
which work on the Grid can be allocated to resources
and enable coordinated resource management. The
current understanding of the community in the
context of Grid and Web services is that such an SLA
is essentially an important contract, which is expected
to be negotiated fully automatically by different
processes. As a result, on various topics related to
SLAs there has been continuous effort made from last
decade. In [8, 9, 10 11] issues related to their overall
incorporation into grid architectures have been
discussed. In [12, 13, 14] issues related to the
specification of the SLAs have been considered. In
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19] issues related to the usage of
SLAs for resource management have been
considered. For self-adaptive mechanism on the grid
that does not require performance model for resource
selection reference [20] presented a methodology.

1. INTRODUCTION
For large-scale sharing and cooperation grid
Computing deals with dynamically distributed
resources, such as CPU-cycles, communication
bandwidth and data [1]. Many scientific applications
need tremendous computational power, ideally that
requires employing expensive supercomputing
facilities. For computationally intensive scientific
application Dstp grid computing provides a low-cost
alternative. On the other hand, as a computational
desktop grid exhibits dynamic and unpredictable
behavior; namely, the computational performances of
each node vary significantly from time to time; the
network connections may become unreliable; nodes
may join or leave the grid system at any time; nodes
may become unavailable without any notification this
gives rise to significant challenges [2]. As a result a
wide range of completion times can be possessed by a
computational job running on different nodes on the
grid. Moreover, owing to the dynamic nature of
desktop grids , the same job might also have different
completion times on the same set of resources at
different runs. Therefore, to minimize job execution
time proper scheduling of the grid resources is an
issue of prime importance. So there is a need of
distributed computing which can provide huge
computational infrastructure as well as highly
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Adaptive scheduling mechanism implemented in our
earlier work and test-bet results analyzed [21].A
performance evaluation and optimization model of an
adaptive scheduling approach for dependent grid
jobs, where the main focus is on computational and
network overhead of the adaptive approach under
different circumstances is proposed by M. Chtepen et.
al. [22] .
In this paper for desktop grid environment
we present an SLA constrained adaptive scheduling
framework, which incorporates both the features of
adaptive and SLA. For distribution of tasks to the best
available resources an adaptive scheduling approach
implemented .SLA guarantees that within the
deadline the accepted job can be executed .In
GridGain 2.0 middleware this framework has been
implemented and experiment results have been
discussed subsequently. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 discusses desktop
grid computing, Section 3 discusses the Desktop grid
architecture, Section 4 presents the proposed
algorithm and discusses the implementation details of
the proposed algorithm, and the grid test-bed setup
presented in section 5 and results of the paper are
presented in section 6.

scheduling target is a single desktop computer,
contrary to a site in Grid [8, 9]. Heterogeneous,
volatile, faulty, and malicious resources make
Desktop grid scheduling complicated. Volatility (nondedication), lack of trust, and heterogeneous
properties are the main focus areas of Desktop grid
scheduler than grid scheduler [10]. As compared to
cluster computers or super-computers in desktop grid,
communication cost is very high. In hierarchical
desktop grid environment, as compared to cluster
computers or high performance system, it is very
difficult to classify grid resources into groups. This is
so because there is no single parameter that can
effectively classify grid resources into groups and
decide the next levels of scheduling. Finally, desktop
grid scheduling is opportunistic. The autonomy of
worker nodes (that is, worker nodes can freely
participate in public execution) is respected by
Desktop grid. Much like in peer to peer systems a
test-bed model that provides distributed scheduling
we have used in this work . A grid test bed has been
deployed using GridGain for the purpose of
demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed SLA
constrained adaptive scheduling model.
3. DESKTOP GRID ARCHITECTURE

2. DESKTOP GRID COMPUTING
For high throughput applications Desktop Grid has
recently become a smart computing paradigm.
However, as it is based on desktop computers from
the view of internet [4, 5] desktop grid computing
becomes convoluted by heterogeneous capabilities,
failures, volatility, and lack of trust. A desktop grid
computing environment mainly consists of clients,
worker nodes, and a server. The job of a client is to
acts as a parallel job submission portal. A worker
node acts as a resource provider that donates its
computing resources. The job of a server is to act as
the central manager for controlling the submitted jobs
and resources. To a server a client submits a parallel
job. A job is divided into sub-jobs, called tasks.
Using a scheduling mechanism the server allocates
tasks to worker nodes. While continuously requesting
data from its server each worker node executes its
task. It returns the result of the task to the server
when each worker node subsequently finishes its task.
Finally, it returns the final result of the job back to the
client when the server collects all results of tasks
from worker nodes.
As compared to cluster grids scheduling in desktop
grids differs, since a desktop grid may vary widely
depending upon the type of resources, dedication,
trust, failure modes, applications, and so forth. The
process of assigning jobs to the most appropriate
resources is known as Grid scheduling. In two ways
scheduling may be performed i.e., in a centralized
fashion or in a fully distributed way [6]. For the most
part, unlike clustered grids desktop grid systems do
not need any local scheduler since in this case the

Desktop grid framework that was developed at the
High performance Lab, at NIST campus is presented
in this section. The architecture of this grid frame
work shown in figure1.
A. Desktop Grid Framework
For scheduling the submitted user jobs, the scheduler
just go through three phases, namely 1Job
submission-SLA verification, 2 Resource Discovery,
3 Resource Selection, 4 Job scheduling and
Monitoring.

[Figure1. Desktop Grid Framework]

I. Job Submission –SLA Verification
a. Job Submission: The first step of scheduling
process and job submission phase, where along
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with job specification like job type, job size and
user submits user specification.
b. SLA Verification: where user submits SLA
constraints specification like deadline, mode of
execution and number of resources for execution.
II. Resource Discovery Phase:
a. Application Specification: The first step of
resource discovery phase, where for a specific job
users need to specify some minimum requirement
criteria, it includes static and dynamic information
regarding job assigned and grid resources (e.g; Job,
Job size & others)
b. Resource Collection and selection: The next step is
to discover the list of available resources along
with resource information; further in resource
selection this information will be for mapping of
task to specific grid resources.
III. Job Scheduling and Monitoring phase:
a. Job Distribution: In this phase, the first step is a
specific resource should be assigned by a task. The
Grid factory assigns the tasks to specific resources
based on resource selection information for
execution.
b. Job Execution Monitoring: In this phase, the
second step is to monitor the execution process and
reschedule the task that fails to complete within a
stipulated time period due to resource failure or
resource overload with other tasks. Scheduler
algorithm reschedules the failed task to an available
resource in both the cases that best fits to the task at
that moment:
B. Desktop Grid Architecture

the life cycle for adaptive scheduling presented in
figure 1 [22]. In this paper SLA constrained
implemented based on which distributor decides
using a online prediction technique for execution of
submitted jobs. In this paper we propose an effective
job decomposition method considering parameters
like number of grid resources available and their
computational capacities and a parameter selection
algorithm selects parameter based on which tasks
distributed. To decide upon that parameter selection
which is expected to give better performance we have
used the previous execution history stored in logs for
distribution. Corroboration of this fact occurs by the
title SLA constrained adaptive scheduling in desktop
grids . The grid distributor takes the responsibility of
mapping the tasks to the various resource respective
results computed to the distributor once the adaptive
function decides upon a schedule, consisting of taskresource matches,. As per the map-reduce paradigm
this consists of a reduce step. The grid distributed
aggregates all such sets results and by means of the
portal send them to the user.
4. SLA CONSTRAINED ADAPTIVE
SCHEDULING
A. Adaptive Scheduling in Desktop Grid
In this paper, we present a test bed scheduling
framework for which the resource selection criteria
varies with the submitted job parameters, availability
of worker nodes as well as computational parameters
values of participating worker nodes at scheduling
points. Thus, the title adaptive scheduling. The
working of the proposed adaptive scheduling
algorithm has been presented in the following sub
section.

Distributor
ADAPTIVE SCHEDULING
SLA Violated (5)

Parameter
Selection
(7)

Parameter
Selection(8)

Execution
Analyzer
(11)

Heuristic
Scheduling
(9)

Resource
Collector (3)

Resource
Managemen
t (10)

Grid Portal
Job Submission (1)

SLA Constraints
(2)

SLA Verification (4)

On-line
Prediction (5)

B. The Scheduling Mechanism
i.
Job submission with SLA Constraints.
ii.
Job Decomposition.
iii.
Parameter selection
iv.
Adaptive scheduling algorithm
i. SLA Constraints.
In this paper, we use expected execution time of a
user submitted application as a SLA constraint. If the
expected execution time is less than the deadline
submitted by the user, only then a job is allowed for
execution. This is shown by (5). Equations (1)
through (4) define the parameters used by (5).
Otherwise the GridDistributor rejects user submitted
job.

Execution Log

[Figure2. Desktop Grid Architecture]

Any user submitted job in the above mentioned
desktop grid framework goes through several states
before it can be scheduled to a worker node and is
executed subsequently. Figure 2 depicts the different
states through which a job is scheduled on the
desktop grid. The users submit their jobs to the grid
system through a portal, which eventually forwards
all such submitted jobs to distributor. The distributor
class is one of the essential components which is
continuously updated by the latest status information
of all constituent grid nodes. Based on the availability
status information and previous execution history,
jobs are scheduled to grid nodes adaptively. The
execution history is maintained as a log file for
scheduling of future jobs, the detailed description and

TotExetime   Exetime  jobtype 'usrjob'  GridExeLog  
TotJobsize   Jobsize  jobtype 'usrjob'  GridExeLog 
T o tE x e t i m e

E x e t im e / j o b U n it  
T o tJ o b s i z e 
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E x p tim e  T o tE xe tim e T o tJ o b s ize  U s er J o b siz e   t ( 4ii.)

if  ExpExetime  UsrDeadlinetime  (5)Exetime  Pi  
Job Decomposition Logic
Job decomposition is the first and foremost step of
scheduling mechanism in our computational grid
framework. According to resource size and the
heterogeneity of grid environment, user submitted
jobs are decomposed into a number of tasks and these
tasks are mapped to available resources for execution.
The process of job decomposition and distribution is
depends on the type of job and the parameter based
on which scheduling decision will be taken. In our
work, we implemented a computational desktop grid
framework with GridGain 2.0 as middleware. In
scheduling, user submitted job(s) are decomposed
into number of tasks. For decomposition a simple job
splitter technique employed, which considers some
other parameter like job size, job type, number of
resources and its parameter values like available heap
memory and available CPU load. There exists no
universal logic that is suitable for all type of grid
environments [21]; similarly there is no single
universal job decomposition logic suitable for all type
of jobs.
Available CPU load of a Resource Rj, (6) is provided
by
GridGain

A vaC P U Load j  1  C P U Load j

(6)

The Currently used Heap memory of Resource Rj (7)
is
Heap usedM em j  TotHeap M em j  AvaHeap M em j (7)
Task for unit of CPU load can be calculated as
follows (8):
N
job / unit( AvaCPULoad )  node1 AvaCPULoadnode jobsize  (8)



 AvgR size * AvgExetime * Jobsize 
AvgJobsize * n

iii. end for
iv. minval= MinFun ( Exetime [ Pi ])
v. return parameter[minval];
iii. Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm
This subsection presents the adaptive scheduling
algorithm. The essence of this scheduling has been
represented within the for loop encompassing steps
vii to x.
//-------Jobdecomposer method to split the submitted
jobs---//
i. taskList=jobDecomposer(Job);
ii. taskLen=taskList.length( );
iii. parameter=parameterSelection( );
iv. NewGridList=DoOrdering(GridList
taskLen,
paramter);
//----Assigning specific task to specific node ----//
v. Set count =1,index=0;
vi. for (GridNode node: NewGridList)
vii.
Job.execute(node, taskList[index])
viii.
set index=index+1;
ix.
set jobExeIndex[count][0]=index;
x.
set jobExeIndex[count][1]=0;
xi. endfor
//--On completion of assigned task---//
xii. jobExeIndex[count][1]=1;
xiii. End.
5. GRID TESTBED SETUP

In an effort to study the performance of desktop grid,
in this work we have implemented an adaptive
scheduling algorithm on the desktop grid. The grid
scheduling algorithms have been deployed on a set of
n
N CPULoad

personal computers which is an integral part of a PC
node
TSize(node)  job / Ri  node1
* AvaCPULoadj  (9) based test bed deployed using GridGain 2.0. The
job


size
i1


desktop grid system has been setup using four
Task size for a resource ( R j ) solely as per CPU
programming labs, each having about 50 to 60 PCs
with different configuration. As these labs were setup
availability is as follows (9):
at different times spanning over a period of roughly
ii. Parameter Selection Logic
ten years, so the PC configurations differ from each
Once resource information are collected for
other. Each node of all four labs has GridGain 2.0.0
scheduling, a resource selection algorithm can be
installed and running on it with JDK- 6u-10 and Java
used for selecting the resources based on some
Runtime Environment and Eclipse 3.2 on them.
computational parameters, like CPU load, Heap
memory, number of pending jobs etc.. In this paper
6. RESULTS
an execution based adaptive resource selection
technique has been employed for selecting a
parameter, based on which resources are selected for
efficient scheduling. (10) represents the following
information extracted from the execution log. For
performance reasons, this information is collected as
a part of the GridGain initialization process.

This section presents the results obtained by
conducting experiments on the desktop grid. We have
employed matrix multiplication as user applications.
The job sizes vary from 1000 to 5000, where a job
size of n denotes a submitted job of n x n matrix.
Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of our adaptive
scheduling mechanism as the execution time (in
milli-seconds) for various jobs having different job
sizes under varying load conditions. Figure 5 shows

 Jobsize, Rsize, Exetime, SchP(GridExeDB ) jobtype' job' (10)
Following are the steps for parameter selection:
i. for parameter, Pi = P1 to P3
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the same under high local load condition and
compares our adaptive scheduling strategy with a
non-adaptive alternative. The execution time of a job
is
evaluated
as
follows:

Figure 6 shows the SLA violation rate with respect to
job sizes. Separate sets of results are shown for
various resource capacities under varying local load
scenarios.

Exetime ( Job )  JobsplitTime  MapTime  TaskExeTime  Re duceTime

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a formulation of SLA
constrained adaptive scheduling mechanism for
desktop grids. In our approach, we employ a SLA
validation mechanism to decide upon an acceptance
scheme by comparing calculated execution time with
user provided deadline. Results from test bed
experiments have revealed the efficacy of our
adaptive scheduling algorithm as presented in figure
5. Also the results presented in figure 6 shows that
SLA violation rate increases for a highly loaded grid
for large size jobs. Same is the trend for small sized
jobs when large amount of grid resources are
available. Currently we are in the process of fine
tuning the results presents herein by using machine
learning techniques on the execution log data that is
expected to reduce the scheduling overhead
considerably.

[Figure 3 Adaptive Scheduling Performance of varying grid
and job size]
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Abstract— Solving mathematical expression on pen and paper has been an area of concern for the past few decades due to
their inability to yield correct, exact and quick results most importantly when dealing in large expression with added
complexity. Hence digital media was chosen to be an option for solving such issues. Henceforth we came up with an idea of
a complete computer algebra system which one can think of .It has powerful parser working at the backend, with introduced
parallelism that solves large and complex expressions with a lot of added variations quickly. This is accomplished using the
defined grammar for parsing and MPL algorithms implemented within the code that has the capability to deal with a variety
of challenges put forward by the user.
Keywords- Structural Parser; Symbolic Computation; Multi-threading;Computer Algebra System; Mathematical Pseudo
Language

I.

discussed in section IV. How multi threading is used
for the Algebra System is explained in section V.

INTRODUCTION

Java programming language was first developed
for developing web applications by Sun
Microsystems. It provides interpreter for byte code
(Java Virtual Machine), a library, an object hierarchy,
abstract window tool kit and swing components along
with the compiler to build graphical user interface. It
also provides programming conventions for event
driven inter component operations. It is a crossplatform language so that the applications can be run
in any platform or any operating system.
This programming language has been evolved as a
modern programming language in the field of high
performance computing because of its appealing
features. It provides some in-built classes for
developing applications in multi-core cluster system
as well as in distributed systems [1, 2, and 3]. Thread
class is used to create multiple threads inside a single
process. In addition to that java.util.concurrency
package provides a way for efficient utilization of
threads. Using thread and concurrency package
parallelism can be achieved at the loop level [4, 5]
(i.e. the loop iterations can be executed concurrently).
For deploying an application in multiprocessor
system multi-threaded programming model has been
used. Libraries like OpenMP [6], JOMP [7] support
this concept. OpenMP is developed in C language and
it is compatible with C and C++. JOMP is developed
in Java language. However we can use Java’s inbuilt
thread class and concurrency package to develop
multiprocessor applications.
In section II the Symbolic Computer Algebra
System and Mathematical Pseudo Language (MPL) is
discussed. Section III describes multi-threading
concepts. The algorithm of Symbolic Computation is

II. SYMBOLIC COMPUTER ALGEBRA
SYSTEM
Symbolic computation is a Computer Algebra
System [8] which takes the mathematical expression
using alphabets, numeric characters and symbolic
notations and parses the expression using a recursive
parser and finally gives the output. A Mathematical
Pseudo Language is used to interpret the symbolic
expressions and convert it into a string which is
actually given to the parser.
There are some CAS tools which are already
developed. They are MAPLE [9], MATHEMATICA
[10], MATLAB, MuPAD etc.
Mathematical pseudo language (MPL) is an
algorithmic language that is used to describe the
concepts and algorithms of computer algebra. MPL
algorithms are readily expressed in the programming
languages of MAPLE, MATHEMATICA, and
MuPAD. In this Computer Algebra System the MPL
algorithm is also implemented.
MPL mathematical expressions are constructed
with the following symbols and operators.
 Integers and Fractions that utilize rational
number arithmetic.
 Identifiers that are used in expressions like
summation, integration etc.
 The algebraic operators +, -, *, /, ^ (Power),
and ! (Factorial)
Function forms that are used for mathematical
functions sin(x), indefint(x^2+sin(x))dx, log[b](expr),
permu[n, r] etc.
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III.

MULTI THREADING




Set the input string as ‘null’
If it is text field then add the content of that
text field into input string
 If it is label then update the input by adding
the Label value
 If it is panel then check for special symbol
 If it contains Σ
 Add
sum[delim,
upper_limit,
lower_limit] to input
 If it contains Р
 Add permu[n,r] to input
 If it contains C
 Add combi[n,r] to input
 If it contains l ∫u
 Add inte[upper_limit, lower_limit]
to input string
 If it contains n√
 Add root[n] to input string
 If it contains logbx
 Add log[b](x) to input string
B. String To Symbol
StringToSymbol class is used to convert a string
which is in MPL (pseudo language) to Symbolic
Expression. It takes two objects as input to the
method. First one is the string and second one is the
panel where the symbolic expression will be added.

A program can be divided into executable parts
that are called as Threads [11]. Each thread defines its
separate path of execution. Implementation of threads
and processes differs from one operating system to
another but one or more threads can be contained
inside a single process. So thread is also known as a
light weight process. In a process multiple threads can
be created which run simultaneously. So multi
threading is known as a special form of multi tasking.
It also provides the abstract model for concurrent
execution. With the help of multi threading multiple
parts of a program can be run simultaneously in each
processor in order to optimize the execution time and
efficiency. So it is always beneficial to use multi
threading concept to develop application for
multiprocessor system.
Multithreaded programs can be run efficiently in
multiprocessor architecture where each thread can be
assigned to individual processors. This reduces the
execution time and improves the efficiency of the
process. For this paper multi-threaded model is used
with sixteen threads which will be executed in a
multiprocessor system having sixteen processors.

Algorithm
 Extract the input from String
 Tokenize the input string and store in a array
input []
 For i -> 1 to length of component array
 If name is sum
 call AddSummation.add( )
 If name is prod
 call AddProd.add( )
 If name is indefint
 call AddIndefIntegration.add( )
 If name is defint
 call
AddDefiniteIntegration.add( )
 If name is sroot
 call AddSRoot.add()
 If name is nroot
 call AddNRoot.add()
 If name is log1
 call AddLog.add( )
 If name is logb
 call AddLogb.add( )
 If name is ln
 call AddLn.add( )
 If name matches any trigonometric
function
 Call respective trigonometric
add class
 If name matches any inverse
trigonometric function

Figure 1 Multi Threading

An application can be run using one thread or
multiple threads. For that the applications first interact
with the operating system and then threads are
executed in processors. One thread can be run in one
processor at a time. If an application contains more
than one thread then more processors are involved in
execution of that application. In Figure 3 it has been
shown that application first interacts with operating
system then operating system decides which thread
will be executed in which processor.
IV. SYMBOLIC COMPUTATION ALGORITHM
A. Extract Input
Extract Input scans the input panel and stores the
components in an array of components. It scans the
each component and extracts the information and
stores in a string. The string is prepared based upon
the algorithmic language (Mathematical Pseudo
Language).
Algorithm


Scan the components
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Call
respective
inverse
trigonometric add class
 If name matches any hyperbolic
function
 Call any hyperbolic add class
 If name is permu
 Call AddPermutation.add()
 If name is combi
 call AddCombination.add( )
C. String To Error
The output returned from the parser may contain
errors. The errors are represented by error codes.
StringToError class is used to extract the errors from
the output string and shows the top five errors in the
error stream in the output panel.
Algorithm

Call parseSum method and add
the result to output
 If input[i] starts with “permu”
 Call parsePermutation method
and add the result to output
 If input[i] contains
 Call parseFact and update the
output
 If input[i] is any trigonometric
function
 Call respective parser and
update the output
E. Expression Evaluation
Expression Evaluation is class which is used to
find the output of an expression. It uses stack to
convert the expression into postfix expression and
then evaluate it. Algorithm Infix to Postfix
Conversion



Extract the input from the Panel or take a
String
 Tokenize the input string and store in a array
input []
 Scan each token
 For i-> 1 to length of tokens
 If it starts with ERC
 take the complete ERC code
 Check the code in database
 Retrieve the complete information
and stores in a string
 Display the errors in error stream
D. Parser
Parser is one of the important classes. It is used to
evaluate the expression. The expression can be given
in two ways. It directly takes the input panel and calls
the ExtractInput class or it can directly take the string
which is helpful in case of Command Line Input. It
divides the inputs into tokens and passes the each
token to respective parsing module.

Algorithm




Define a stack
Go through each character in the string
If it is between 0 and 9, append it to output
string.
 If it is left brace push to stack
 If it is operator *+-/ then
 If the stack is empty push it to the stack
 If the stack is not empty then start a loop:
 If the top of the stack has higher precedence
 Then pop and append to output
string
 Else break
 Push to the stack
 If it is right brace then
 While stack not empty and top not
equal to left brace
 Pop from stack and append to
output string
 Finally pop out the left brace.
 If there is any input in the stack pop and
append to the output string.
F. Postfix Evaluation
Algorithm

Algorithm




Extract the input from the Panel or take a
String
Tokenize the input string and store in a array
input []
For i -> 0 to length of input
 If input[i] is a valid character
 Add to output
 If input[i] is an expression
 Solve using expression tree and
add to output
 If input [i] starts with integration
 Call parseIntegration Module
 If input [i] starts with
differentiation
 Use parseDifferentiation
method
 If input[i] starts with “sum”












Scan the Postfix string from left to right.
Initialize an empty stack.
If the scanned character is an operand, add it
to the stack. If the scanned character is an
operator, there will be at least two operands
in the stack.
If the scanned character is an Operator, then
we store the top most element of the stack
(top Stack) in a variable temp.
Pop the stack.
Now evaluate top Stack (Operator) temp.
Let the result of this operation be res.
Pop the stack and Push res into the stack.
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V.

Repeat this step till all the characters are
scanned.
WORKING MECHANISM

At first the symbolic expression is extracted and
converted into pseudo expression. Then the expression
is tokenized and hence given to parser. Parser takes
the input as array of tokens. Then a thread pool is
created in which each thread of the thread pool picks a
token and processes the token by calling the
corresponding parse method.
The figure below shows that four threads are there
in the thread pool and each thread processes a token
i.e. Integration is done using one thread while
derivates, permutation and series evaluation can be
done concurrently.

Figure 5 Sample Input 2

Figure 6 Sample Output 2

CONCLUSION
Designing an application that deals with all kinds
of mathematical problems is next to impossible.
Hence we had picked up a set of classes and solved
problems belonging to those classes which were
successfully accomplished. This CAS was designed
taking into account the existing applications in the
market to make the subject an interesting stuff.
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Figure 2 Working Model

VI. RESULT & DISCUSSION
The distinguishing feature of the application are
the Java API’s and MPL algorithms which are the
building blocks of its highly efficient parser .They
hold the capability to yield successful results for the
multiple complex input provided by the user. An
interactive interface existence inculcates a better user
interaction with the product. Due to introduction of
parallelism we get better results when compared to
sequential results.

Figure 3 Sample Input 1

[10] Mathematica 6.0, Wolfarm Research
www.wolfram.com/Mathematica H. Schildt , Complete
Reference Java – McGraw Hill

Figure 4 Sample Output 1
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Abstract—A study on various scheduling techniques is made and it is identified that there is no any single algorithm that
satisfies all aspects of performance parameters. Through this research contribution several well known approaches on
scheduling are presented. To take full advantages of multiple processor scheduling play an important role. There are various
methods are used to build or modify the scheduling some of these are DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph),DVS(dynamic voltage
scaling), slack, Backfilling, load to implement or modify any scheduling method for multiple processor system like
multiprocessor, multicore or Distributed system.
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Table Column Head

I.

Item

INTRODUCTION

Peripherals

When a new algorithm is proposed, created or
modified, first a detail study on different aspect of
various scheduling criteria is required. As well as
some other parameters should be considered such as
energy saving, less waiting time, communication time
as well as some other methods basically associated to
a specific scheduling algorithm. Scheduling is simply
a method which provide an optimal sequence of
problem solutions to achieve better performance and
uses less time, in other words this is a manner by
which various processes get required resources in any
particular way to achieve optimal solutions.
Scheduling becomes challenging task [1], when more
than one processor works together. This is done at two
levels, first scheduling is performed at local level
means at processor level, and generally this is known
as local scheduling and second one is at global level,
run for all processors and generally known as global
scheduling [2]. When term multiple processor system
is used, it represents that there are various systems
like multicore (more than one processors are
deployed on same chip), multiprocessor (more than
one processors having close communication, sharing
the computer bus, the clock, sometimes memory and
peripheral devices as well except cache) and
distributed system (consists of multiple autonomous
computers that communicate through a computer
network and distribution middleware, which enables
computers to coordinate their activities and to share
the resources of the system). The first two is referred
to as tightly coupled system whereas the last one is
referred as loosely coupled system. Some
architectural differences are also presented in all
different multiple processor systems, some of them is
presented in TABLE I.
TABLE I.
Item
Configuratio
n

Location
Operating
system
File system
Administrati
on

Multiprocessor

Distributed
system

Multicore

CPU

Complete
computer

Core(PE)
All
sheared
Same
chip
One
shared
One
shared

Multiprocessor

Distributed
system

All shared

Full

Same rack

World wide

One shared

Possible all
different

One shared

Each has own

One

Many

Scheduling for multi processor system is more
difficult in comparison with scheduling of single
processor. With the help of this research contribution
some affecting methods are studies that use to build
or modify the scheduling and increase performance of
the system that measure by performance
metrics[3][4].
II. EFFECTIVE METHODS AND
MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS
There are so many methods are used as effective
parameters for scheduling, that can evaluated by
measurement parameter to measure the effect of
effective methods on scheduling. By the measurement
parameter analysis the performance of scheduling can
measured to decide whether or not the performance
are improved. The below section present some
effective method and measurement parameters also.
A.

Effective methods
DAG (Direct Acyclic Graph) represents
relationship between task and their precedence. The
mathematical representation of a DAG is, G = (N, E),
consists of a set N of n nodes and a set E of m edges.
In DAG, the nodes represent tasks partitioned from an
application; the edges represent precedence
constraints. An edge (i ,j) joins ith and jth nodes, where
ith node is called the parent node and jth node is called
the child node. That means jth task cannot start
execution until ith task finishes their execution and
sends its data to jth. That represents as inter task

DIFFRENCES OF MULTI PROCESSOR SYSTEM
Table Column Head
Multicore

Multicore
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communication. A task with no parent or predecessors
is called an entry task and a task with no child or
successor is known as exit task [1] [5]. In some other
author represent four tuple in a DAG, G (V, E, C, W),
where C and Ware represent set of communication
and computation costs [1][5][6].

initiated, receiver-initiated and hybrid sender-receiverinitiated [12] [13].
B. Measurement Parameters
Some measurement parameter is used to evaluate
the scheduling algorithm like Turnaround time is a
time interval between submission of process and its
completion. Response time is a time elapsed between
submission of request and first response appeared.
Throughput is a process completion rate in a particular
time unit. Next is Process utilization it is another
important measurement method of ability of
scheduling algorithm that represent the utilization of
process in any time unit. Fairness covers the problem
of starvation of processes. Scheduling length Ratio is
another parameter, since large set of task graph with
different properties is used, then the selection of
normalized schedule length to the lower bound is
denoted as SLR. Next is Speedup compute by the
division of sequential
execution time by parallel
execution time. There are so many other parameter are
also exist they help to measure the performance of any
scheduling algorithm on the basis of these
performance are use to compare scheduling algorithm
to made any decision or discussions[14][15].

DVS (Dynamic Voltage Scaling) used to save
energy, which varies the processor speed and supply
voltage according to the workloads at run-time. DVS
takes advantage of the relationship between supply
voltage and power consumption and save power, if
work load is less then supply less power while work
load is increase supply was also increase [7].Energy of
system is combination of energy of CPU and device
standby energy. Optimal speed setting set the system
energy according to specific task, and limited
preemption reduces the numbers of possible
preemptions [8].
Slack is a time gap between actual execution and
deadline, it becomes positive or negative
corresponding to execution [7]. The slack can be
added to future task or used to reduce the” possibility
of missing deadline. By reallocating the slack for
future tasks to save energy or satisfy the deadline
constraints [9].

III. OVERVIEW ON SCHEDULING
ALGORITHUM

Backfilling are used in case of parallel job
execution where gang of jobs is executing parallel
when required resources are not available it allows to
backfill small jobs previously. This scheduling
technique dramatically improves utilization; it also
requires that all jobs’ service times be known. This
information can come from estimates by prediction.
This prediction makes inaccuracy on runtime and
affects the performance of overall system. The cause
of inaccuracy is the unfitted backfilling of jobs. There
are two important things are known before backfilling
is; the service time of a job and the exact time that all
needed resources will be free for the parallel job to
start their execution. Backfilling used to minimize
fragmentation of system resources by executing jobs
in different order from their submission order. The
backfilling is the cause of delay of parallel job
execution. The backfilling apply on both single queue
and multiple-queue system [10] [11].

Here present some papers that used DAG, DVS,
Slack, Backfilling and load to improve the efficiency
or performance of algorithm. These taken HEFT and
DBUS two list scheduling based algorithms to
improve with respect to energy and present two
energy-conscious scheduling algorithm ECS and
ECS+idle to exploit indirect energy consumption. The
main objective of ECS and ECS+idle is to optimize
the quality of output schedules in terms of energy
consumption The HEFT and DBUS based on DAG
but ECS and ECS+idle are also used DAG with DVS
[5]. Next paper select two slack allocation algorithms;
LP (linear programming) and PB (Path based) are
taken to consideration to improve using DVS. The LP
and PB are based continues voltage scaling, so make it
energy efficient used DVS to improve the LP and PB
algorithm and present modify LP and Modify PB
algorithms, those are more energy efficient then LP
and PB [7]. The dynamic task scheduling algorithm
that minimizes system level of energy consumption, it
uses DVFS (Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling)
to optimal speed setting and limited preemption to
save energy [8]. Another paper present the novel
power-aware scheduling algorithm for a state-of-theart coarse grain multithreaded multicore processor
addressing soft real-time applications which used
DVS/DVFS [16]. Here proposed assignment
algorithm for lightly loaded multicore processor use
DVS for the energy-efficient scheduling of periodic
real-time tasks [17]. Backfilling has proven to be a
very efficient method when parallel jobs are

Workload is another important method in
scheduling. But it can calculate after initial scheduling
of processes on processor. It required in condition of
unfair workload distribution where some processor are
overloaded and some other are idle. So keep the
workload evenly distributed over the all processors
Identify applicable sponsor/s here. (sponsors)

use push migration that periodically check the load,
and "push" processes to less loaded queues and pull
migration in which idle processors "pull" processes
from busy processors. It comes in three flavor sender
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considered for parallel computing [10]. While load is
used after initial scheduling of processes to achieve
balance and fairness with better performance and
system utilization there are various algorithms are
presents but mainly three basic are sender initiated,
receiver initiated and hybrid which use to migrate load
from one to another but migration perform when the
migration cost is less than the execution cost is less
than the execution cost if migration cost is more than
execution cost then migration is not possible [18].
Next papers proposes DAG as task scheduling
technique to minimize the makespan of DAGs under
energy constraints on multi-core processors ,here
address
the
problem
of
power-aware
scheduling/mapping
for homogeneous processor
[19][20], another paper also used DAG and DVS to
improve performance of multicore system[21].
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[3]
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Abstract— In this paper, we present a parallel implementation of a solution for the Single Source Shortest Path Problem
using Dijkstra’s Algorithm. Single Source Shortest Path is the problem of finding the shortest path from point A to point B.
Initially a sequential program is developed from scratch using both Adjacency Matrix and Adjacency List written in C
language. The sequential algorithm is then converted into a parallel algorithm by integrating it with OpenMP library so that
it can be executed on a cluster computer. Our main aim by creating the parallel algorithm is to accelerate the execution time
of solving Shortest Path Problem. Experimental results conducted on cluster are presented to demonstrate the viability of our
work as well as the efficiency of the parallel algorithm.
Keywords-Shortest Path;Graph Algorithm; Shared Memory Programming; OpenMP;

I.

The resulting implementation is tested on High
Performance
Computing
(HPC)
architecture
computing cluster. The parallel program designed for
maxmimum 20000 nodes.
Many literatures have existed in providing
solutions to solve the Shortest Path Problem.
However, only few references can be found on
parallel implementations of these algorithms.

INTRODUCTION

Single Source Shortest Path Problem [1] is a well
known problem that involved repetitive process
which would be resource exhaustive if it is applied on
a huge coordinate set and if it were to be executed
using sequential machine. In Shortest Path problem a
set of N nodes is given and the problem of finding the
shortest path between two nodes.

In section II the concepts related to Shortest Path
Problem are discussed. Section III describes about
OpenMP and its implementation while the dijkstra’s
algorithm and its parallel implementation is described
in section IV. The result of all parallel versions of the
algorithm is discussed in section V.

Choosing the best parallel programming paradigm
is actually an imperative concern when it comes to
parallelization of an application or algorithm. There
are a few parallel programming paradigms available
such as MPI [2], OpenMP [3] and Parallel Virtual
Machine (PVM). We have chosen OpenMP as the
paradigm of choice due to the nature of our problem
and availability of resources.

II.

RELATED WORKS

Shortest Path Algorithm can be single source
shortest path algorithm or all pair shortest path
algorithm. Lots of algorithms are there. Out of those
Bellman-Ford algorithm is used for single source
shortest path which deals with directed graph and
negative edge. Floyed-Warshall algorithm is used for
all pair shortest path.

OpenMP (Open Multiprocessing) is an
Application Programming Interface (API) that
supports
multi-platform
shared
memory
multiprocessing programming[4] on most processor
architectures and operating systems including Solaris,
AIX, HP-UX, GNU/Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows
platforms. It consists of a set of compiler directives,
library routines, and environment variables that
influence run-time behavior.
OpenMP uses a portable, scalable model that
gives programmers a simple and flexible interface for
developing parallel applications for platforms ranging
from the standard desktop computer to the
supercomputer.
An application built with the hybrid model of
parallel programming can run on a computer cluster
using both OpenMP and Message Passing Interface
(MPI).

A. Bellman-Ford Algorithm
The Bellman–Ford algorithm computes singlesource shortest paths in a weighted digraph. For
graphs with only non-negative edge weights also
solves the problem. Thus, Bellman–Ford is used
primarily for graphs with negative edge weights.
Negative edge weights are found in various
applications of graphs. If a graph contains any
negative cycle, i.e., a cycle whose edges sum to a
negative value, then walks of arbitrarily low weight
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can be constructed by repeatedly following the cycle,
so there may not be a shortest path
The algorithm is based on dynamic programming
approach. The algorithm is similar to Dijkstra's
Algorithm, but instead of greedily selecting the
minimum-weight node not yet processed to relax, it
simply relaxes all the edges, and does this |V | − 1
times, where |V | is the number of vertices in the
graph. The time complexity of Bellman–Ford
algorithm is O(|V|·|E|) time, where |V| and |E| are the
number of vertices and edges respectively.

of the code. Both task parallelism and data parallelism
can be achieved using OpenMP in this way.
The runtime environment allocates threads to
processors depending on usage, machine load and
other factors. The number of threads can be assigned
by the runtime environment based on environment
variables or in code using functions. The OpenMP
functions are included in a header file labeled omp.h
in C/C++.
OpenMP (Open Multiprocessing) is an API that
supports
multi-platform
shared
memory
multiprocessing programming in C, C++, and
FORTRAN, on most processor architectures and
operating systems, including Solaris, AIX, HP-UX,
GNU/Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows platforms. It
consists of a set of compiler directives, library
routines, and environment variables that influence
run-time behavior.
OpenMP is managed by the nonprofit technology
consortium OpenMP Architecture Review Board (or
OpenMP ARB), jointly defined by a group of major
computer hardware and software vendors, like AMD,
IBM, Intel, Cray, HP, Fujitsu, Nvidia, NEC,
Microsoft, Texas Instruments, Oracle Corporation,
and more.
OpenMP uses a portable, scalable model that gives
programmers a simple and flexible interface for
developing parallel applications for platforms ranging
from the standard desktop computer to the
supercomputer.

Figure 1 Graph with Negative Edge

B. Floyd-Warshall Algorithm
Floyd–Warshall algorithm is a graph analysis
algorithm for finding shortest paths in a weighted
graph with positive or negative edge weights. A single
execution of the algorithm will find the lengths of the
shortest paths between all pairs of vertices, though it
does not return details of the paths themselves. The
algorithm is an example of dynamic programming.
The Floyd–Warshall algorithm compares all
possible paths through the graph between each pair of
vertices. It is able to do this with only Θ(|V|3)
comparisons in a graph. This is remarkable
considering that there may be up to Ω(|V|2) edges in
the graph, and every combination of edges is tested. It
does so by incrementally improving an estimate on the
shortest path between two vertices, until the estimate
is optimal.
III.

Figure 2 Fork and Join in OpenMP

PARALLELISM & OPENMP
IV.

OpenMP is an implementation of multithreading, a
method of parallelizing whereby a master thread (a
series of instructions executed consecutively) forks a
specified number of slave threads and a task is divided
among them. The threads then run concurrently, with
the runtime environment allocating threads to different
processors.
By default, each thread executes the parallelized
section of code independently. Work-sharing
constructs can be used to divide a task among the
threads so that each thread executes its allocated part

ALGORITHM

A. Dijkstra’s Algorithm
Dijkstra's algorithm is a graph search algorithm
which solves the single-source shortest path problem
for a graph with nonnegative edge path costs,
producing a shortest path tree. This algorithm is often
used in routing and as a subroutine in other graph
algorithms.
For a given source node in the graph, the
algorithm finds the shortest path (i.e. with lower cost)
between that vertex and every other vertex. It can also
be used for finding costs of shortest paths from a
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single vertex to a single destination vertex by
stopping the algorithm once the shortest path to the
destination vertex has been determined. The time
complexity of this algorithm is O (|V2|).

For each node v

min_queue

v.distance = ∞
v.parent=NULL
source.distance=0
source.parent=0
While(min_queue ≠

)

Z=Extract-Min(min_queue)
New_list=New_list U {Z}
Parallel For each vertex v
Adjacent[Z]
If(v min_queue)
If( v.distance > Z.distance +
W(Z,v))
v.distance = Z.distance +
W(Z,v);
v.parent=Z;
V.

Figure 3 Graph

The Graphs were executed sequentially and
parallel using OpenMP. For this experiment graph
with three different sizes of nodes were taken for the
three types of programs. The following table shows
the experimental results.
Table 1 Result of Time of Execution
2000
5000
20000
8.45
130.78
-----Matrix (Serial)
1.239
13.778 847.731
Matrix (Parallel)
9.0
133.0
-----Adjacent
List
(Serial)
14.884 920.345
Adjacent
List 1.447
(Parallel)
8.0
133.0
-----Hybrid (Serial)
1.16
14.28
813.241
Hybrid (Parallel)

For this experiment three different processes are
used by considering the memory management.




Adjacency Matrix
Adjacency List
Hybrid

In the first case the input graph is stored in matrix
format. In the second case the graph is stored using
linked list. In case of Hybrid model input graph is
stored using both one dimensional array and linked
list.
B. Algorithm for Adjacent Matrix (Parallel)

Dijkstra(matrix ,min_queue )
For each node v min_queue

v.distance = ∞
v.parent=NULL
source.distance=0
source.parent=0
While(min_queue ≠

RESULT

The above table (Table 1) shows the result of time
of execution (in sec.) of all the three programs (both
serial and parallel version) with three different input
sizes. The result shows that for large size of input
Hybrid model is giving result in minimum time. But
for moderate size of input Adjacency Matrix and List
gives output in optimum time.

)

VI.

Z=Extract-Min(min_queue)
New_list=New_list U {Z}
Parallel For each vertex v
If(v Adjacent[Z] & v min_queue)
If( v.distance > Z.distance +
matrix[z][v])
v.distance = Z.distance +
matrix[z][v];
v.parent=Z;

CONCLUSION

In this paper how a graph with huge no of nodes
can be processed concurrently is presented. Shortest
paths for each possible pair are computed using
Dijkstra’s Algorithm. To implement the algorithm
three methods are used by considering the storage of
input data. For the concurrent execution of the
programs OpenMP library is used. This work can be
used in real life application in Railway, Flight etc.
where a particular country of region can be
represented as graph and cities as nodes. Hence the
cost of travel can be optimized.

C. Algorithm for Adjacent List (Parallel)

Dijkstra(Adj_list ,min_queue )
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Abstract-The analysis of the dynamics of micropolar ﬂuid has been increasing importance in processing in- dustries and
elsewhere of materials whose be-haviour in shear cannot be characterized by New- tonian ﬂuid properties. This theory takes
into ac- count the eﬀect of local rotary inertia and couple stress arising from practical micro-rotation. The non-linear
boundary-layer equations together with the boundary conditions are reduce to a system of non-linear ordinary diﬀerential
equations by us- ing a similarity transformation. The transformed non-linear coupled ordinary diﬀerential equations are
solved by developing a ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme along with the Newton’s linearization technique. The study reveals that the
micropolar vortex vis- cosity parameter (material parameter) R has an increasing eﬀect on the ﬂow and heat transfer characteristics.
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putational results of various physical quantities in the
present problem under consideration presented
through graphs with various parameters of inter- est.
The present study will ﬁnd applications in various
industrial manufacturing processes that in- volve
interaction of stretching sheet ﬂow with ra- diative
heat transfer and thereby it is useful in as- sessing the
quality of the ﬁnal products.

1. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of the dynamics of micropolar ﬂuidhas
been the subject of many research papers in recent
years because of its increasing importance in
processing industries and elsewhere of materi- als
whose behaviour in shear cannot be character- ized
by Newtonian ﬂuid properties. Eringen [1] ﬁrst
proposed the micropolar ﬂuids which contain microconstituents and can undergo rotation. This theory
takes into account the eﬀect of local ro- tary inertia
and couple stress arising from practi- cal microrotation. The theory is expected to pro- vide a
mathematical model for the non-Newtonian ﬂuid
behaviour observed in certain man-made liq- uids
such as polymers, colloidal suspensions, ﬂuids with
additives suspension solution, animal blood etc. In
addition, due to its practical application to boundary
layer control and thermal protection in high energy
ﬂow by means of wall velocity and mass transfer,
considerable attention has been paid to the thermal
boundary layer ﬂows over moving boundaries [2].
Eringen [3] extended his theory of thermo-micropolar
ﬂuids having interest to the ef- fects of microstructures on the ﬂuid ﬂow. Shit et al. [4] investigated
the eﬀect of induced magnetic ﬁeld on peristaltic ﬂow
of a micro-polar ﬂuid in an asymmetric channel.
Boussinesq and boundary layer theory approximations are applied to simplify the equations that govern
the
ﬂuid motion.
By using
appropriate
transformations, the governing equations that are
basically partial diﬀerential equations are reduced to
system of nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equa- tions.
The solution of the system is achieved by developing a suitable ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme. Com-

2. FLOW ANALYSIS
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3. NUMERICAL METHODS

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The variation of axial velocity f′
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(η) for diﬀerent values of the Hartmann number Ha is
presented in Fig. 1. We observe that the axial velocity
inthe boundary layer gradually decreases with
theincrease of the Hartmann number Ha. Due to the
magnetic interaction with the electrically conduct- ing
ﬂuid, there exits Lorentz force which opposes the
ﬂow and leads to the deceleration of ﬂuid mo- tion.
One can also note that for large values of Hartmann
number, the ﬂow separation takes place in a region
adjacent to the sheet. It is observed from Fig. 2 that
the temperature increases as the magnetic parameter
increases. It is also noted that for any value of
Hartmann number Ha, tempera- ture is maximum at
the stretching sheet. In the case of cooling of the
surface, the eﬀect of vortex viscosity parameter R on
angular velocity is de- picted in Fig. 3. This ﬁgure
shows that the angular velocity increases as the
values of the vortex viscos- ity parameter reduces.
Fig.4 shows that the non- dimensional species
concentration decreases with the increase of the
chemical
reaction
parameter
γ.

Fig. 3 Variation of g(η) for diﬀerent values of
the micro-polar vortex viscosity parameter R
(Pr = S = Kp = 1.0,Ha = 2.0,Grx = A1 =
Nr = Sc = 0.5,Ec = 0.02, λ = 1.0, γ = 0.2)

Fig. 4 Variation of concentration proﬁles for
diﬀerent values of the chemical reaction
parameter γ
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Abstract— Electrical power system is a complex network infrastructure partly because of the diversity and partly because of
its inherent geographically distributed nature. Besides, the all omnipresent nature of electrical power makes effective
monitoring and control schemes of utmost importance. It is necessary to design a single infrastructure which can provide the
high computational requirements as well as effective communication in order to monitor and control the geographically
distributed grid stations. Thus, grid computing becomes a natural choice. This paper presents a grid computing based power
system control scheme that interprets the power system as a graph. Thereafter analyses of topological and electrical
characteristics of power system graphs are incorporated in this grid based framework for identifying possible causes of
vulnerabilities. Finally a comparison of topological and electrical characteristics of power grid is presented.
Keywords- Grid Computing, Power Grid, GridGain, Topological Analysis, Electrical Analysis, Complex Network.

electrical distances rather than geographical
distances.
To study the power grids as a complex network,
some simplifications are necessary for topological
analysis. In topological analysis the power network is
treated as the undirected graphs [3], where each node
represents a bus and connection between the different
buses are represented by an dedicated connection
called edges of the grid network. It is important to note
that in the physical grid, these buses can have different
electrical properties, like nodes are assumed to be
homogeneous. This model ignores whether
generators, loads, transformers, or transmission lines
connect to the bus. In the same way, all transmission
lines are modeled as edges with equal weights.
Physical length and electrical impedance are ignored
in case of topological analysis of the undirected graph
representation. But in electrical analysis power grid
network is treated as weighted graph. The weighs of
the corresponding edge represents the equivalent
resistance of the connecting paths between the
different buses. This weighed graph is again converted
to its equivalent unweighted graph by using reduced
distance matrix principle.
In this paper, a framework for electric power
systems has been presented that employs the
topological and electrical structure of power grid. A
middleware called GridGain which is java based has
been employed in this paper. The rest part of this
paper is planned as follows, in Section II gives a role
of grid computing of power system as high
performance computing. The grid computing
paradigm and its suitability to analyze of distributed
future power systems has been discussed. Section III
reflects the graph theoretic model of power grid.
Section IV provides the topological features of power
network. Section V provides the electrical analysis of

I. INTRODUCTION
High Performance Computing (HPC) is used for
solve computational problems which are not flexible
to solve by using conventional computers owing to the
huge amount of processing power, network and
memory space requirements. Power systems are
continuously changed and developed through
deregulation, the incorporation of renewable energy,
the incorporation of distributed energy production and
storage, and the smart grid. Taking into consideration
the vast amount of change in the power system, HPC
has been used in the field of power systems and also
provides support for future applications of power
system.
Through deregulation and constant expansion of
power system, the demand of HPC for power system
capability and security analysis has increased rapidly.
HPC also play an important role in ensuring efficient
and reliable communication for power system
operation, communication and control. Grid
computing technology is an infrastructure which can
provide high performance computing and a
communication mechanism for providing services in
the of the power system.
Most of the complex problems[1] like world wide
web, Internet, social interacting species, neural
network, chemical systems, and coupled biological
systems, etc are solved by using topological analysis of
graph. Though power system is a complex network
[2], it is necessary to go for topological analysis of
power grid. Topological analysis is performed based
on the physical significance like geographical distance
of the network structure of the graph. But it will ignore
the electrical properties of power grid like resistance,
impedance, etc of the network. To study the electrical
connectivity of power grid, it is necessary to use
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power grid. Section VI provides the different
parameters of topological and electrical analysis result
of IEEE 14 bus system. It also provides the
comparative study between topological analysis and
electrical analysis of power grid. Section VII
concludes the paper.

topological information. The goal of this paper is to
characterize the topological structure of the Eastern
India power grid and evaluate the performance of
electricity infrastructures.
The number of node of the graph is specified by N, the
number of edges is m, the average nodal degree is <k>,
the average shortest path length in hops is <l>,
Pearson degree correlation coefficient is p, the fraction
of nodal degrees which is larger than the average
nodal degree seen at the end of the randomly selected
link is r{ki > }, etc..
The incidence matrix A having dimension m×N of the
graph[3], contains N nodes and m links can be
represented as

II. GRID COMPUTING AS HPC CUM
COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Grid computing is a technology that
integrates and collaborate the use of computers,
networks, databases, scientific instruments and
managed by multiple organizations. It is also provides
HPC and access to remote, heterogeneous and
geographically separated data over vast area. Grid
computing can provide efficient and effective
computing service in order to meet the increasing need
of high performance computation in power system
reliability and security analysis. It can also provide
remote access to distributed resources of power
system.
Grid computing is generally regarded as a software
technology to fully use the spare computing resources.
However, the viewpoint of grid computing is used to
provide in engineering to play significant role in
power system monitoring, communication and control
in distributed parallel computing. It provide a software
architecture, that operates on grid computing for
hardware support, to seamlessly integrate the
dispersed computing resources to implement
high-performance operation and computing in electric
power system.
Information and communication technologies
(ICTs) can provide the advancement of the power
systems in reliable and efficient operation and control.
However, ICTs have emphasized in leaps and bounds,
while power system control centres, with their
non-standard legacy devices and systems that could
not take full advantage of the new technologies, have
intact far behind. The ICT infrastructure has enthused
towards the distributed smart system with Grid
computing services [9]. It allows an environment to
develop a distributed infrastructure with robustness
and flexibility, and helps managing the uncertainties
and facilitating the transition processes. The resources
in the Grids are managed and provided by the standard
resource services that deliver high performance
computing and communication needs of the data and
application services.

(1)
The Laplacian matrix L can be obtained as L=AT A
with
L

(2)

with i, j=1, 2, …, N.
IV. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF
POWER GRID
To represent the power grid as a complex
network we build an unweighted and undirected graph
composed of nodes and edges. Using metrics from
graph theory and modern complex networks analysis,
the results provide insight into the properties of power
grids, considering only topological information. The
goal is to characterize the topological structure of the
Odisha power grids and highlight implications for the
performance of electricity infrastructures.
A. A Complex Network Model to Analyze the
Topology Of Power Grid
An undirected graph is defined in graph theory as a
pair of vertices and edges, G = {N, m} where |N| is the
number of nodes and |m| is the number of edges. To
study the power grids as a complex network, some
simplifications are necessary. In the undirected graphs
each node represents a bus. It is important to note that
in the physical grid, these buses can have different
electrical properties, like nodes are assumed to be
homogeneous. This model ignores whether
generators, loads, transformers, or transmission lines
connect to the bus. In the same way, all transmission
lines are modeled as edges with equal weights.
Physical length and electrical impedance are ignored
in the undirected graph representation.
There are many useful statistical measures[6] for
graphs. Among the most useful are degree
distribution, characteristic path length, graph
diameter, clustering coefficient and degree

III. POWER SYSTEM MODEL
We can represent power grid as a complex network,
we build an unweighted and directed graph composed
of nodes and edges. By using metrics from graph
theory and modern complex networks analysis we can
derive the properties of power grids, considering only
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assortativity. These measures provide a useful set of
statistics for comparing power grids with other graph
structures.
The total number of links of any graph is:
m=

with the clustering coefficient described in [3] as the
average of the clustering coefficient for each node.

(3)

(9)

The average nodal degree can be represented as the
average number of edges is connected to a node.
The average nodal degree is:
=

where the clustering of node i (

) is

(10)
where
is the number of edges between the
neighbors of node i and
the total number of
edges that could possibly exist among the neighbors of
node . For undirected graphs,
=
)/2 is the node degree.
The clustering coefficient for a random graph network
theoretically equals the probability of randomly
selecting links from all possible links.

(4)

The degree of a node[6] specifies the number of nodes
adjacent to that node.
The nodal degree vector is determined by
K= {k1, k2, k3, … ,kN }=diagonal(L)
(5)
The average node degree can found at the end of a
randomly selected edge is

(6)
Then the ratio r {k>
r {k> }=

(11)

can be obtained as

V. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF POWER
GRID

(7)

B. Degree Distribution
The degree of a node indicates the number of nodes
adjacent to that node. In degree distribution[3, 5] (p.
m. f of degree) we can represent the global
connectivity of the network. The first and second
statistical distribution provides the average number of
connections per node and the variance. But some
distribution such as power-laws, these statistical
moments do not provide a realistic presentation
because the degree varies over several orders of
magnitudes. So it is useful to visualize the parameter
of probability mass function.
The probability mass function (pmf) for node
connectivity, or degree distribution, describes the
diversity of connectedness in a graph. But the random
graphs have an exponential (single scale) degree
distribution; many real networks have a power-law
degree distribution. These scale-free networks tend to
have highly connected hubs, which can make the
network vulnerable to directed attack. The degree of
node i in a graph with adjacency matrix A is:
=
(8)
C. Clustering Coefficient
The clustering coefficient [4], C, is a common
metric that provides information about the transitivity
of a network; i.e., if two pairs of nodes, {x, y} and {y,
z}, are clustered then there also exists an edge between
nodes x and z. In social networks, the clustering
coefficient indicates whether two individuals with a
common friend may also know each other. In that case
they would form a cluster. C is defined as follows in
terms of the coefficient ci or the individual clustering
coefficient for each node. The clustering is measured

The topology of electrical power grids is similar to the
complex networks. However the topology analysis
ignores the electrical properties of power grids and we
need to introduce new metrics that capture the
electrical structure of the power grid. Here we measure
electrical properties of power grid in order to
understand the structure of power grids.
A. Resistance distance matrix
The connections between different components of the
power grid depend on the physical properties that
govern currents and voltages. The “Resistance
Distance”, matrix provides another method for
computing electrical distances[12] of the power grid.
Resistance distances give the effective resistance
between different points in a network of resistors. The
resistance distance matrix represents the marginal
effect of an active power transaction between buses. A
distance metric represents the active power transfers
and nodal phase angle. One way to study connectivity
between components in an electrical system is to look
at the properties of sensitivity matrices. Power systems
Sensitivity matrices, such as power transfer
distribution factor matrices, measure the amount of
influence that one component has on another. The
distance matrix which is complement of a sensitivity
matrix can measures zero for component pairs that
are perfectly connected, and large number for
component pairs that have very little influence on one
another.
A power grid network can be transformed into an
corresponding impedance matrix. This matrix forms
the basis of power flow or load flow analysis and short
circuit analysis. Here we will focus on the formulation
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of bus admittance matrix known as Ybus matrix and
bus impedance matrix called as Zbus matrix. The
relationship between these two matrices is
Zbus= Ybus-1
(12)
B. Formation of Bus Admittance Matrix
By using Norton’s theorem in any electrical circuit,
which can be formulated by a current source IS with a
equivalent admittance of YS. The relations between
the original system and the Norton equivalent system
are represented as
IS =VS/ZS and YS =1/ZS
(13)
Norton’s theorem is used for the formulation of the
Ybus matrix. The Ybus matrix is a sum of each
elements of the kth column is Ykk. The electrical
resistance distance matrix [14] E is a simple way of
measuring the electrical connectedness of nodes
within a power system. The matrix E can be defined as
the absolute value of the inverse of the system
admittance matrix.
E = |Y−1|
(14)
To obtain a node degree equivalent measure of each
node can be obtained by
n

Ea =

Eab

 n 1

study that considers the IEEE 14 Power System as a
test case. The IEEE 14 Bus Test Case [7] represents a
portion of the American Electric Power System. The
data has been entered in IEEE Common Data Format
since 1993. The IEEE 14 bus system is shown in figure
2.
Table 1 shows the topological properties of IEEE 14
bus system power grid. IEEE 14 power grid follows
the exponential degree distribution. Table 2 represents
the electrical properties of power grid. Table 3
compares the properties of topological and electrical
structure of power grid.

(15)

b 1
b a

Figure 1: IEEE 14 bus system

This represents the sensitivity between voltage and
current changes for any node with respect to every
other node in the network.

Topological Parameters of IEEE 14 Power Grid

C. Unweighted reduced resistance distance matrix
The resistance distance matrix E describes the amount
of connectivity between all pair of nodes in the system.
Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s laws provides the connectivity
among all nodes in the system, the graph is fully
connected and weighted. The reduced resistance
distance matrix [13] R is a way of adapting E in such a
way that the resulting graph is equivalent in size to its
unweighted topological structure representation. The
m edges are replaced with the m smallest entries in the
upper (or lower) triangle of E. The result of graph G(n,
m) and edges represents the strong electrical
connections rather than direct physical connections.
The adjacency matrix of new graph (R) can be
obtained as:

Rab  1 Eab  t
Rab  0 Eab  t

R= 

Nodes(N)

14

Edges(m)

18

Average nodal degree<K>

2.5714

Average shortest Path<l>

3.030612

Diameter(D)

7

r{k>k bar}

0.42857

C(G)

0.35714

C(R)
0.1978
Table 1: Topological Parameters of IEEE 14 Power Grid
Electrical Parameters of IEEE 14 Power Grid
Nodes(N)

14

Edges(m)

(16)

18

Average nodal degree<K>

2.5714

Average shortest Path<l>

1.367347

Diameter(D)

Where t is a threshold adjusted to produce exactly m
links in the network.
VI. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS

3

r{k>k bar}

0.1428

C(G)

0.16224

C(R)

0.1978
Table 2: Electrical Parameters of IEEE 14 Power Grid

Comparision of Topological and Electrical Parameters of
IEEE 14 Power Grid
Different Parameters
of Power Network
Topological
Electrical

This section presents the detailed methodology
involved to present the topological and electrical
properties of IEEE 14 power bus system and how a
grid service is deployed subsequently. The service
efficacy has been demonstrated by means of a case

Nodes(N)

14

14

Edges(m)

18

18
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Average nodal
degree<K>
Average shortest
Path<l>

2.5714

2.5714

3.030612

1.367347

7

3

r{k>k bar}

0.42857

0.1428

C(G)

0.35714

0.16224

Diameter(D)
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Abstract-Grid Computing has emerged as an important new area focusing on resource sharing. One of the most challenging
issues in Grid Computing is efficient scheduling of tasks. Scheduler for grid also provides reliability of the grid systems and
increases the performance of the grid to reducing the execution time of job by applying scheduling policies defined by the
different scheduling algorithm. An efficient Grid scheduling system is an essential part of the Grid. Rather than covering the
most of Grid scheduling Area, this theme mainly from the perspective of scheduling algorithms. In this review, the
challenges for Grid scheduling are identified. First, the architecture of components involved in scheduling is introduced to
present a perceptive representation of the Grid scheduling process. Then various Grid scheduling algorithms are discussed
from different points of view, such as static vs. dynamic policies, genetic algorithms dealing with dynamic behavior of
resources. Within this paper, a task scheduling algorithm within a resources allocation grid system is proposed with the help
of previous research and various model of reliable computing of grid.
Key Terms: – Grid computing, task scheduling, genetic algorithms.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In Today pervasive world of needing information
anytime and anywhere, the explosive grid computing
environments have now proven to be so significant
that
They are often referred to as being the world single
and most powerful computer solution [1]. A grid
computing infrastructure hardware and software that
provided access to high level computational
capabilities into reliable, consistent, pervasive and
computational capabilities [2]. It is for complex
system with large resources sharing wide area
communication and multi institutional collaboration.
In gird computing resources performing the different
type of work on the

Fig:-Layered grid Architecture.

Above five layers coordinate together to achieve a
grid services at the “Application layer” the sub task
composing the entire services task initially send their
request for remote resources to “Collective layer” ads
there request in the request queue then “Resources
layer” try to find the site of resources that match the
request after all the request of those program in the
grid services are match the “Connective layer” build
the connection among those the program in gird
services.
From this architecture we are focus on
the
“Resources layer “because it work on resources
allocation (memory, I/O, data base etc)[1].
The main task of grid computing is the resources

basis of application program to performing different
type of failure task. The real and specific problem
that underlies the Grid concept is coordinated
resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic,
multi-institutional virtual organizations. [3]
A grid architecture was developed for establishment,
management and cross organizational resources
sharing within a virtual organization .the main
attention of architecture is on the interoperability
among resources provides and users to establish the
sharing relationship.
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allocation for a process; i.e., mapping of tasks to
various resources. For example, mapping of 50 tasks
into 15 resources produces 10^3 possible mappings.
This is because every job can be mapped to any of the
resources. In our case the allocation of jobs is in
terms of reallocation which means depending on the
status of resources either it is heavily loaded or not.
Here resource means processors which are involved
in the scheduling process. We used resources and
processors simultaneously. The other complexity of
resource allocation is the lack of accurate information
about the status of the resources. [3] A grid is built
from multipurpose protocols and interfaces that
address such issues like authentication, authorization
and resource discovery. A grid allows its constituent
resources to be used in a coordinated fashion to
provide various qualities of service like response
time, throughput etc. The User Driven Scheduler is
intended to work as an resource managing module,
queuing and scheduling of the Grid. The scheduler
will offer managing batch jobs on Grid by scheduling
CPU time according to user utility rather than system
performance considerations.[4]

to schedule the task of particular resources assigns
.Resources are shared on Grids and many users
compete for resources. Resources are not under the
control of the scheduler. Resources are heterogeneous
and may not all perform identically for any given task
many grid applications are data-intensive and large
data sets are required to be transferred between
multiple sites.
Now the various algorithms are defines there
effective performance.
3.1.

STATIC AND DYNAMIC SCHDULING
ALGORITHEMS

Static scheduling scheme in grid is to perform the
fixed slotted of assigning a task; every task
comprising the task is assigned once to a resource.
Thus, the position of an application is fixed. Static
model provides global analysis of task and it could
easiest model to be developed [9].
Dynamic scheduling is usually applied
when it is difficult to estimate the cost of
applications, or tasks are coming dynamically.
Dynamic task scheduling has two major components
(A) system state view and (B) decision making.
System state view involves collecting state
information throughout the Grid and constructing an
estimate resource. The advantage of dynamic load
balancing over static scheduling is that the system
need not be aware of the run-time behavior of the
application before execution.
These some techniques of dynamic load balancing are
A) First-In-First-Out (FIFO, also known as firstCome-First- Served)
B) Balance-constrained techniques
C) Cost-constrained techniques
D) Hybrids of static and dynamic techniques [6].

2. STUDY ABOUT RESOURCE
ALLOCATION PROBLEM IN GRID
COMPUTING
A gird is based on component and logics that
described a particular area that provides responsible
regular, persistent and economical access to high-end
computational capabilities.[2] It is a shared
environment implemented via the exploitation of a
constant, standards-based service infrastructure that
supports the creation of, and resource sharing within,
distributed communities. Resources can be
computers, storage space, instruments, software
applications, and data, all connected through the
Internet and a middleware software layer that
provides basic services for security, monitoring,
resource management, and so forth. Resources owned
by various administrative organizations are shared
under locally defined policies that specify what is
shared, who is allowed to access
what, and under what conditions [3] The real and
specific problem that underlies the Grid concept is
coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in
dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations [4].
From the point of view of scheduling systems, a
higher level abstraction for the Grid can be practical
by ignoring some infrastructure components such as
authentication, authorization, and resource discovery
and access control.

3.2. HEURISTICS ALGORITHMES
Basic heuristic algorithms define with the
combination of the deferent type algorithms
following are
A) Genetic Algorithm
B) Tabu Search
C) Simulated Annealing
This heuristic performs very effective performances.
A) Genetic Algorithm is used when the large places
search. A genetic algorithm combines
exploitation of best solutions
From pervious searches with the discovery of new
regions of the solution space, It creates an initial
population consisting of randomly generated
solutions. After applying genetic operators, namely
selection, crossover and mutation, one after the other,
new offspring are generated. Then the evaluation of
the fitness of each individual in the population is
conducted. The fittest individuals are selected to be

3. SCHDULING STUDY
In the grid computing area number of scheduling
methods can be purpose to described the resources
allocation with in a particular time sequences .gird
environment the most specific area to reach the how
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carried over next generation. The above steps are
repeated until the Termination condition is satisfied.
By the work flow of Genetic algorithm and nature of
heuristics scheduling initial population create with the
help of other heuristic methods (min-min)[3] a set of
population is chromosome .
Chromosome is associated with a fitness
value, which is the make extent of the task-machine
mapping this chromosome represents The goal
algorithm search is to find the chromosome with
optimal fitness value.
Crossover operation selects a random pair of
chromosomes and chooses a random point in the first
chromosome. For the sections of both chromosomes
from that point to the end of each chromosome,
crossover exchanges machine assignments between
corresponding tasks.
Mutation
randomly
selects
a
chromosome, then randomly selects a task within the
chromosome, and randomly reassigns it to a new
machine. And the chromosomes from this modified
population are evaluated again. This completes one
iteration of the algorithm [10].

hops equals limit hops. Then, the best mapping tabu
list [9].
Tabu Search is mathematical optimum technique
and use when the current problem is defined on the
tabu base.
C) Simulated Annealing Simulated Annealing
derives from the Monte Carlo method for statistically
searching the global. The concept is originally from
the way in which crystalline structures can be formed
into a more ordered state by use of the annealing
process, which repeats the heating and slowly cooling
a structure. The input of the algorithm is an initial
solution which is constructed by assigning a resource
to each task at random.
The initial SA procedure implemented here
is as follows. The first mapping is generated from a
uniform random distribution. The mapping is mutated
in the same manner as the GA, and the new make
span is evaluated. If the new make span is better, the
new mapping replaces the old one. If the new make
span is worse (larger), a uniform random number z∈
[0, 1) is selected.

B)Tabu Search model is mathematical optimum
minimization search .Tabu search defend with a
random mapping as the initial solution, generated
from a uniform distribution. To manipulate the
current solution and move through the solution space,
a short hop is performed. The intuitive purpose of a
short hop is to find the nearest local minimum
solution within the solution space.
The basic procedure to perform a
short hop is to consider, for each possible pair of
tasks, each
Possible pair of machine assignments, while the other
assignments are unchanged. If the new make span is
an improvement, the new solution is saved, replacing
the current solution. The short hop procedure ends
when (1) every pair-wise remapping combination has
been exhausted with no improvement, or (2) the limit
on the total number of successful hops (limit hops) is
reached.
When the short hop procedure ends, the final
mapping from the local solution space search is added
to the tabu list.
The tabu list is a method of keeping track
of the regions of the solution space that have already
been searched. Next, a new random mapping is
generated, and it must differ from each mapping in
the tabu list by at least half of the machine
assignments (a successful long hop)
The intuitive purpose of a long hop is to move to a
new region of the solution space that has not already
been
Searched. After each successful long hop, the short
hop procedure is repeated. The stopping criterion for
the entire heuristic is when the sum of the total
number of successful short hops and successful long

Then, z is compared with y, where If z>y, the new
(poorer) mapping is accepted; otherwise it is rejected,
and the old mapping is kept. So, as the system
temperature “cools”, it is more difficult for poorer
solutions to be accepted [5].
Table 1- Comparison of Scheduling various
Algorithms
Scheduling
Algorithm
Static Algorithms

Dynamic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithm

Advantages
Resource is Use the
fixed or predefined
parameters.
And
normal load of task
easily
maintained
estimating the cost of
task is also simplified.
The
fundamental
initiative is to perform
task allocation on the
current
state
of
application executes.
Complication
to
determine
estimated
time.
It is large space search
And improves the
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Tabu Search Algorithm

Simulated Annealing

[2]. Fangpeng Dong and Selim G. Akl “Fangpeng Dong and
Selim G. Akl” Technical Report No. 2006-504

speed up performances.
And
Dynamically
predict the information.
It is the best selection
for small time schedule
creation.
It is a search technique
based on the physical
process of annealing,
which is the thermal
process.
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In this paper, we have presented a survey of effective
task scheduling algorithms for Grid computing.
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Abstract—Interactive Voice Response (IVR) System serves as a bridge between people and computer databases by
connecting the telephone network with the database. The telephone user can access the information from anywhere at any
time simply by dialling a specified number and following an on-line instruction when a connection has been established.
The IVR system uses pre-recorded or computer generated voice responses to provide information in response to an input
from a telephone caller. The input may be given by means of touch-tone or Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) signal,
which is generated when a caller presses a key of his/her telephone set, and the sequence of messages to be played is
determined dynamically according to an internal menu structure (maintained within the IVR application program) and the
user input.
The IVRS system which will be designed will provide an ideal platform for the operation of start-ups and existing small
concerns. It will be a highly economical and efficient way to replace the Dialogic card which is very costly and requires a
high maintenance and regular up gradation.
The IVRS system which will be designed will consist of simple components like microcontroller and some basic application
chips interfaced to a PC which will have small software running in the backend while the other jobs are performed on the
front end.

I.

B. Live information from databases
These IVR’s get information from databases,
convert to voice, and speaks it back to the caller.
Practically all industry segments are potential users
for this, and examples include Phone banking (where
you call in, dial in your account number & TPIN and
can hear your account balance on phone) Courier
packet trace (where you call in, dial the AWB number,
and the system tells you whether the packet has been
delivered, if it is in transit, etc)

INTRODUCTION

Interactive Voice Response systems can play a
significant role in providing efficient customer
service. Properly implemented, they can increase
customer satisfaction, lower costs and offer new
services. The return on investment (ROI) on these
systems is also quite amazing, making them the most
popular Computer Telephony systems in the world.
Compare them to a call center. The price for the extra
“human touch” translates into a huge running cost in
the form of Agents, Supervisors, infrastructure
maintenance, training, call center performance &
discipline reviews, etc. World over, the first systems
that any company deploys with a view towards
enhancing customer satisfaction are IVR’s. Call
centers come much later. IVR’s can provide
information to callers in one of two ways:

C. Microcontroller Based Ivrs For College
Automation
In telephony, interactive voice response, or IVR, is
a phone technology that allows a computer to detect
voice and touch tones using a normal phone call. The
IVR system can respond with pre-recorded or
dynamically generated audio to further direct callers
on how to proceed. IVR systems can be used to
control almost any function where the interface can be
broken down into a series of simple menu choices.
Once constructed IVR systems generally scale well to
handle large call volumes.
Now-a-days every institution needs automation.
As a part of college automation, we have decided to
do a project. Voice Interactive System for College
Automation. Our project allows the user to know the
student attendance and marks quickly through the
telephone line without the intention of the college
authority. In the hardware side embedded system has

A. Pre-recorded information
Common examples are audio movie snippet
previews (e.g. at PVR). Though it is possible to build
these IVR’s through live information from databases
(using text-to-speech engines), one doesn’t get the
voice variations, which are so important for the
moviegoer. Other examples are around procedural (or
“how to”) information dissemination like Income tax
filing procedures, bank account opening or credit card
application procedures, etc.
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been used. It will be very obliging to the parents
to be acquainted with their son/daughter recital in the
college.
In the hardware side embedded system has been
used. A 20 pin microcontroller 89C2051 is used
because of its compatibility with our hardware. This
microcontroller controls the whole hardware.
Telephone line is used for communication purpose.
Visual Basic has been used for software
programming. Presentation in the class and outcome
of the university are made reachable to students and
parents on phone by our project.
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) is a software
application that accepts a combination of voice
telephone input and touch-tone keypad selection and
provides appropriate responses in the form of voice,
fax, callback, e-mail and perhaps other media. IVR is
usually part of a larger application that includes
database access.
An IVR application provides pre-recorded voice
responses for appropriate situations, keypad signal
logic, and access to relevant data, and potentially the
ability to record voice input for later handling. Using
computer telephony Integration (CTI), IVR
applications can hand off a call to a human being who
can view data related to the caller at a display.
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems allow
callers to get access to information without human
intervention. Thus callers hear a pleasant and cheerful
voice 24-hours a day, 7 days a year without any
attendant human fatigue.
Since even the cost of the call is borne by the
caller, apart from the one-time installation cost, there
is no running expense for the company who deploys
the IVR systems. Another advantage to the company
is that it would otherwise be impossible to handle high
loads of callers, both in terms of time, and the cost of
the large number of individuals that it would require.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

III. IVRS FOR AN EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTION
An IVRS is an exemplary innovation in the
area of voice assisted browsing and data retrieval on
telephone, data that contains information of interest
and has straight relevance to the user. This application
software allows full resource sharing and integration
with the existing database of:
Our Software solution for the complete
computerization of Educational Institutions, for e.g. in
a) Visual Basics 6.0 &(MS –Access 2003)
The software first converts the data into a voice
format and then sends it on to the telephony network.
The voice response by the system is then heard by the
caller, and as discussed, shall cover the following
informational requirements:
1) Fees Installment Paid/Due Status of the
Student.
2) Attendance status for any day, week, month or
entire year.
3) Marks scored in any test or exam.
4) Rank in any test or exam.
5) Percentage scored in exam.
6) Score, rank and percentage in any particular
subject.
7) Homework for any day.
8) Remarks given by teachers.
9) Timetable.
10)Test schedule and test syllabus.
11)Dates of admission, pre-requisites for
admission and status of admission for any
application.
12)Vacancies for faculty, if any.
13)1Any important announcements for parents
like dates for parents-teachers meetings or any
other
messages.
14)Automatic Fee Reminders on student telephone
numbers.
15)Voice mail accounts for each and every student
(especially in case of a boarding school), to
help parents leave important messages for

II. INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE
SYSTEM FEATURES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Schools, Colleges and Educational Institutions
Bank and stock account balances and transfers
Surveys and polls
Call center forwarding
Simple order entry transactions
Selective information lookup (movie schedules,
etc.)
Ticketing and Reservation
IT Enabled Services
Hotels, Airline & Train Ticket Enquiry &
Booking Centers
Entertainment Industry
Complaint Booking and Customer Support
Centers
Banks, Finance and Credit Corporations
Tele-Marketing Industry –Outbound Calls

Simple to use Graphical System Design
Interface
Multiple telephone line support both on Analog
and Digital
Advanced call screening and call switching
options
Can be integrated with any type of database.
Playback data retrieved from Database
Text to Speech
Call Transfer to other extensions, optionally
announcing the Caller ID, allowing
the
recipient to
accept or decline the call
Full logging of callers' details and all the
selections made during the call
Multi-Language support (English /Hindi)
DNIS: (Dialed number identification service)
ANI: (Automatic Number Identification)
Common IVR applications include:
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their wards. Parents’ Grievance Box, to make
parents leave their grievances about their
child’s performance, for any subject. The
recorded grievance is then automatically sent to
the voice mailbox of the teacher who takes that
particular subject in the class. The basic
system can handle 4 incoming calls at one
point of time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
and 365 days a year.
IV.

• The database is accordingly referenced and the
necessary information is obtained.
•
Next, the same information is put across to the
user in voice.
•
The caller generally given the option to :
a. Repeat whatever information was
voiced to him.
b. Repeat the choices.
c. Break the call by restarting ON-HOOK
condition

THE HARDWARE REQUIREMENT
VI.

• A Server computer
• Telephony cards that answer calls
• IVR software
Apart from this, there needs to be connection to the
database from where the Information will be picked
up. This is generally through an IP based network.
Apart from delivering information by voice, there are
other methods, as well that one should consider. They
are fax, email & SMS. For instance, if the caller
wanted an account statement from his bank, voice is
quite useless, Fax or email are better options. The
system can be integrated with applications to send
Emails, fax, SMS features. Thus
1. Relay: For switching between the ring detector and
the DTMF decoder.
2. Ring detector: To detect the presence of incoming
calls.
3. DTMF decoder: To convert the DTMF tones to 4
bit BCD codes.
4. Micro controller: To accept the BCD calls, process
them and transmit them serially to the PC.
5. Level Translator: To provide the interface between
PC and micro controller.
6. Personal Computer: To store the data base and to
carry out the text to speech conversion.
7. Audio Amplifier: To provide audio amplification to
standard output and to act as a buffer between the
telephone line and sound card.

Figure 1 Shows diagram of IVR System for
college automation system. Any telephone set will
always be in any of the conditions mentioned below:
A. ON-HOOK
It is the state whenever telephone handset is placed
on the cradle. During this state, the telephone line is
open circuit with the exchange and the voltage of –
48 V is available on each telephone line from the
exchange.
B. OFF-HOOK
This is the state whenever telephone handset is
displaced from the cradle. During this state the voltage
level is between ± 5V to ± 12 V. The telephone OFF –
HOOK resistance is typically 600 Ω .
C. SIGNALING TONES
• Dial tone:
This tone indicates that the exchange is ready to
accept dialed digits from the subscriber. The
subscriber should start dialing only after hearing the
dial tone. Otherwise, initial dialed pulse may be
missed by the exchange that may result in the call
landing on the wrong number. The dialed tone is 33
Hz or 50 Hz or 400 Hz continuous tones.
• Ring tone:
When the called party is obtained, the exchange
sense out the ringing current to the telephone set of the
called party. This ringing current has the familiar
double ring pattern. Simultaneously, the exchange
sends out the ringing tone to the calling subscriber,
which has the pattern similar to that of ringing current,
the two rings in the double ring pattern are separated
by a time gap of 0.2s and two double rings patterns by
a time gap of 2s.The burst has duration of 0.4s. The
frequency of the ringing tone is 133 Hz or 400 Hz.
• Busy tone:
Busy tone is bursty 400 Hz signal with silence
period in between. The burst and silence duration has
the same value of 0.75s. A busy tone is sent out to the
calling subscriber whenever the switching equipment
or junction line is not available to put through the call
or called subscriber line is engaged.
• Number unobtainable tone:
The number unobtainable tone is a continuous 400
Hz signal. This tone may be sent to the calling

V. SEQUENCE FOLLOWED IN THE IVRS
SERVICE
•
•

•

•

•

•

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF IVR SYSTEM

Caller dials the IVRS service number.
The computer waits for a specified number of
ringing tones at the end of which, the connection
is established.
The connection is established by lifting the
handset of telephone base from ONHOOK
condition.
Now, a pre-recorded voice greets the caller
conforming that the number dialed corresponding
to the particular service.
Next, the menu is presented to the caller again in
the voice form, giving him then various options to
choose from.
If the information to be relayed back is
confidential, then the system may even ask the
dialer, to feed in a password number.
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subscriber due to a variety of reasons. In some
exchanges this tone is 400 Hz intermittent with 2.5s
ON period and 0.5s OFF period.
• Routing tone:
The routing tone or call – in – progress tone is 400
Hz or 800 Hz intermittent patterns. In an
electromechanical system it is usually 800Hz with
50% duty ratio and 0.5s ON-OFF period. In analog
electronic exchange it is 400 Hz pattern with 0.5s ON
period and 0.5s OFF period. In digital exchange it has
0.1s ON-OFF period at 400 Hz

goes OFF. Now the subscriber can’t hear the sound.
Again this repeats for six times with the pause of 2
sec. Thus the subscriber hears six rings.
Optocoupler
In the same application it is necessary to isolate
input and output. The isolation can be achieved in
many ways. One of these is to use an Opto-coupler.
Opto-coupler is controlled by optical energy.
Optocoupler is MCT 2E. The device consists of
GaAsinfra red emitting diode optically coupled to a
monolithic silicon phototransistor detector

D. TOUCH –TONE KEY PAD
Touching a button generates a ‘ tone’, which is a
combination of two frequencies, one from lower band
and other from upper band. For e.g. pressing push
button ‘7’ transmits 852 and 1209 Hz, as shown in
table 1.

VII. APPLICATIONS
A. Voice-activated dialers
16) (VAD) Voice-activated IVR systems are now
used to replace the switchboard or PABX
(Private Automatic Branch
eXchange)
operators which are used in many hospitals and
large businesses to reduce the caller waiting
time. An additional function is the ability to
allow external callers to page hospital staff and
transfer the inbound call to the paged person.
B. Clinical trials
17) IVR systems are used by large pharmaceutical
companies to conduct global clinical trials and
manage the large volumes of data generated.
The application used by the IVR in clinical
trials is generally referred to as a Voice form
application. The caller will respond to
questions in their preferred language and their
responses will be logged into a database and
possibly recorded at the same time to confirm
authenticity. Applications include patient
randomization and drug supply management.

Table 1: Typical 4 x 3 touch keypad
120
133
14
9Hz.
6Hz
77H
69
1
2
3
7Hz
77
4
5
6
0Hz
85
7
8
9
2Hz
94
*
0
#
1Hz
In the keypad ten keys of decimal digits are used
to call required number. The touch-tone telephone
produces decade or DTMF signals for DTMF type.
The keypad produces twotone sinusoidal outputs.
Rows and columns determine the frequency. This
keypad is working with different frequencies but only
two frequencies are transmitted at a time. So the signal
coming from this type of telephone is called Dual
Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF).

C. Automated reward transfer line
This reduces labour costs and turnaround
time. Managers allocating incentive funds are
able to do so directly on the IVR phone, saving
time and energy over their previous slow, clerical
system

TELEPHONE INTERFACE SECTION

D. Banking & Finance
Technological innovations have brought about
not just new types of electronic money, but also
new bank-customer relationships

It consists of following subsections:
Ring Detector Section
Ring detector circuit does the function of detecting
the ring activating signals and then counts the number
of rings.
Ring activating signals
This is send by telephone exchange to the
subscriber. This signal causes an audio tone in the
subscriber’s telephone set. This ring tone is an
alarming signal, which diverts the attention of the
subscriber towards the instrument. The ring signal
produced at the central office is composed of a 10v ac,
400Hz signal that is always present on the telephone
line with the handset in ON-HOOK position. The
ring-activating signal is ON for 0.2 sec andthe
subscriber can hear the sound of ring in that duration
of time. For next 0.4 sec the ring-activating signal

E. Government
In order to improve the efficiency of
information accessibility, many government
departments such as the Labour Department, the
Education
department
the
Immigration
Department, the Inland Revenue and the
Department of Health.
.
F. Telecommunications
In this highly competitive industry, we can
help telecom service providers (wire line or
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wireless) to develop infrastructure and add value
to their services.
Large companies use IVR services to extend
the business hours of operation. The use of the
VUI (Voice User Interface) is designed to match
the customer experience of the web interface.
Companies have realised that access to voice
services is impulsive and readily available. This is
down to the high penetration of mobile phones.



VIII. ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES OF
USING IVR SYSTEMS
A. ADVANTAGES
In software we have to implement the basic code
for working of our system. For this we will be
using Visual Basic and Structured Query
Language. We will be designing database using
SQL. Database will consist of student’s
information like student’s attendance and
student’s marks along with their roll numbers.
With the help of Visual basic, we will be doing
front end coding. Front end will consist of a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) which will help
the college or organization in adding, updating or
deleting the data from the database.




18)


19)





(The Proposed Model)

Better Customer Contact
The IVRS can collect necessary information
relating to the call from the customer which he is
waiting to be connected to a customer care
executive. The IVRS will collect the details from
the customers and is been displayed on the
customer care executive's system. Thus helping
him to handle the in a swift professional manner.
Both parties can straightaway get down to
resolving the object of the call.
Better Customer Satisfaction
This can make sure by the following ways: The
number of missed calls will be very much less as
the calls are attended by the system Instead of
waiting for a customer care executive the
customer can get the necessary details directly
from the system very easily by just pressing
necessary keys. The company can provide
consistent replies for all routine enquires. This
enhances the quality of customer service.
Customer can obtain the requested information,
products and service at any time, 24X7.
Cost Effective
Customer service cost can be significantly
reduced through automated customer service and
it reduces human resource inefficiencies. Since
IVR works for 24 hours, the company can use it
as a sales order line. Also the increase in
customer satisfaction promotes repeat business
with existing customers thus generating more
revenue without much expenditure. Many clients
often realize a full return on investment within a
year of implementation.
Security
Unlike internet-based applications, in IVR system
there is no entry point for hackers. This will give
more security to the data.
Upgradeability
The latest cutting edge technologies can be
easily adapted to the existing system.
The biggest advantage of IVR for small and large
organizations is to save time and money.
Answering phone calls takes a lot of time, and not
every phone call deserves the attention of a
trained employee. IVR systems can take care of
most of the frequently asked questions that an
organization receives (office hours, directions,
phone directory, common tech support questions,
et cetera) and allow customer service reps,
salesmen and tech support specialists to
concentrate on the harder stuff. If a large
company is able to shave even a second off the
average length of each phone call with a live
operator, it can save them hundreds of thousands
or even millions of dollars a year [source: Human
Factors International]. IVR systems have the
advantage of making callers and customers feel
like they're being attended to, even if it's just by a
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machine. If you have a simple question, it's better
to get a quick answer from a computerized
operator than to wait ten minutes on hold before
talking to a human being.
 Telecommunications and computing budgets
could afford the hardware, software and staff
to run in-house IVR systems.
 The addition of speech recognition
capabilities help IVRS owners derive more
benefit from their investment in existing
IVRS resource.
 Motivating organizations to embrace speech
solutions is the potential for dramatic
reductions in operational cost.
 Increased automation frees the customer
service
agents
from
any
routine
administrative tasks and reduces cost related
to customer service staffing. That is fewer
agents are able to serve more customers.
 Resources that have been developed to
support an internet presence can support an
IVRS as well. Thus organizations can use
some of the same data modules bid for
speech enabled IVRS application for their
intranets. This could deliver a high degree of
code reuse.
B. DISADVANTAGES
1. The greatest disadvantage of IVR systems is that
many people simply dislike talking to
machines. Older adults may have a hard time
following telephone menus and lengthy
instructions.
2.
And younger callers get frustrated with the
slowness of multiple phone Menus.
3. Defects of the Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN) are applicable to IVRS also.
4.
Visual basic, the software used is platform
dependent.
5. In its present condition IVRS cannot be used in
internet applications.

6. The security measures adopted are also not up to
the mark.
IX.

CONCLUSION

Interactive Voice Response System has been the
latest technology, each provides the foundation for
providing convenient new IVRS services for
customers as well as reduced operational costs,
improved
customer
satisfactionand retention,
increased return on investment and a stronger market
presence for the IVRS services provider. A speech
interface gives caller more flexiblenavigation outputs
that are less complex and more rigidly hierarchical
touch tone menu options.
IVRS can be used in organizations to know about
various departments, mode of working and levels of
control. Hardware circuitry of IVRS is very compact
and it can be used as a card in computer. By the wide
spread of internet it is possible to know information
from anywhere in the world with the advanced
features of Interactive Voice Response System.
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Abstract—In this paper we are discussing the benefits and disadvantages of HPC System. HPC Systems are specialized
devices built to perform extremely difficult calculations extremely quickly.
We are analyzed with the Performance of the HPC with other Computational Systems. The tools that allow scientists and
engineers to solve computational problems whose size and complexity make them otherwise intractable. Such problems arise
in almost all fields of science and engineering. Although Moore’s law and new architectural innovations enable the
computational power of supercomputers to grow, there is no foreseeable end to the need for ever larger and more powerful
systems.
This paper aims to provide a brief review of supercomputer which is a very powerful computational machine capable of
processing trillions and counting of commands per second. Today's top supercomputers have the same processing power as
175,000 laptops working in sync. Supercomputers can be used to analyze data of any kind. This paper summarizes most
important observations about HPC including the hardware and architecture, performance metrics. It also contains studies
about the issues related Storage, Bandwidth, cost, maintenance and processing time. Moreover in this paper the future of
HPC is also reviewed. In most cases, the problem being solved on a HPC is derived from a model of the physical world.

I.

program instructions. This execution involves
performing arithmetic and logical calculations,
initiating memory accesses, and controlling the flow
of program execution. The memory system stores the
current state of a computation. A processor or a group
of processors (an SMP) and a block of memory are
typically packaged together as a node of a computer.
A modern supercomputer has hundreds to tens of
thousands of nodes.
The interconnect provides communication among
the nodes of the computer, enabling these nodes to
collaborate on the solution of a single large problem.
The interconnect also connects the nodes to I/O
devices, including disk storage and network interfaces.
The I/O system supports the peripheral subsystem,
which includes tape, disk, and networking. All of
these subsystems are needed to provide the overall
system. Another aspect of providing an overall system
is power consumption.

INTRODUCTION

The first supercomputer was invented by
American Seymour Cray in 1960.The CDC 1604,
known as the "father of supercomputing" was not as
fast as today's personal computers, but was an
achievement for its time.
High performance computing has become a crucial
component of the current scientific computing
technology and a range of technologies have been
adopted to increase the performance. In the recent
years’
development,
the
architecture
of
supercomputers plays an increasingly important role
in determining the speed up of HPC systems, even
more than the processor’s performance.

Fig. 1: A sample HPC System

II.

HARDWARE AND ARCHITECTURE OF
HPC

A supercomputer is composed of
processors, memory, I/O system, and an
interconnect. The processors fetch and execute

Fig.2: architecture of HPC
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III.

Contemporary supercomputer systems, especially
those in the top 10 of the TOP500, consume in excess
of 5 megawatts. This necessitates the construction of a
new generation of supercomputer facilities (e.g., for
the Japanese Earth Simulator, the Los Alamos
National Laboratory, and the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory). Next-generation petaflops
systems must consider power consumption in the
overall design.

A. Decreasing Processing Time
The primary advantage that supercomputers offer
is decreased processing time. Computer speed is
commonly measured in "floating point operations," or
"FLOPS." Average home computers can perform up
to a hundred billion of these operations per second, or
100 "gigaflops" but supercomputers are tens of
thousands of times faster.

A.

Performance metrics
In general, the speed of supercomputers is
measured and benchmarked in "FLOPS" (Floating
Point Operations Per Second), and not in terms of
MIPS, i.e. as "instructions per second", as is the case
with general purpose computers.These measurements
are commonly used with an SI prefix such as tera-,
combined into the shorthand "TFLOPS", or peta-,
combined
into
the
shorthand
"PFLOPS"
"Petascale".Exascale is computing performance in the
exaflops range. An exaflop is one quintillion (1018)
FLOPS (one million teraflops).

B. Solving New Problems
The sheer processing power of supercomputers
means that they can be used to do things that ordinary
computers simply couldn't handle. For example,
weather forecasting is highly complex and requires
extremely
sophisticated
algorithms.
Only
supercomputers have the ability to perform these
calculations in a timely fashion.
C. Lowering Costs
By decreasing the amount of time needed to
complete processing tasks, supercomputers can lower
costs, saving money in the long run through increased
efficiency.Supercomputers can also lower costs by
allowing engineers to create computer simulations that
remove the need for expensive, high-precision
physical models or testing environments.
D. Improving Safety
Beyond CGI and scientific applications,
supercomputers can also help to make the world a
safer place. Simulations or tests that would be difficult
or extremely dangerous in the real world can be
performed it instead. For example, nuclear weapons
must be tested to make sure that they function,without
which the testing process would have to involve
detonating a nuclear bomb; computers allow engineers
to obtain the same results without running the risks of
an actual nuclear explosion.

Fig.3: Top supercomputer speeds

B. Types of Super Computers
14 countries account for the vast majority of the
world's 500 fastest supercomputers, with over half
being located in the United States.Since 1993, the
fastest supercomputers have been ranked on the
TOP500 list according to their LINPACK benchmark
results. This is a recent list of the computers which
appeared at the top of the Top500 list, and the "Peak
speed" is given as the "R max" rating.

BENEFITS OF HPC

IV. WHAT MAKES A SUPERCOMPUTER
“SUPER”?
In the past, supercomputers were built with
proprietary, expensive components and ran
specialized software. Many of today’s supercomputers
are built from the same types of computers that may
be found in a typical computer store, and they run an
operating system (Linux) found on many desktop
computers.The difference between a typical desktop
computer for the home or office and a supercomputer
has to do with the number of computers and the
technology, both hardware and software, that is used
to connect the units together.
As an example, The Star of Arkansas, the newest
supercomputer at the University of Arkansas, is built
from 157 commodity computers from Dell
Corporation. Each computer runs the Linux operating
system. Except for the number of computers, this

Table 1: Types of super computers
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sounds big, but rather ordinary. The applications that
run on Star will need to access an amount of data that
is perhaps a thousand times larger than the data
accessed in a typical application on a home computer.

Development of Advanced Computing. It is capable
of performing at about 54000 GFlops.
The world's fastest supercomputer is China's
Tianhe-1A capable of doing a petaflop of calculations
per
second.China's
National
Center
for
Supercomputing claims the computer is in use
working for the local weather service and the National
Offshore Oil Corporation.The machine has a harddrive memory of 277,395 GB. The Sequoia is the
world's fastest supercomputer at 16.32 petaflops,
consuming 7890.0 kW.

V. THE FUTURE OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE
COMPUTING
Browsers, including those compatible with Sun
Microsystems’ Java programming
language,have become the norm for accessing
information on the web Likewise, multimedia
interfaces will evolve that will provide the user access
to “a global meta-computer” that will enable access to
the computing resources required without the need to
worry about where or how the work is done. Problemsolving environments (PSEs) are created by using
these technologies in concert with each other.The PSE
multimedia interface will provide the scientist with a
set of tools for exploring all aspects of the problem
and a visual editor for creating new applications or
modifying existing applications using software
available on the Web.
PSE will be further enhanced by existing projects
at
ORNL
in
electronic
notebooks
and
videoconferencing that should provide improved
collaborative tools.Ideally, they will be free to spend
more of their time analyzing results rather than setting
up problems for the computing environment.
VI.

C. International Supercomputers
ENIAC - the World's First Super Computer
The ENIAC was first developed back in 1949 and
it took the world by storm. Originally, it was built to
solve problems that would ordinarily take several
months or years to figure out. That purpose was to be
the workhorse for the scientific problems of the entire
nation. The Military were the first people who used
this for their own needs, which benefited the nation in
some huge ways.This system actually was used to
compute the firing tables for White Sands missile
range from 1949 until it was replaced in 1957.That
was a huge step in military history for the United
States at least on a technological level.
In 1957, ENIAC was replaced with two more
computers who were even more powerful than their
predecessor. These two new super computers were
called EVAC and ORDVAC.

FACTS ON SUPERCOMPUTER
VII. USES OF SUPERCOMPUTER

India's supercomputer program was started in late
1980s. PARAM 8000 is considered India's first
supercomputer. It was indigenously built in 1990 by
Centre for Development of Advanced Computing and
was replicated and installed at ICAD Moscow in 1991
under Russian collaboration.India has 5 systems on
the Top500 list ranking 58, 86, 129, 224 and
380advanced applications.

Since its creation in the 1960s, the supercomputer
has been used by a variety of large companies and
colleges in an effort to conduct research.Because
supercomputers can crunch numbers at a far superior
rate than humans as well as work in a
multidimensional way, the devices are essential to
modern studies and research.They are used in the
energy industry to calculate geological conditions
before investing millions in well digging.
A. Quantum Mechanics
Supercomputers are used heavily in the processing
of information on quantum mechanics to study
physical systems at the atomic level.

Fig. 4: PARAM 8000

A.

EKA
EKA is a supercomputer built by the
Computational Research Laboratories with technical
assistance and hardware provided by HewlettPackard. It is capable of performing at 132800
GFLops. Also Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology (Pune) has got a 70.2 TFlops machine
(Pridhvi) which is being used for climate research and
operational forecasting.

B. Weather
Large-scale weather forecasting, such as that of
global climate change, needs to use supercomputers in
order to take into account globally changing
conditions. They are also used to formulate complex
weather models, on Earth and the Sun, and assist in
global warming and to simulate events like tsunami
impact or atomic behavior. The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) also uses
supercomputers. In February 2011, the National
Weather Service’s announced plans to invest $502

B. PARAM Yuva
PARAM Yuva belongs to the PARAM series of
supercomputer developed by the Centre for
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million over 10 years in a supercomputer to assist with
forecasting and modeling.

infrastructure. The supercomputer also needs software
to monitor how it is used and to detect failures, and a
larger than typical support staff to administer and
support the computer, its external storage and highspeed network.

C. Modeling
Intensive modeling is conducted using
supercomputers. This is useful for molecular studies,
polymer research, chemical composition and
simulations such as wind tunnel research.

C. Cost
A supercomputer that can simulate the location of
potential oil deposits or the progress of various
permutations of a hurricane system can cost a lot of
money, which could be a disadvantage if your
organization must work with a limited budget. For
example, an IBM Watson supercomputer” costs about
$3 million, according to Computerworld magazine.
The Fujitsu’s K Computer for the Riken Advanced
Institute of Computational Science in Kobe, Japan
cost $1.2 billion to build and requires $10 million per
year for operational costs.

D. Military
From organizing war games to studying the effects
of nuclear detonations on a large scale, many
militaries across the planet use supercomputer. The
Army Research Laboratory (ARL) works in
collaboration with the Department of Defense (DOD)
to oversee the Supercomputing Resource Center.
E. Academics
Supercomputers are housed at many major
universities for a range of research and scientific
purposes.. The University of Florida, for example,
reported in February 2011 that its supercomputer -the Novo-G –was the fastest reconfigurable
supercomputer in the world. Northwestern University
simulates schizophrenia with its supercomputers while
the University of Rochester studies fusion,how stars
are born and solutions for producing power-efficient
computer chips. The University of Buffalo uses its
supercomputer to help develop drugs to fight cancer.

D. Processing Time
Unlike ordinary desktop computers that may finish
calculating a problem in a few minutes or overnight,
supercomputers work on tasks that require intensive
calculations which can take extremely long periods to
complete.
IX.

CONCLUSIONS

Since the inception of supercomputing, the United
States has been a leader and an innovator in the
field.Supercomputing has always been a specialized
form at the cutting edge of computing. Its share of
overall computing has decreased as computing has
become ubiquitous.
Supercomputing has played, and continues to play,
an essential role in national security and in scientific
discovery. The ability to address important scientific
and engineering challenges depends on continued
investments in supercomputing. Moreover, the
increasing size and complexity of new applications
will
require
the
continued
evolution
of
supercomputing for the foreseeable future.

VIII. DISADVANTAGES OF SUPERCOMPUTER
Even if organization have researched the benefits
and advantages of using a supercomputer to tackle
tough and complicated problems, we will find that
supercomputers also present some disadvantages. The
larger and more powerful the supercomputer is, the
more infrastructure and maintenance it requires to
perform the calculations intended to achieve.
A. Storage and Bandwidth
Researchers use supercomputers to do work with
enormous sets of data which they process at a high
rate while generating increasingly large amounts of
additional data.A disadvantage is that supercomputers
require massive external storage drives whose
bandwidth is fast enough to accommodate the data
being analyzed and produced.If storage and bandwidth
can’t keep up with the data flow, the supercomputer
will not be able to work at its full capacity.
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Abstract—The investigation of the blood flow development within branched and curved ducts immersed in a magnetic field
environment is of major interest in cardiovascular hemodynamic investigations using magnetic resonance imaging.
Determining the entrance conditions of flow, induced electromagnetic fields and currents related to the blood electric
conductivity is then of importance for the characterization of developing flow regions when the patients are placed in an
external magnetic field. The fully developed situation being already analytically known, a first approach has been to consider
a simple situation: the pulsatile flow development within a straight, cylindrical and rigid tube affected by a steady,
perpendicularly oriented and homogeneous magnetic field. Boundary and initial conditions are such that the vessel wall was
assumed to be electrically insulating, its presence imposing a no slip condition whereas a blunt profile was set for the
upstream flow.
Taking into account the implied symmetries, a 3D numerical model has been designed and the governing coupled non-linear
differential equations of the magneto-hydrodynamic flow were solved. The results concerning with the four main
dimensionless parameters: the ratio of convective to diffusive term for the fluid particle momentum (classical Reynolds
number Re), the equivalent for the induced magnetic field (magnetic Reynolds number Rem), the ratio of electromagnetic to
viscous forces acting on fluid particles (Hartmann number Ha) and finally the classical Womersley parameter a for
comparison between unsteady convective and viscous effects acting on fluid particle. It has been shown that the interaction
between induced electric current and externally applied magnetic field tends to decelerate the flow within the core and
accelerate it within the boundary layer leading to an increase in both the boundary shear stresses and related local hydraulic
resistance. Furthermore, the action of the applied magnetic field (Ha) tends to produce a blunted profile within the core of
the flow, then reducing the thickness of the viscous boundary layer and consequently the entry length of the flow
development region. These results were found to be very similar to those of the pulsatility effect (a) which tends to produce
blunted profile conversely to the action of the steady convection (Re). At last, it is worth mentioning that the induced
electromagnetic field was found to be independent upon the details of the flow velocity profile but merely related to the local
flow rate.
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Abstract—Mutation Testing is a prevailing process for finding errors in software programs. Mutation testing can help
improve the quality of developed software. The difficulty in testing concurrent programming arises due to the many
different, possibly unexpected interleaved executions of the program. Testing concurrent programs is also harder than testing
sequential ones and tests for concurrent programs are themselves concurrent programs This paper provides an overview of
concurrency build and a set of concurrent mutation operators.
Keywords: mutation testing, mutant, concurrent object oriented programs.

program. Interpretation about all probable interleaving
in a program and ensuring that interleaving do not
contain bugs is non-trivial. Edward A. Lee discussed
concurrency bugs in a recent paper [4]: “I conjecture
that most multithreaded-general purpose applications
are so full of concurrency bugs that - as multicore
architectures become commonplace - these bugs will
begin to show up as system failures.” The job of
programming concurrent systems is more complicated
than the job of programming sequential systems with
respect to both correctness and efficiency [3].
Different efforts have been done by the objectoriented community to break up concurrency issues
from functionality. Recently, some researchers have
planned aspect oriented programming (AOP) [5]
which includes the separation of various program
“aspects” (which include synchronization) into codes
written in “aspect languages” specific for the aspects.
The aspect programs are later combined with the base
language program using an aspect weaver.

I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of mutation testing was introduced as an
attempt to solve the problem of not being able to
measure the accuracy of test suites. For example,
assume that we have a perfect test suite, one that
covers all possible cases. Let’s also assume that we
have a perfect program that passes this test suite. If we
change the code of the program (this process is called
mutation) and we run the mutated program (mutant)
against the test suite. Mutation analysis [1] requires
the insertion of faults into a program with the goal of
creating mutation-adequate test sets.
Concurrency introduces new challenges such as
deadlocks, safety and liveliness issues and
interleaving concepts during different executions of a
program. Due to rapid advances in hardware
technology (e.g. multi-core processors) many
practitioners and researchers have aggressively
advocated the need for concurrent software
development. The rising popularity of current
programming on the Internet as well as on the server
side has brought the issue of concurrent defect
analysis to the forefront.

III.

MUTATION TESTING PROCESS

A mutation testing structure for mutation testing
process is shown in the Figure 1. These are the basic
steps from source code to the completion of a test run:
 Parse concurrent source code and generate
mutants, in this case a “metamutant”.
 Uncover equivalent mutants.
 Run test cases with unmutated program.
 If passed, run test cases with mutants.

II. CONCURRENT OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING
Concurrent object-oriented programming is hard
because object-oriented programming and design
introduces non-trivial concepts such as inheritance,
encapsulation, abstraction and polymorphism [2].
Concurrency, on the other hand, brings forth new
concepts such as deadlocks, safety and liveliness
issues and interleaving concepts during different
executions of a program Due to advances in hardware
technology (e.g. multi-core processors) some
practitioners and researchers have promoted the need
for concurrent software development [3]. The
difficulty in programming concurrently is due to the
many different, possibly unexpected, executions of the

Figure 1: A Schematic approach of the Mutation Testing
Process for concurrent programming
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A. Issues With Concurrency
The migration from a chronological background to
a concurrent one is not without its fair share of
problems. Choi and Lewis [6] have recognized some
synchronization problems in their study. Three wide
groups of concurrent errors and behaviors are safety,
liveliness and concurrent object-oriented anomalies
[7]. We reviewed Java concurrency and found it is
built around the notion of multi-threaded programs. A
typical thread is created and then started using the
start() method and will be terminated once it has
finished running. While a thread is alive it can often
alternate between being runnable and not runnable.
Java supports both synchronization methods and
synchronization blocks. Synchronization blocks can
be used in combination with implicit monitor locks.

Switch
Concurrency
Objects
Modify
Critical
Region

A set of possible mutation operators, are shown in
Table 1. These mutation operators correspond to
mistakes frequently committed by programmers.
Basic operator categories are shown in table 1.
IV.

TABLE I.

Modify
Parameters
of
Concurrency
Methods

MXT – Modify Method-X Time (wait(),
sleep(), join(), and await() method calls)
MSP - Modify Synchronized Block
Parameter
ESP - Exchange Synchronized Block
Parameters
MSF - Modify Semaphore Fairness
MXC - Modify Permit Count in
Semaphore and Modify Thread Count in
Latches and Barriers
MBR - Modify Barrier Runnable
Parameter
RTXC – Remove Thread Method-X Call
(wait(), join(), sleep(), yield(), notify(),
notifyAll() Methods)
RCXC – Remove Concurrency
Mechanism Method-X Call (methods in
Locks, Semaphores, Latches, Barriers,
etc.)
RNA - Replace notifyAll() with notify()
RJS - Replace join() with sleep()
ELPA - Exchange Lock/Permit
Acquisition
EAN - Exchange Atomic Call with NonAtomic
ASTK – Add static Keyword to Method
RSTK – Remove static Keyword from
Method
RSK - Remove synchronized Keyword
from Method
RSB - Remove synchronized Block
RVK - Remove volatile Keyword
RFU - Remove finally Around Unlock

Modify the
Occurrence
of
Concurrency
Method
Calls

Modify
Keywords

TABLE II.

CONCURRENT MUTATION OPERATORS

Concurrency Mutation Operators
for Java

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have carried out code-based mutation testing
on a Java project having LOCC -797 with using
following concurrent operators.We found that some of
the mutation operators having 100% mutation
score.Form our experiment we also found some
mutation score are less then 100% due to test case
adequacy or it may requre model base testing in
parallel. Table 2 outlines the results.

B. Concurrent Mutation Operator
We have discussed below the five categories of
mutation operators for concurrent Java. They are,
namely modify parameters of concurrent methods,
modify the occurrence of concurrency method calls
(removing, replacing and exchanging), modify
keywords (addition and removal), switch concurrent
objects, and modify critical regions.
Operator
Category

RXO - Replace One Concurrency
Mechanism-X with Another (Locks,
Semaphores, etc.)
EELO - Exchange Explicit Lock Objects
SHCR - Shift Critical Region
SKCR - Shrink Critical Region
EXCR – Expand Critical Region
SPCR - Split Critical Region

Mutation
operator
MSP
RNA
RSK
RSB
RJS
SPCR
RVK

V.

PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT MUTATION
OPERATORS

Total
no. of
mutants
3
3
6
2
4
8
5

Mutants
killed

Mutants
alive

3
3
6
1
4
8
1

0
0
0
1
0
0
4

Mutation
score
(%)
100
100
100
50
100
100
20

CONCLUSION

Testing concurrent object-oriented software turns
out to be much more complex as compared to
systematic testing of traditional software. Appropriate
methods and techniques do lack in measuring
testability of concurrent object-oriented programs.
Basically, present theory and practice for testing
sequential programs do not usually apply to
concurrent systems. However, recent programming
approaches such as object-oriented concurrent
programs cannot be fully tested from source code
analysis alone.
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Abstract—Due to the globalization of the IntegratedCircuit (IC) manufacturing industry, hardware Trojans constitute an
increasingly probable threat to both commercial and military applications. A Hardware Trojan is a malicious, undesired,
intentional modification of an electronic circuit or design, resulting in the incorrect behavior of an electronic device when in
operation – a back-door that can be inserted into hardware.
A Hardware Trojan may be able to defeat any and all security mechanisms (Software or hardware-based) and subvert or
augment the normal operation of an infected device. This may result in modifications to the functionality or specification of
the hardware, the leaking of sensitive information, or a Denial of Service (DoS) attack.
So, understanding Hardware Trojans is vital when developing next generation defensive mechanisms for the development
and deployment of electronics in the presence of the Hardware Trojan threat. Research over the past five years has primarily
focused on detecting the presence of Hardware Trojans in infected devices. This report reviews the state-of-the-art in
Hardware Trojans, from the threats they pose through to modern prevention, detection and countermeasure techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Hardware Trojans
A Hardware Trojan is a malicious, undesired,
intentional modification of an electronic circuit or
design, resulting in the incorrect behavior of an
electronic device when in operation – a back-door that
can be inserted into hardware. A deliberate and
malicious change to an IC that adds or removes
functionality or reduces reliability. The modifications
may be designed to leak sensitive information,
personal or corporate.
The modifications may be designed to cause a
system to fail at a critical time while operating in
mission mode.
The modification may be designed to reduce the
reliability of the IC.
What makes this a challenging problem?
Adversary makes purposeful discovery highly
improbable & physical inspection is very expensive.
Trojan circuits are a big concern for military.







II. TROJAN TAXONOMY



Hardware Trojans can be classified based on five
attributes:
 Phase of insertion
 Abstraction level
 Activation mechanism
 Functionality
 Location

development of the IC in this phase,
functional specification or other design
constraints can be altered.
Design Phase: In the design phase, functional,
logical, timing, and physical constraints are
considered as the design is mapped onto the
target technology. At this phase, designers
may use third-party intellectual property (IP)
blocks and standard cells.
Fabrication Phase: At the fabrication phase, a
mask set is made and wafers are produced
using the masks. The adversary can substitute
his own alternative mask set. Example:Chemical compositions may be altered during
fabrication to increase the electro migration in
critical circuitry like power supply and clock
grids which would accelerate failures.
Assembly Phase: The tested chip and other
hardware components are assembled on a
printed circuit board (PCB).Every interface in
a system where two or more components
interact is a potential site for Trojan insertion.
Testing Phase: This phase is also important
for hardware trust, but not because it is a
likely phase for Trojan insertion, but because
it is opportunity for Trojan detection. Testing
is only useful for Trojan detection if the
testing is trustworthy.

B. Abstraction Level of Description
 System Level: At the system level, the
different hardware modules, interconnections,
communication protocols used are defined. At
this level, the Trojans may be triggered by the
modules in the target hardware. Example: The ASCII values of the inputs from the
keyboard can be interchanged.
 Development Environment: A typical
development environment includes synthesis,

A.

Phase of insertion
Hardware Trojans can be inserted throughout the
development cycle of the chip.
 Specification Phase: In the specification
phase, the characteristics of the system are
defined (e.g., target environment, expected
function, size, power, delay).While the
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simulation, verification, and validation tools.
The CAD tools and scripts can be used to
insert Trojans.
Register Transfer Level: At the register
transfer level (RTL), each functional module
is described in terms of registers, signals, and
Boolean functions. A Trojan can be easily
designed and inserted at the RTL as the
attacker has full control over the functionality
of the hardware at this level.
Gate Level: At the gate level, the design is
represented as an interconnection of logic
gates. Example:- a Trojan might be a simple
comparator consisting of XOR gates that
monitor the internal signals of the chip. The
Trojan can be a combinational or sequential
type. These Trojans are generally used to alter
the functionality of the design and hence they
are also called “functional” Trojans.
Transistor Level: Transistors are used to build
logic gates. This level gives the Trojan
designer a control over circuit characteristics
like power and timing. Individual transistors
can be inserted or removed, altering the circuit
functionality. Transistor sizes can be modified
to alter circuit parameters. Example:- A
transistor-level Trojan might be a transistor
with low gate width which can cause more
delay in the critical path.
Layout Level: At the layout level, the
dimensions and locations of all circuit
components are described. Trojans may be
inserted by modifying t the size of the wires,
distances between circuit elements, and
reassigning metal layers. Trojans at the layout
level are generally described as modifications
to the parameters of the IC physical design
and hence they are also called “parametric
Trojans.”

module to activate the Trojan. The external
trigger can be an user input or a component
output. User input triggers can include pushbuttons,
switches,
keyboards,
or
keywords/phrases in the input data stream.
External component triggers may be from any
of the components that interact with the target
device.
D. Functionality
 Change functionality: A Trojan can change
the functionality of the target device and can
cause subtle errors that may be difficult to
detect.
 Reduce reliability: A Trojan can downgrade
performance by intentionally changing device
parameters.
 Leak information: A Trojan can leak sensitive
information. This can occur through both
covert and overt channels.
 Denial-of-service: Denial-of-service (DoS)
Trojans can prevent operation of a function or
resource. A Trojan may cause the target
module to exhaust scarce resources like
bandwidth, computation, and battery power.
E. Location
 A Trojan can be inserted in a single
component or spread across multiple
components. The Trojans can be located in
the processing units, memory,I/O, power grid
or clock grid.
 Prevention: The best way to prevent the
insertion of a Hardware Trojan into an IC is to
tightly control the process from end to end.
 Prevention at Design: During the design
stage, Hardware Trojans may be added by an
adversarial member of the design team, by
untrusted
EDA tools or by including
untrusted third-party Intellectual Property (IP)
modules in the design. The proposed solution
fully accounts for the use of all hardware
resources at all times, i.e., on all clock cycles.
Not only must all resources be used, but they
must also be required to be used for correct
functionality of the IC. This allows no room
within the hardware for additional Trojan
hardware.
 Prevention at Fabrication: Love, Jin &
Makris (2011) propose a system that has an IP
Consumer providing both a hardware
specification and a list of “security-related
properties”. Both the IP Consumer and the IP
Producer have to agree on a translation of
these properties into a formal mathematical
codification in a theorem-proving language.
As the IP Producer writes the Hardware
Description Language (HDL), they also
produce the formal proof that the specified
hardware fulfils all required properties. This

C. Activation Mechanism
 Some Trojans are designed to be always on;
others may remain dormant until triggered.
An “always-on” Trojan, as the name
indicates, can affect the chip at any time. A
triggered Trojan needs an event – internal or
external to be activated.
 Internally triggered: An internally triggered
Trojan is activated by an event that occurs
within the target device. The event may be
either time-based or physical condition based.
A counter in the design can trigger a Trojan at
a predetermined time, resulting in what is
known as a time-bomb. The physicalcondition based Trojan can be excited by a
wide variety of physical conditions such as
electromagnetic
interference,
humidity,
altitude, atmospheric pressure, etc.
 Externally triggered: An externally triggered
Trojan requires external input to the target
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can then be checked by a theorem prover
when the IP is delivered to the IP Consumer.
Prevention at Post-Fabrication: An approach
whereby some of the IC’s design is
implemented by reconfigurable logic (to be
specified post fabrication). Reconfigurable
logic is placed between the outputs of some
ICs and the inputs of other ICs, disguising
some of the design from an attacker who has
access to the RTL.

III.

CONCLUSION

Hardware Trojans are becoming a serious threat.
To understand the characteristics and develop Trojan
detection techniques, characteristics of Trojans have
to be fully analyzed.
Future research will have to focus on combining
the best prevention and detection techniques to
provide the greatest guarantee of Hardware Trojan
free devices.
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Abstract— The world is becoming increasingly interconnected; the planet is becoming smarter and a smarter planet
requires businesses to think differently about the IT infrastructure they will need to respond to market forces, and the pace of
business and society. Companies of all sizes will begin to utilize more adaptive capabilities like cloud computing, which is a
flexible, cost-effective, and proven delivery platform for providing business or consumer IT services over the Internet. More
and more companies are shifting to Cloud based services, but at the same time not all of these services provide the same
degree of flexibility or security control. Much attention will be given to public and private cloud computing issues as
companies of all sizes will begin to utilize more adaptive capabilities like cloud computing to deliver new services with
agility and speed, while driving down costs. As a result more threats and concerns arise. Before enterprises can make more
innovative use of clouds, the foundational infrastructure must be inherently secure whether it is a private or public cloud.
This paper examines the current state of cloud computing security and provides an overview of key security issues related to
public and private clouds. We conclude this study with an introduction to Hybrid Clouds, which is an integration of public
and private clouds.
Keywords-: Cloud Computing, Public Clouds, Private Clouds, Hybrid Clouds, Security Concerns.

I.

INTRODUCTION



Now days the term “Cloud Computing” plays an
important role in information technology industry.
Cloud computing represents a major change in how
we store digital information and run computer
applications hosted in the “Cloud” (Miller, 2009).
Cloud resources can be rapidly deployed and easily
scaled, with all processes, applications, and services
provisioned on demand, regardless of the user location
or device. Many definitions of Cloud Computing
focus on certain characteristics of it. Some definitions
have more meaning than others; Gartner defines
Cloud computing as being scalable, delivering ITenabled services using the Internet (Gartner, 2012).
On the other hand, The 451 Group sees Cloud
computing as a set of business models and
technologies that enables IT functions to be delivered
and consumed via a third party. (Rhoton, J. 2011).
Furthermore, Forrester defines Cloud computing as
complex infrastructure that hosts end-customer
applications and billed by consumption (Rhoton, J.
2011). The definition mostly used today is the one
expressed by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), which states: “a model for
enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider
interaction” (Grance, T., Mell, P., 2009). The NIST’s
definition will be the one referenced to in this paper.
Cloud computing is available in several service
models. The three basic delivery models for cloud
computing are given below.





Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): It provides
the computing platform and applications to
customers for use. Some examples are
Facebook, Twitter, and various web-based
email systems such as those offered by
Google.
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): It provides
the computing platform as well as solution
stack for consumers to develop their own
applications and host their own data. Google
Apps is one of the major PaaS providers.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS): It
provides the infrastructure (computing
platform), resources and tools (servers,
storage, network, etc) to build an application
environment. Amazon's EC2 is an example
of an IaaS.

Fig. 1. Cloud computing models. Taken from (Buecker,
Lodewijkx, Moss, Skapinetz, Waidner, 2009).

A. Public and Private Clouds
Both public and private cloud models are now in
use. Available to anyone with Internet access, public
models include Software as a Service (SaaS) clouds,
such as IBM LotusLive, Platform as a Service (PaaS)
clouds, such as Amazon Web Services, and Security
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and Data Protection as a Service (SDPaaS) clouds,
such as IBM Security Event and Log Management
Services. Private clouds are owned and used by a
single organization. They offer many of the same
benefits as public clouds, and they give the owner
organization greater flexibility and control.
Furthermore, private clouds can provide lower latency
than public clouds during peak traffic periods.
Although the benefits of cloud computing are clear,
there is a need to develop proper security for cloud
implementations. In the following sections, we
provide an overview of key security concerns related
to both public and private clouds.

A. Public Cloud Security Concerns
Most of the IT department executives are
concerned about the public cloud security and
reliability. Since Cloud infrastructures are just another
computer network, Clouds will have the same security
any network infrastructure will have. It is up to the
Cloud vendor to determine the level of security
required (Joyent,
2012). The International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) provides some
codes of practice for information security
management, namely the ISO 27001 and 27002.
Public Clouds are hardened through continual hacking
attempts. Public Cloud providers are much larger
targets for hackers than private Clouds. Security
discussions need to consider more than just hackers
breaking into our systems, but also access,
availability, stability, and a host of other components,
such as data ownership, geographic location and
accessibility.

B. Security Concerns
Whether the customer chooses a public or private
cloud service, security is the utmost importance.
There are 12 elements of cloud computing security
to take into account: (T Systems, 2012):
1. Identity management including roles and
rights, end-point security and access control.
2. User organization infrastructure and secure
communication into the cloud.
3. IT systems in data centers.
4. Secure communication within the cloud and
service orchestration.
5. Protection of IT systems on the service
provider side.
6. Data center security.
7. Security
organization
and
secure
administration.
8. Service management and availability.
9. Contracts, process integration and migration.
10. Security and vulnerability management.
11. Security reporting and incident management.
12. Requirements management and compliance.
II.

B. Ten ways to Ease Public Cloud Security Concerns
Security is always a concern when organizations
contemplate a move to the public cloud. Here are 10
ways to strengthen public cloud security to support the
enterprise use.
1. Select the Right Apps for the Public Cloud.
2. Evaluate and Add Security, If Necessary.
3. Identify and Use the Right Third-Party
Auditing Services.
4. Add Authentication Layers.
5. Consider How Additional Security Will Affect
Integration.
6. Put Security at the Forefront of Your SLA
(Service Level Agreements).
7. Insist on Transparent Security Processes.
8. Streamline Logging and Monitoring.
9. Add Encryption.
10. Spread Risk with Multiple, Redundant CSPs.
.
III. PRIVATE CLOUD

PUBLIC CLOUD

Public Cloud computing means relying on third
parties to offer efficient IT services over the Internet
as needed. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) define a public cloud as a Cloud
infrastructure that is made available to the general
public or a large industry group. Public Clouds are
owned by the organization(s) selling Cloud services
(Grance, T., Mell, P., 2009). Figure 2 below gives a
basic illustration of an organization using a public
Cloud.

Before Private Cloud computing reassures the
organization that their information and processes are
more secure since everything is managed internally.
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) define a private Cloud as a Cloud
infrastructure that is operated solely for an
organization. The organization or a third party can
manage it. Private Clouds can exist on-site or off-site
(Grance, T., Mell, P., 2009). Typically private Clouds
are used when sensitive data is involved. The
following figure gives a basic illustration of an
organization using a private Cloud.

Fig. 2. Illustration of an organization using public Cloud
services. (Taken from Delvis Simmonds and Alli Wahab, 2012).
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Many organizations use private clouds to ensure
safety and easy handling of data. However, when the
number of people who control the data increases, the
risk
of
hackers
tampering
the safety
measures increases too. To make cloud computing
safe, companies use private clouds but these private
clouds are no exceptions when it comes to security.
All these incidents make companies, especially those
who are in the cloud, diffident about their data storage
system. There are some tips to strengthen your cloud
security.
 Usage of single tenant cloud to manage data
efficiently.
 Classification of data according to the levels
of security required.
 Configuring firewalls
 Encrypting both the data that is in transit and
other data that is stored and, is idle .
 Monitoring all online activities like logins,
file transfers, file sharing, link sharing,
password changes, etc.

Fig. 3. Illustration of an organization with a private Cloud.
(Taken from Delvis Simmonds and Alli Wahab, 2012).

A. Private Cloud Security Concerns
Private Clouds have the same security concerns as
public Clouds have. However; there are some specific
security issues towards this Private Cloud model. As
per the social TechNet articles the areas where IT
decision makers should consider while implementing
private cloud, are legality, data protection and
compliance.
A private cloud allows businesses to achieve the
benefits of cloud computing while maintaining the
security and privacy that dedicated hardware provides.
Private cloud also provides users with a path for future
migration to public cloud.

B. Security against Resource Contention
Another concern in the public cloud is resource
contention which is the result of Denial of Service
(DoS) attack on another tenant of the shared
infrastructure. Since public cloud is a shared resource
it potentially exposes all tenants in the cloud to
security risks when any tenant becomes the target of a
DoS attack. However, private cloud provides
businesses with inherent protection from DoS attacks
directed at other businesses by avoiding shared
infrastructure.
Many regulatory compliance specifications,
including HIPAA and PCI, specifically require data
segregation (although not all public clouds use
virtualization technology). When compared to public
cloud, since a private cloud uses dedicated hardware,
it is comparatively simpler to segregate the data on
separate servers and in separate virtual machines
(VM). This allows businesses to maintain regulatory
compliance while benefiting from cloud computing.
This custom configuration includes both a public
segment and a private segment, as well as both
firewall and IDS hardware. As Cloud computing is
constantly evolving, and as the technology advances,
many of these security concerns will be addressed.
Technology is being created that will allow virtual
machines to move from private clouds to public
clouds and back again. Businesses that choose to
deploy private cloud today will benefit immediately
by making the best use of their available resources. In
addition, the businesses using private cloud to
optimize their environments now will be wellpositioned for a future transition to public cloud as
their needs evolve and new technologies are
developed.

IV. SECURITY CONCERNS IN THE PUBLIC
CLOUD AND STRATEGIES FOR
EMPLOYING PRIVATE CLOUD
Cloud computing in the public cloud has raised
some security questions for businesses that have
regulatory compliance requirements. Barriers to
adopting public cloud for security-sensitive
applications have been created because many
regulatory agencies have been slow to align security
requirements with public cloud computing. To meet
some of these security needs, a private cloud allows
businesses to achieve the benefits of cloud computing
while maintaining the security and privacy that
dedicated hardware provides. Private cloud also
provides users with a path for future migration to
public cloud. This article describes security concerns
in
the public
cloud and
strategies
for
employing private cloud to address these issues.
A. Security against Hackers
The first security concern in any computing
environment is the threat from hackers. Once a hacker
has access into a node of a public cloud, he gains
greater visibility inside the cloud and then uses this
inside information to more effectively probe the
system and plan attacks. To conflict this vulnerability,
a private cloud restricts access to its resources to
authorized users and administrators only and make
businesses to tightly control access to the entire
environment.
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C. Public Vs Private Clouds – A Concise
comparison
Table 1: A concise comparison of public and
private clouds
Public Cloud
Private Cloud
Conventional
Cloud Storage
Storage
Common Policies
Custom policies
Homogeneous
Heterogeneous
infrastructure
infrastructure
Low
investment
High
investment
hurdle
hurdle
Moderately secured
Highly secured
Higher risk of
Fewer
security
multi-tenancy
data
concerns
transfer
IT
organization
Negative loss and
retains control over
control over data
data
V.

of control and visibility. Public clouds providers will
rarely disclose their specific security practices and
architectures, which may be viewed as proprietary and
thus a source of competitive advantage. In contrast,
private providers may be more likely to not reveal
their practices but also to negotiate in certain
protective provisions. Whether the customer chooses a
private or public cloud service, security is utmost
importance. In the development of public and private
clouds, enterprises and service providers will need to
use the appropriate guiding principles to selectively
adopt and extend security tools and secure products to
build and offer end-to-end trustworthy cloud
computing services.
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Abstract—In the HPC sector, new technology often provides a daunting number of choices. The path to a functioning
production ready HPC cluster can often be difficult to follow. This paper will outline the procedure for designing a green
high performance HPC cluster using Green Blades™, Intel® Xeon® 5500 processor series, Arista 10 Gigabit Ethernet
switches, and the Rocks+ software from Cluster corp.
The focus is on balancing performance with simplicity and ease of deployment for small to medium size labs and R&D
centers in academic, government, and industrial settings. One key advantage of the cluster design is a single network that
utilizes high performance 10 Gigabit Ethernet with cost effective and familiar Category 6 or SFP+ cabling. To aid in
choosing the right solution, several baseline cluster recipes are presented.

I.

sure the node and network is balanced ensures that the
processors are reaching their fullest potential.
Finally, when choosing a solution power efficient
“green” computing is not the only criteria to be
High Performance Made Simple: The 10 Gigabit
Ethernet Cluster .The solution needs to deliver the
right
processing,
memory and networking
performance in a packaged and fully integrated
cluster.

BUILDING A CLUSTER

In the past, building a cluster was a lesson in
vendor and technology management. The node
(servers) were often purchased from one vendor, in
some cases the networking was purchased from
another vendor, and software tools if they existed
came from yet another source. The responsibilities
placed on the end user were rather large. There was no
guarantee everything was even going to work
correctly once assembled and there was no single
point of contact. In summary it was a complicated and
somewhat scary proposition. Today, procuring an
HPC cluster is easy, if you make the right choices. Of
course, you can spend time and money investigating
every possible option, but most end users have work
schedules and deadlines. Obtaining a cluster, should
be simple and direct. A good vendor should know
what works and what does not. Indeed, a qualified
HPC vendor is an important part of the HPC
procurement process that was often missing in the
past.

III. IMPORTANT CHOICES BLADE SERVERS
ARE SIMPLE AND GREEN
Blade servers are in a unique position to offer both
simplicity and power efficiency. In terms of
simplicity, blades are much more manageable than the
typical 1U server. A compact blade server can be
simply removed from the chassis without affecting
other servers. They also provide shared power and
cooling redundancy that is not available with 1U
servers. An example of a blade server and chassis is
the ApproGreenBlade™ System, cluster building
block solution shown in Figure One. The blade chassis
(sub-rack) is 5U in height and can hold 10
GreenBlades. Each blade can hold two Intel® Xeon®
processor 5500 series with 8 cores each totaling 80
cores per chassis. Thus,theGreenBlade System
doubles the processing power in the same rack space
compared to1U servers. If a dual motherboard 1U
solution is used, then the same density can be
achieved but at the cost of sharing a single nonredundant power supply for two motherboards. The
loss of a power supply or the need to service one of
the motherboards requires both motherboards to be
out of service. Because the GreenBlades share
redundant power supplies, each blade is hot
swappable and can be serviced without affecting any
other blade. In terms of power efficiency, users can
expect a 20% overall reduction in power use over
typical 1U or 2U solutions. The power supplies are

II. KEEP IT SIMPLE, KEEP IT GREEN
When it comes to clusters, keeping it simple is the
best approach unless you have a specific need for
specific hardware. Keeping it simple also means using
the best of breed hardware and software. Cutting
corners with cheap hardware always ends up costing
more in the long run. Cluster are composed of three
main components; servers (nodes), interconnect
(network), and storage. The storage aspect of clusters
can be work load specific and require one to consider
an array of choices. Except for the simple case (NFS
on the head/log-in node), we will not cover storage
design because it is very customer and application
focused. Making the right choices for nodes and
network can be very important. Indeed, simplicity
implies "plug and play" capabilities that require
minimal configuration or tuning. In addition, making
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high-efficient (90%+) and configured in a N+1
redundant fashion.

V. ETHERNET OFFERS SIMPLICITY
Ethernet is the most pervasive interconnect on the
planet. It is well understood, almost universally
supported, provides "plug and play" capability, and
enjoys commodity pricing. For this reason, it is the
preferred interconnect for HPC. In the June 2009
Top500 List, 56% of the clusters used Ethernet.
Many of the first HPC clusters used Fast Ethernet
(100 Megabits/second). Currently, many systems use
Gigabit Ethernet (1000 Megabits/second) or 10
Gigabit Ethernet (10,000 Megabits/second). The need
for a faster interconnect is due largely to the increase
in cores per node. A standard 1 Gigabit Ethernet link
does not have enough bandwidth to fully support the
eight Nehalem cores found in a typical HPC server
(i.e. a GreenBlade). Using 1 Gigabit Ethernet (1 GigE)
as a cluster interconnect will introduce a bottleneck
between cores resulting in poor performance. The best
and simplest interconnect for a modern HPC cluster is
10 Gigabit Ethernet (10 GigE). In addition to offering
a familiar technology, it also has the ability to offer
wide functionality, increased performance, and at the
same time reduce cost. The transition to 10 Gigabit
Ethernetfor HPC is considered by many to be similar
to the natural progression from Fast Ethernet to 1
High Performance Made Simple: The 10 Gigabit
Ethernet Cluster Concerns over performance when
compared to InfiniBand are minimal for many popular
applications (Fluent, LS-Dyna). Using similar
hardware, 10 Gigabit performance is within 10% of a
4x DDRInfiniBand solution for these applications.
Another popular feature of Ethernet that is retained in
10 GigE is the use of low cost twisted pair cabling and
RJ-45 connectors. The standard Category 6 (Cat-6)
cable allows small bend radius, is lightweight, and
simple snap-in connectors. This type of cabling is now
available for 10 Gigabit Ethernet and is called
10GBASE-T. Using Cat-6 (or possibly Cat-5e) cables
10GBASET provides a distance of 55 meters, which
can be extended to 100 meters using Cat-6a cabling.
In addition to traditional copper cabling, the popular
SFP+ (Small-Form-Factor Pluggables) allows for both
optical and copper cables to be used for the 10 Gigabit
Ethernet network. When designing an HPC cluster,
attention should be paid to the switch as it can limit
performance. A good switch should have low latency,
and high bandwidth (Gbps, Gigabits per second) and a
high packet rate (Mpps, Mega packets per second).
The Arista 7100 series switches are high performance,
low latency, offer choice of 10GBASE-T and SPF+
connectors, and are ideally suited for HPC
applications. They offer, switches with 24 ports (2.5
µs latency, aggregate 480 Gbps/360 Mpps throughput)
or 48 ports (2.9 µs latency, aggregate 960 Gbps/720
Mpps throughput), aggregated up-link capability,
separate management ports, Jumbo Frames, and many
other advanced features. Another big advantage to
using 10 Gigabit Ethernet is the ability to combine
many of theseparate networks found in clusters into a

Another advantage of bladed systems is the
enhanced manageability that 1UHigh Performance
Made Simple: The 10 Gigabit Ethernet Cluster .Each
sub-rack chassis has a shelf manager thatprovides
power control and staged power-up of all blades.
Blades, fans and power supplies can be monitored
remotely using standard IPMI/BMC tools.
IV. THE RIGHT PROCESSOR
Choosing the right processor is important both in
terms of performance and efficiency. The Intel®
Xeon® processor 5500 series, code named Nehalem is
an exciting micro architecture that offers a true quadcore design with much improved memory bandwidth.
The Intel micro architecture has a memory controller
on each processor and added a high speed processorto processor interface (12.8 GB/s unidirectional)
called Quick Path. The result is a 3.5 times
improvement in memory bandwidth as measured by
the stream benchmark using a similarly clocked
Harper town processor. Intel reports that applications
like LS-Dyna and Fluent see improvements of 2.02
and 2.2 times (respectively) over previous generation
hardware. In addition to improved memory
performance, Intel has introduced some other
enhancements such as Intel Turbo Boost Technology.
Intel Turbo Boost Technology improves performance
by allowing the processor to increase core frequencies
within the current power envelope. The idea is to
increase the clock speed of cores if others are idle
while still staying within the thermal specifications. In
addition, Intel Intelligent Power Technology allows
for individual cores to be powered down when not in
use. The power draw for both memory and the I/O
controller on idle nodes can be reduced as well,
bringing the idle power consumption for the Nehalem
processor to 10 watts. There are other improvements
worth noting. While not used as much in HPC, Intel
Hyper-Threading Technology is back allowing more
threads than cores to operate at the same time.
Memory Capacity is now 144GB and the L3 cache is
shared between all cores on each Nehalem processor.
There have been other improvements in virtualization
technology as well.
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single network. Using 10 GigE, all storage, compute,
and administrative traffic can be aggregated into one
network thus reducing cable count, switch and HCA
cost. Indeed, technologies such as FCoE (Fibre
Channel over Ethernet) and iSCSI offer new storage
solutions that were not possible in the past.

communicate between the head node and the compute
nodes. The head node also provides services to the
compute nodes including NFS, monitoring, and job
scheduling. Typically, the head node has more storage
than the compute nodes. It is possible to use separate
servers and networks for these tasks, but using using a
high performance 10 GigE interconnect allows for a
more simple and cost effectivedesign.

VI. TURN-KEY SOFTWARE INTEL CLUSTER
READY
The Intel® Cluster Ready (ICR) program makes it
easier to deploy a high-performance computing (HPC)
cluster. Clusters that meet the specification will work
correctly the very first day. The ICR program ensures
that "everything works" and the user is not required to
invest time configuring and testing additional
software. Perhaps the biggest advantage to ICR is the
number of registered applications that have been
validated on a certified Intel Cluster Ready cluster.
Users can run multiple registered applications on the
same certified cluster without rebuilding the software
stack or reconfiguring hardware.

Figure Two: Basic cluster design using a single high
performance network. All services can run effectively over the 10
Gigabit Network and avoid the need for separate network costs.

VII. ROCKS
All clusters need software. The Rocks+ package
from Clustercorp is an ICR certified software
environment for Appro Clusters. Rocks+ is a complete
HPC Cluster software stack that includes everything
from the operating system to a modular applications
level environment. All software can be deployed with
a single DVD to create a turn-key Intel Cluster Ready
environment. Rocks+ is a profession version of the
freely available Rocks software. It adds a vastly
expanded High Performance Made Simple: The 10
Gigabit Ethernet Cluster
solutions layer
(Rocks+Rolls) and enterprise-class support for end
users. The Rocks+ package simplifies all aspects of
installing and maintaining the cluster software
environment.
VIII. INTEL COMPILER/MPI

All designs are Intel Cluster Ready certified and
come with Rock+ Cluster Distribution and optional
Intel Compilers already installed. We present three
suggested design scenarios below. Of course
variations are possible, but the configurations below
illustrate how to create a simple cluster using the
correct building blocks. High Performance Made
Simple: The 10 Gigabit Ethernet Cluster This design
provides a large amount of computing power in a
small space using the Green Blade System building
block. It allows for expansion in several directions.
Additional compute nodes can be added to the cluster
by adding a second GreenBlade System. NAS or SAN
storage can be interconnected to the 10 Gigabit
Switches. The cluster can be integrated in a 24U or
42U standard rack cabinet.

If you build your own applications, nothing helps
more than a good compiler and MPI library. While the
GNU compilers and open source MPI's provide a
good starting point, further optimization is offered by
using commercial compilers and libraries. The Intel
C/C++ and Fortran compilers are known for their high
performance and optimization capabilities. In
addition, Intel MPI provides a flexible run-time option
not found on many other MPI libraries

A. Configuration A: 80 Cores System in 6U
 Component Amount
Green Blade Sub-Rack (holds 10 Blades) 1
ApproAppro gB222X - Blade Server 10
Intel 10 Gigabit AT Server Adapter EXPX9501AT
10
Arista 7120T-4S 24 Port Switch 1
Rocks+ Nodes 10
Intel Compilers 1
Component list for configuration A

IX.

DESIGN VARIATIONS

High Performance Made Simple: The 10 Gigabit
Ethernet Cluster

The basic cluster design is shown in Figure Two.
There is a single head node that has access to the the
LAN and provides log-in access to the users. There
are a number of compute nodes where the actual work
is performed. A private Ethernet network is used to
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ApproAppro gB222X - Blade Server 20
Intel® 10 Gigabit AT Server
EXPX9501AT 20
Arista 7120T-4S 24 Port Switch 1
Rock+ Nodes 20
Intel Compilers 1

Adapter

Component list for Configuration B

High Performance Made Simple: The 10 Gigabit
Ethernet Cluster
C. Configuration C: 160 Processor (640 Cores)
System in 42U
This design represents the ApproHyperGreen™
fully integrated and pre-packaged cluster solution
based on the GreenBlade System building block used
in the previous designs. A standard 42U rack can hold
8 sub-rack chassis' with 2 rack unit spaces for the two
Arista 10GBASE-T switches. The switches can be
aggregated using the 8 up-link ports (80 Gbps) and
still provide the eighty 10GBASE-T ports needed for
the GreenBlades.

Figure Three: Configuration A based on GreenBlade System,
building block

B. Configuration B: 40 Processors (160 Cores)
System in 11U
This design also uses the GreenBlade System building
block representing a cost effective design.
It fully utilizes all the ports on the Ethernet switch,
provides 160 cores and fits in 11U. The four
up-link ports are still available for expansion or
storage needs. The cluster can be integrated in a
24U or 42U standard rack cabinet.

Figure Five: ApproHyperGreen Cluster Solution

High Performance Made Simple: The 10 Gigabit
Ethernet Cluster
 Component Amount
Appro Green Blade Sub-Rack (holds 10 Blades) 8
ApproAppro gB222X - Blade Server 80
Intel® 10 Gigabit AT Server Adapter
EXPX9501AT 80
Arista 7140T-8S 48 Port Switch 2
Rock+ Nodes 80
Intel Compilers 1
Component list for Configuration C

X.
Figure Four: Configuration B based on GreenBlade System

ADDITIONAL DESIGN OPTIONS

Assign one blade in the rack to be the log-in/head
node. Add second hard drive to this node for up to
1TByte storage. Smaller drives may be used on the
compute nodes. You may add extra storage to the

 Component Amount
Appro Green Blade Sub-Rack (holds 10 Blades) 2
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head node by using the Appro SXB100 (4 additional
drives, requires 1 blade slot) or the Appro SXB200 (8
additional drives, requires two blade slots) storage
modules. The Arista switches each have a number of
up-link ports. The Arista model 7120T-4S has 20
10GBASE-T ports and 4 SFP+ up-link ports. These
ports can be used to up-link to other switches or
connected to storage hardware. There can be many
options for storage including, NAS, SAN, or parallel
file system servers. Similarly, on the Arista model
7140T-8S there are 40 10GBASE-T ports and 8 SFP+
up-link/IO ports. If the distance between switches or
storage subsystems is less then 5 meters, select
10GBASE-CR connectors for the up-link ports. These
connectors allow inexpensive twinax copper cables to
be directly attached ("plugged in") to the switch ports.
Keep in mind, longer distances may require SFP+
transceivers and optical cabling. All 10GBASE-T
cabling should be Category 6 or preferably 6a. If you
prefer, the Mellanox MNTH18-XTC 10GBASE-T
NIC can be substituted for the Intel 10 Gigabit AT
Server Adapter (EXPX9501AT) adapter. If SFP+
cabling is preferred, copper twinax cables are
recommended. The twinax cables are limited to 5
meters in length, but offer an inexpensive alternative
to optical cables. To use SFP+ twinax cables,
substitute the Arista 7124S for the 7120T-4S, likewise
the 7148SX or 7148S can be substituted for the
7140T-8S. The 7148SX offers a slightly better crosssectional bandwidth than the 7148S. In terms of SPF+
NICs the MYRICOM 10G-PCIE-8B-S or the
Mellanox MNPH28B-XTC can be substituted for the
Intel 10 Gigabit AT Server Adapter (EXPX9501AT)
adapter.
XI.

The combination of Intel® Xeon® 5500 processor
series and Appro Green Blade servers reduces the
complexity of managing racks of 1U nodes while at
the same time provides a cost effective green solution.
High Performance Made Simple: The 10 Gigabit
Ethernet Cluster. The choice of 10 Gigabit Ethernet
allows all the inter-cluster networking needs to be met
with a single high performance network. The choice
of Arista 10GBASE-T switches simplifies cabling
issues and provides a familiar Ethernet environment
from which to manage the cluster .Finally, using an
Intel Cluster Ready software from Cluster corp
ensures a fully function cluster will be ready within
minutes of powering up your cluster for the first time.
After that, support for both the hardware and software
is a simple phone call away.
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Abstract—A modified linear search method has been proposed, which is not linear in the true sense but a quasi or semi
linear search which uses the principle of both linear and binary search and makes use of divide and conquer method partially.
The advantage .of this method is that unsorted list can be searched with lesser time complexity than the classical linear
search algorithm.

1. Set i to 1.
2. Repeat this loop till i < n:
3. If i > n, then exit the loop.
4. If A[i] = x, then exit the loop.
5. Set ito i+ 1.
6. Return i.
Binary search requires fewer comparisons than
Linear Search as it works on Divide &conquer
concept. Each time this algorithm matches Key
element to the middle element of the array, the Value
and index is returned otherwise if Key element is less
than the middle element of array then algorithm
searches again in Sub Array on left side. In case Key
element is greater than middle element, algorithm
searches in Sub Array on right side. The worst case
complexity of binary search algorithm is log n
1. Get the middle element of the array
2. Compare it to Key element that is to be
searched
3. If matches , stop
4. else if key element < Middle element
5. Repeat step 1 for the left array from middle
element
6. else if Key element > Middle element
7. Repeat step for the right array from middle
element ; Return
In the proposed quasi linear search, the array is
divided into two parts in the middle, and the key is
searched from both ends till the middle is reached. For
Binary search the precondition is that the input data
must be sorted one. In case of unsorted list, binary
search is not directly applicable and the list must be
sorted first.
Here for a unsorted list, a modified search
technique called quasi or semi linear search is
proposed where the combination of linear and binary
searchmethod have been used conveniently. In this
search method the time complexity is reduced
considerably as compared to linear search.

I. INTRODUCTION
In Computer science, linear search or sequential
search is a method for finding a particular key in a list
that consists of checking every one of its elements,
one at a time and in sequence, until the desired key is
found. Linear search is the simplest search algorithm,
it is a special case of brute-force search. Its worst
case cost is proportional to the number of elements in
the list, and so is its expected cost, if all list elements
are equally likely to be searched for. Therefore, if the
list has more than a few elements, other methods
(such as binary search or hashing) will be faster, but
they also impose additional requirements. For a list
with n items, the best case is when the value is equal
to the first element of the list, in which case only one
comparison is needed. The worst case is when the
value is not in the list (or occurs only once at the end
of the list), in which case n comparisons are needed.
If the value being sought occurs k times in the list,
and all orderings of the list are equally likely, the
expected number of comparisons is

For example, if the value being sought occurs once in
the list, and all orderings of the list are equally likely,
the expected number of comparisons is (n+1) / 2.
However, if it is known that it occurs once, then at
most n - 1 comparison are needed
Either way,
asymptotically the worst-case cost and the expected
cost of linear search are both O (n).
In this article a modified linear search method has
been proposed, which is not linear in the true sense
but a quasi or semi linear search which uses the
principle of both linear and binary search and makes
use of divide and conquer method partially. The
advantage .of this method is that unsorted list can be
searched with lesser time complexity than the linear
search algorithm. Binary Search is applicable only in
case of sorted list and has cost O (logn).

As an example. With an input of 9 data elements
in an array, the user has to enter the key element to be
searched. The steps are as follows:
Step 1.

II. ALGORITHMS
In classical linear search with data in an array A[n]
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2, 3 … n/2. And each number occurs with probability
p =1/n. Then
C(n) = 1.1/n +2.1/n +3.1.n +…… n/2.1/n
= (1+2+3 +… +n/2) . 1/n
= (n +2) / 8
This is considerably less than the average
complexity of classical linear search method which is
(n+1)/2 for smaller values of n.
However, for
duplicate key elements in the array, thecomplexities
will depend on the positions of the element in the
array and encountering the element first by the left or
right cursors from both ends.

1
1

Here 1 stands for at first loop run
At first step, three cursor position of the array is
pointed. i.e., first element, middle element and last
element. If the key is among these, then position value
is returned to output.
Step 2.
2
1
2
23 56 92 11 10 20 23 78 1
If the key element is not found then mid cursor
remains same but the left cursor increments and right
cursor decrements.
This way the cursors go on
advancing till it finds the key element or completes
the loops till it finds the (mid-1) from left and (mid
+1) from right
In this technique the worst case occurs only in
two cases
 When the element is found on either side at
(mid-1) or (mid+1).
 When the element is not found in the array.
III.

IV.

CONCLUSION

A modified linear search has been proposed for
efficient brute force search of a key in an array, which
is not linear in the true sense but a quasi or semi linear
search which uses the principle of both linear and
binary search and makes use of divide and conquer
method partially. The advantage .of this method is
that unsorted list can be searched with lesser time
complexity than the classical linear search .
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Abstract—It is well-known that over all economy of the world is growing day by day which has increased the prices of
many Indices on the Stock Exchanges. It gives rise to the creation of the Options of comparatively high Strike prices. BlackScholes(B-S) model is one of the popular methods of calculating the option prices. It consists of the closed form solution of
the linear Black Scholes equation. Researchers have also found the numerical solutions of the Black Scholes equation which
is much more intuitive compared to its closed form solution. Finite Difference methods (FDMs) are used to discretize B-S
equation base on three different schemes namely, Explicit, Implicit and the Crank Nicholson scheme. In this paper, we have
analyzedthe performance of parallel algorithms for Option pricing based on the Finite Difference Method.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
are included in the PDE which are the risk free
rate and the volatility in the stock prices of the
underlying asset. The risk free interest rate represents
the overall growth rate and it can be calculated from
the LIBOR rate.
The volatility value of any Index or Stock helps in
symbolizing the uncertainty in the price of that Index
or Stock which is the underlying asset of the
corresponding Option and is taken as constant over a
period of time. The partial differential equation
consists of two or more independent variables are
intrinsically more complicated than those of one
variable. The numerical solution thus helps in finding
the solutions of such complicated equations in a much
easier way in comparison to the analytical way of
solving it. This happens for two major reasons. First,
the equations are much more intuitive. One can
clearly understand the meaning of equation and can
generate tables by hand or by using Excel.
The exponential form of the analytical solution is
clear to those with strong mathematics skills but not
that much clear to others. Second, the basic procedure
remains the same regardless of how complicated the
formulas are. This is not true of analytical solutions
as it is relatively easy to get into mathematics which
is much too complicated to obtain analytical solutions
[1].
In recent years, there is increased growth in the
parallel processing architectures which can shared
memory or distributed memory with large number
processors working together.They help in reducing the
overall computation time for doing huge number of
calculations.In this paper, we are trying to analyse the
performance of the Finite Difference Methods
(FDMs) on the single processor architectures and on
the multi-processor architectures preferably on shared
memory architecture. We will also implement the

In the past three decades, financial markets have
shown emergence of many instruments which could
help the firms to manage the financial risks. The
major principal behind these instruments is the fact
that a risk-averse individual is willing to pay a price
to transfer the risk and an individual with risk taking
ability is willing to bear the risk for a price. The most
popular among the instruments are financial futures
and options. Options are the financial instruments that
specify a contract between two parties for a future
transaction over an underlying asset at a reference
price, which is the strike price. The buyer of the
option possesses the right, but not the obligation, to
engage in thetransaction and the seller incurs the
corresponding obligation to fulfill the transaction.
The year 1973 was marked as the most important
year in the history of options trading due to creation
of Chicago Board Options Exchange and the
publication of the famous option pricing model (i.e.,
Black Scholes Model) which revolutionised the
investment world. This Black Scholes model is the
most popular and the most often used model for the
pricing of the options traded over different stock
exchanges throughout the world. Various researches
are going on for finding the solution of the Black
Scholes equation using the different soft computing
techniques, the numerical methods and the other
hybrid approaches. In recent years, greater emphasis
has been shifted from analytical techniques to
computer oriented numerical methods. The principal
attraction of numerical methods is that solutions can
be obtained for many problems which are not
amenable to analytical treatment.
The B-S equation is a partial differential equation
(PDE) which depends on two independent variables,
first is the time and the second is the stock price
which follows a random path. Two more constants
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methods on different hardware platforms based on
different processors they have used.

The prices of several Indices have shown a large
growth from the day of their inception or have
achieved a much higher value in their life. Few of
them are shown in the Figure 1. The Finite Difference
Methods are used to discretize B-S equation base on
three different schemes namely, Explicit, Implicit and
the Crank Nicholson scheme.The trend of increasing
values of the underlying assets of Option shifts the
boundary which results in increased number of grid
points. This will increase the number of computation
to maintain the accuracy of pricing.In this paper, we
investigate the computation method efficiency by
implementing parallel algorithm to analyze option
price problem.

Crank–Nicolson discretization method [6] is often
used.
Kerman [7] has proposed an efficient iterative
algorithm called the Projected Successive OverRelaxation for solving the American option valuation
problem with finite differences. He had also shown in
his thesis that the Crank-Nicolson method is an
implicit method, which requires the solution of a
system of equations for each time-step
The option is valued as explained here [8].
Maturity values are the difference between the
exercise price and the value of the underlying at each
point. Values at the boundary prices are set based on
the moneyness at the extremes. Values at other grid
points are calculated, starting at the time step
preceding maturity and ending at time = 0. Here,
using a technique such as Crank-Nicolson, Explicit
method or Implicit method. The PDE is discretized as
per the technique chosen, such that the value at each
lattice point is specified as a function of the values at
the adjacent points. The value at each point is then
found using the applied technique as mentioned
earlier. The value of the option today, where the
underlying is at its spot price, (or at any time/price
combination,) is then found by interpolation.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
For a long time now, finding the numerical
solutions of different scientific problems has
remained a topic of great interest to the researchers. It
has been applied to the different fields. One such area
is in the field of computational finance. It has been
used for the pricing of the options of different types
such as Vanilla, European, American, Barrier and
many other types of options.In academia literature,
Merton was the first one who proposed a closed-form
solution [2]. Finite difference methods were first
applied to option pricing by Eduardo Schwartz in
1977 [3] [4].
Courtadon [5] also proposed a model based on a
difference approximation of the valuation equation
and standard numerical methods. He intended to
show in his paper that the same method can be used
to derive a difference approximation of the solution
of the valuation equation with a higher level of
accuracy.In particular, the second-order accurate

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Data Gathering
Data has been taken from the National Stock
Exchange (NSE) website for the BANKNIFTY
Option. The Option considered here is for the period
of one month maturity and it expires on the 28th Jun,
2012 [9].
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Figure 2 shows the grid points where the value of
the Option is to be calculated. After this, the equation
can be discretized with respect to time and to the
stock price by applying forward, backward and
central difference according to different schemes,
which are as follows.
i) Explicit method: In this method, the equation is
discretized using the forward difference in time axis
and central difference in the stock price axis and
f n ,m is explicitly in terms of the given values

B. Methodology of Study
General differential equation for the Vanilla
Options formed by Black and Scholes is given as

1
ct  rScs   2 S 2 css  rc
2

(1)
where ct represent rate of change of call option pricec
with time, cs is the rate of change in c with respect to
change in underlying stock priceS and css is the
double differential of c with respect to stock price. σ
is the volatility in the underlying asset price. The
solution for the differential equation (1) is the BlackScholes formulae:

c  S 0 N ( d1 )  Ke  rT N (d 2 )

(2)

p  Ke  rT N ( d 2 )  S0 N ( d1 )

(3)

f n 1,m 1 , f n 1,m and f n 1,m 1 . By applying all this and
rearranging the equation, the following expression
can be found,

f n, m 
where

where
d1 

1
1
am   2 m 2 t  rmt ,
2
2
bm  1   2 m 2 t ,

ln( S0 / K )  ( r   2 / 2)T

 T

(4)

cm 

ln( S0 / K )  (r   2 / 2)T

 d1   T
 T
where, c is the price of the call option and p
represents the put option price. S0 is the underlying
asset price or the stock price, K is the strike price of
the asset, r is the risk-free interest rate and T is the
time to expiration of the option. N(.) represents the
cumulative normal distribution. The model is based
on a normal distribution of underlying asset returns
which is the same thing as saying that the underlying
asset prices themselves are log-normally distributed
[10]. In finite difference method, the solution space is
first found out by setting the boundary conditions
based on the given underlying stock price S, the strike
price K and the time to maturity T. The time axis is
divided into M parts and the stock price axis is
divided into N parts. Such that
d2 

1
 am f n1, m 1  bm f n1,m  am f n1, m 1  (5)
1  r t 

(6)

1
1
rmt   2 m 2 t.
2
2

These weights sums to unity. Thus (5) can be
rewritten as

b0 c0 0 0 ... 0   f n 1,0   fn ,0 
  f 
 a b c 0 ... 0   f
 1 1 1
  n 1,1   n ,1 
 0 a2 b2 c2 ... 0   f n1,2   fn ,2 
 = 


*
          

0
 am bm cm   f n 1,m   fn ,m 
 


 
 0 0 ... 0 aM bM   f n1,M   f n ,M 
which is analogous to  A  *  f n 1,m    f n ,m  . Here,
matrix A can be formed by using the equations in (6).
Backward iterations is used for finding fn,m. This leads
to the value of the option at time zero. It has an
apparent advantage over the implicit method of being
more accurate, but step sizes for the explicit method
had to be carefully chosen to avoid instability, which
takes some extra time [11].
ii) Implicit method: The Implicit method also uses
forward difference in for time axis and the central
difference for the stock price axis. Here f n 1, m is

f n ,m  f (nt , mS )
where f n,m denotes the value of the option at n =
1,2,3,…..,N+1 and m = 1,2,3,….,M+1 and t and
S denotes the size of equal spacing along the time
axis and the stock price axis respectively.

implicitly expressed in terms of the unknowns
f n, m 1 , f n ,m and f n ,m 1 . Here the coefficient matrix
changes as given,

1
1
a 'm    2 m 2 t  rmt ,
2
2
2 2
b 'm  1   m t ,

(7)

1
1
c 'm   rmt   2 m 2 t.
2
2

Figure 2. Grid showing the solution space for FDM methods

and the expression will be
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f n 1,m 

1
 a 'm f n ,m 1  b 'm f n ,m  a 'm f n ,m 1 
1  r t 

. It can be rewritten as  A' *  f n,m    f n 1,m  , so that
fn,m can be calculated by inverting the matrix A’ and
multiplying it with fn+1,m. Although, we know that this
method is stable than the Explicit method but major
problem arises due to the inversion of the coefficient
matrix A’.
iii) Crank Nicolson scheme: This scheme uses the
average of the implicit and the explicit methods.
C. Problems in Parellel implementation

Figure 4. Time taken for calculating the solution mesh at
different thread counts upto 16

The performance result for Explicit method has
been shown as a 2-d plot in Figure 4 given above. In
this result we see that the time consumption for the
core part which calculates the Option price is reduced
till five number of threads. After this point, increasing
the thread count does not have a significant effect on
the performance.
Figure 5 shows the difference between the
performance of Finite Difference Methods on
different processor types at different grid sizes. This
clearly shows that what cost has to be paid for the
attaining the accuracy upto 50 paise in the Option
price. Although Explicit method is not much
expensive but it has a curse of instability if not
handled carefully. On the other side, Implicit method
and the Crank-Nicolson method are highly stable
compared to the Explicit method but it consumes
huge amount of time due to the inversion process of
the coefficient matrix as discussed in the method
above. Due to this reason, the computation of the next
timing layer cannot be done before the processing of
the previous layer is got completed.

Figure 3 Dependency of timing layers

The major problem arises when we implement it
on the parallel multi-processor architecture is the
dependence of one timing layer on the previous one.
Equation (5) shows this dependency where the option
value at nth layer depends on the n+1th layer values
which are computed in the previous iteration. This is
more clearly shown in Figure 3.Moreover, fork and
join operations are also needed to be used efficiently
as they are also expensive due to sharing of the code
to each processor and then ending together.
We have not discussed the method in more details
as our main concern is the comparison of these
methods and to show the effect of number of grids on
the option prices. The methods have been applied for
an option of strike price of Rs 150 but the boundary
for the stock price is shifted to Rs 500 for increasing
the grid points.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The price of the Option is calculated from
different methods. Methods used for these
calculations are the Black Scholes model with
solutions based Explicit method, Implicit method and
the Crank Nicolson scheme. The parameters taken as
input for these methods are set at interest rate = 10%,
volatility = 30% (implied volatility), underlying stock
price = Rs 150, time to maturity = 1 year, stock price
step size dS = 0.1, step size on time axis dT = 0.1.

(a)
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time for computing the result. The other problem is
the cost of using the OMP PARALLEL directive, as
it uses the fork-join operations when the loops are
encountered for the particular index defined as the
private for the directive.
The hardware platforms with different processors
have also shown significant effect on the required
clock cycles for getting the result. The processors
with more number of cores such as i5 is giving higher
performance than the processors with less number of
cores like core2duo.
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Abstract—In this paper an approach has been taken to analyze the need of High Performance Computing to generate State
Space of a strategy based game namely, Tiger & Goat game. This game has 25 nodes having two set of players; Tiger and
Goat. The game has two different phases namely Plotting and Sliding phase. Four tigers and twenty goats are to be placed in
the plotting phase and in the sliding phase the game continues until four tigers are immobilized or at least 5 goats have been
eaten. The study shows that in traditional approach the generation of the state space takes a lot of time and generates trillions
of board positions. Here, it has been reviewed to use High Performance Computing to reduce the time complexity.
Keywords-Baghchal, State Space, High Performance Computing

I.

In the following section the game and the available
strategy have been described. Section 3 describes
about the size and structure of the state phase. The
complexity of the problem has been highlighted in the
next section, also the need of high performance
computing have been established in the section. The
proposed technique has been described in section 5.
Section 6 concludes with the future implementation of
the proposed technique.

INTRODUCTION

The Tiger & Goat game, also known as
‘Baghchal’ is an ancient game that has recently
attracted attention among the researchers. This game
between two opponents, namely “Tigers” and
“Goats”, is similar in concept to strategy based games
played around the world where the opponents fight
with weapons of different characteristics. The goal of
the game has two different perspectives: for the goats,
to immobilize the tigers and for the tigers, to kill a
certain number of goats.
The game board is of 5×5 grid points; four tigers
face twenty goats in the sliding phase. A goat that
strays away from the safety of the herd and ventures
next to a tiger gets eaten, and if a number of them get
swallowed up then the goats lose. A tiger trapped by a
bunch of goats is immobilized, and tigers lose if all of
them are immobilized.

II. DESCRIPTION AND STRATEGY OF THE
GAME
The whole game can be divided into two phases
namely plotting phase and sliding phase. The plotting
phase generally starts with placing 4 tigers on 4
corners of the board, and then in the alternating moves
20 goats are placed, one in each move on any
available empty spot, which lasts for 39 moves as a
whole. In this phase in the alternating moves the tiger
moves from its current spot to any adjacent empty
spot connected by a line or a tiger can jump in a
straight line over any single adjacent goat by killing
the goat, having the landing spot empty. When the
tigers have no move following the above mentioned
rules the tigers lose the game. On the other hand when
a predefined number of goats have been killed, then
goats lose. When neither of these above conditions
arises the game can be declared as draw.
In the sliding phase the tigers move following the
same set of rules. The Goats rule changes and they try
to move to any connected adjacent empty spot leading
towards another surviving goat. The moves are
continued till there are no more legal moves available.
In a special case when the goats cannot move further
i.e. they are blocked by the tigers, goats loses the
game.
There is no expert advice available related to the
winning strategy and tactics of the game but some
rules of thumb about the game play are available. For

Figure 1. The basic game board
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the goats they have to approach in unbroken manner
towards the centre after populating the borders or
starting from centre move towards the borders to
immobilize the tigers. Lonely stray goats with
surrounding empty nodes are always in danger to itself
and nearby goats. But there is no such available
strategy for tigers other than to wait by moving back
and forth, until better option available. Also the tigers
must try to keep themselves in maximum distance
from each other to make the goats think and move
harder to immobilize all of them at once and on the
other hand to be in full strength to attack the goats in
all available directions. The current study shows that
once six of the population of the goats is gone then
there is better chance for the tigers to win because
goats need high in number to resist them. But
capturing six of them is not an easy one, generally in
most of the cases five is chosen as the magic number
for the tigers to be declared as winner. So sometimes
it is said that goats have the upper hand to at least
force a draw.

S2: all the positions that can occur during the
sliding phase, after losing one goat.
S3: all the positions that can occur during the
sliding phase, after losing two goats.
S4: all the positions that can occur during the
sliding phase, after losing three goats.
S5: all the positions that can occur during the
sliding phase, after losing four goats.
Here it has been observed that some positions
from S1 to S5 visually looks exactly same like some
position in S0, yet they are different: because in S0,
the legal moves by Goats are to place a goat in an
empty spot, whereas in S1 to S5, the legal moves are
to slide one of the goats already on the board.
For each subspace, a position is determined by the
placement of pieces on the board, which we call the
board image, and by the player whose turn it is to
move. As we have two players in this game, thus, the
number of positions is twice the number of distinct
board images.
As the game board is the symmetries of a square
that can be rotated and flipped, many board positions
have symmetric siblings that behave identically for all
game purposes. Thus the number of board positions
can be reduced by linking the repetitions with the
available ones. In [1] the authors have calculated the
no. of board images and no. of board positions as
given in Table-1.
TABLE I.

NUMBER OF DISTINCT BOARD IMAGES AND
POSITIONS FOR CORRESPONDING SUBSPACES
Board Images
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

3,316,529,500
33,481
333,175
2,105,695
9,469,965
32,188,170

Board
Positions
6,633,059,000
66,962
666,350
4,211,390
18,939,930
64,376,340

IV. COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM AND
NEED FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE
COMPUTING
The search space S0 has approximately 6.6 billion
positions when it is computed exhaustively. It is too
large for a static data structure that stores each
position exactly once to handle that amount of data. In
a different approach it can be generated on the fly,
with portions of it stored in hash tables. As a
consequence, the same position may be generated and
analyzed repeatedly. A worst-case complexity
generated in this way is called game-tree complexity.
In [1 - 2] the authors have computed the game tree
complexity. Table-2 shows the game tree complexity.

Figure 2. Strategy showing goats herd generation in an
unbroken manner and tiger is moving back and forth to keep
the corner position

III.

SIZE AND STRUCTURE OF THE STATE
SPACE

The most important factor determining the
complexity of a search problem is the size and
structure of the state space consisting of all the
positions that must be considered. For Tigers and
Goats it is convenient to partition this space into 6
subspaces.
S0: all the positions that can occur during the
plotting phase, including 4 tigers and 1 to 20 goats.
S1: all the positions that can occur during the
sliding phase, after losing zero goats.

TABLE II.

ESTIMATED TREE COMPLEXITY DURING PLOTTING
PHASE FOR WINNING CAPTURING K GOATS
Criterion
Kill 1 Goat
Kill 2 Goat
Kill 3 Goat
Kill 4 Goat
Kill 5 Goat

Estimated Tree Complexity
1.28 x 1024
4.2 x 1036
8.92 x 1038
3.09 x 1040
4.88 x 1041
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As the search tree complexity is very high, it is
very tough and time consuming to generate the search
space and searching in that space using the best
available optimization algorithm. Approach using
High Performance Computing can reduce the time
complexity in polynomial time and the game can be
made intelligent.
V.

PROPOSED APPROACH

In this approach the authors have considered to
generate the state space in the reverse perspective
manner, i.e. starting from the number of blanks
appearing in the board in the sliding phase, which is
initially one, at the start of this phase. Here the
plotting phase movements are not considered to
generate the search space as those board positions will
be mapped in the sliding phase state space approach.
As the number of blank space increases i.e. tigers
killing the goats, which automatically leads towards
the starting positions of the plotting phase. This state
space is exclusively for the sliding phase. In a
completed board, if all the goats are intact, then there
should be exactly one blank space available. If one
goat has been eaten by the tiger, then numbers of
spaces increase to two and so on. If there are exactly
six spaces present in the board, i.e. five goats have
already been eaten then it is to be considered that the
goats have lost the game. If the situation appears after
completion of the plotting phase then the goats are
considered to be lost and the mapping in the search
tree will not be required.
The state space generation will start form one
blank space available after completion of successful
plotting phase. There can be 25 different board
positions in this regards. Starting from any one of the
blank positions the number of blanks will increase
with iteration. Here it has been observed that this 25
different board positions can be subdivided into six
categories viz. Blank positions at node number 13, 14,
15, 10, 9, 5 refer to Figure - 3 are symmetric by
nature. Starting from node number 9 the blank space
can propagate in either direction to its adjacent
connected nodes (node number 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 13, 14,
15). The similar situation will occur for the node
numbered 7, 17 and 19. The symmetric positions have
been colored differently in the Figure - 3. So
generating exhaustive state space is not required only
if these six positioned are considered then the
complete state space can be generated using
symmetry.

Figure 3. Diagram showing symmetry of blank positions of the
proposed approach

Referring to the above discussion the authors
propose to generate subspaces starting from these six
positions in six different clusters and linking between
them. Using this high performance computing
approach the total overhead of generating the state
space can be reduced and the time complexity in terms
of total time required will be reduced substantially.
VI. CONCLUSION
The problems having more number of nodes, in
respect to search space generation, are complex in
nature. The complexity of these problems becomes
almost exponential. High Performance Computing can
be used to efficiently break the search space into
various small search spaces and link up among them
to reduce the time complexity. In this paper the
authors have studied and reviewed the state space
generation and search strategy of the tiger and goat
game and have proved the necessity of high
performance computing in this regards.
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MESSAGE

I am immensely happy to know that the School of Computer Science & Engineering, National Institute of
Science & Technology, Berhampur is organising a two-day National conference on High Performance
Computing & Simulation during 18th -19th January 2013.
Our Institute has initiated a number of research program in the area of high performance computing (parallel and
distributed computing, grid computing, cloud computing). There has been a huge outpouring of research,
throughout the world, in these areas due to advances in multi-core and many-core architectures, networking,
high-end computers, large data storages, and middle-ware capabilities. We have setup a high performance
computing lab in our campus to enable researchers continue their studies in these fields.

We are delighted that the Keynote Speakers especially from National University of Singapore, Indian Premier
Institutes and Research Labs like IIT, ISI, DRDO and Industry R & D Labs, have accepted our invitation to be a
part of this conference. I welcome the delegates to this conference and hope that the proceedings and
discussions held will lead to exchange of ideas and spur a new generation of research in this area.
I congratulate the organizing committee members of this conference and faculty members of School of
Computer Science & Engineering for their endeavor in organising this conference. I wish the publication of the
conference proceedings as well as this National Conference all success.

(Prof. Sangram Mudali)
DIRECTOR
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I am delighted to learn that the School of Computer Science & Engineering, National Institute of Science &
Technology, Berhampur is organising a two-day National Conference on High Performance Computing &
Simulation during 18th -19th January 2013.
High-performance computing is the use of parallel processing for running advanced application programs
efficiently, reliably and quickly. High performance computing is a branch in computer science that utilizes
supercomputers and its software to solve advanced calculations and algorithms problems. One of the major
fields which benefits from high performance computing is scientific researches. It greatly aids human in space
exploration, meteorology, predict the possibility of natural disasters etc. There are other important uses of high
performance computing in human lives like Finance Market, Trading in Economics, Defense etc.
Our Institute has initiated a number of research programs in the area of high performance computing. Our
faculty members and students are working in various areas of High Performance Computing in collaborations
with the Software Companies like IBM, Microsoft, Infosys, Wipro, etc.
We are delighted that the Keynote Speakers from National University of Singapore, several Premier Institutes of
India and Research Labs have accepted our invitation to be a part of this conference. I welcome all the delegates
to this conference and strongly believe that the fruitful interactions would lead to exchange of great innovative
ideas in various areas of High Performance Computing.
Organizing committee members of this conference and faculty members of the School of Computer Science &
Engineering deserve appreciation for their tremendous efforts in organizing this conference at National Institute
of Science and Technology. I wish all the participating members of this National Conference all success.

(Prof. (Ms.) Geetika Mudali)
PLACEMENT DIRECTOR

